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ABSTRACT

-S

with Human Monocytes

M.J.H. Elliott

Techniques were established for the purification of human monocytes from normal

peripheral blood. Monocyte purities of greater thang5Vo were achieved by a combination of

density centrifugation and countercurrent elutriation, with yields of up to 1.2x108

monocyres from 500m1 whole blood. The effects of interleukin-3 (IL-3) and gtanulocyte-

macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) on monocyte number, size and antigen

expression after in vifro culture were measured. Both cytokines enhanced monocyte

survival between days 4 and 14 of culture at concentrations as low as 6pM. In contrast,

stimulated 3H-thymidine uptake was only seen at CSF concenÍations of 60pM and above.

Autoradiographic studies demonstrated a small subpopulation of cells (I-37o) with nuclear

grains. IL-3 and GM-CSF also stimulated increased cell size, increased protein content, and

enhanced surface expression of the complement receptor 3 and other adhesion-related

antigens in 4 to 14 day culrures. These studies suggest that IL-3 and GM-CSF may help

regulate monocyte numbers and maturation at inflammatory sites where CSF are produced.

The roles of IL-3 and GM-CSF in the regulation of monocyte function were studied,

focusing on monocyte adhesion. Both cytokines stimulated adhesion to endothelial

monolayers, exfacellular matrix proteins and plastic in a biphasic manner. 'Early phase'

stimulated adhesion was seen within 10 minutes of addition with both cytokines, but the rate
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of increase was greater for GM-CSF than for IL-3. 'Late phase' adhesion was seen after 9

hours of culture, and showed an identical temporal profile for the two CSF. The two phases

of adhesion could be further distinguished by the use of an inhibitor of protein synthesis,

which abolished late- but not early-phase stimulated adhesion. Inhibition experiments with

monoclonal antibodies (MAb) to antigens of the leukocyte functional antigen (LFA) family

showed that the stimulated adhesion at both early and late time points was LFA dependent.

Levels of surface expression of LFA antigens correlated poorly with functional status,

however, suggesting that a change in the distribution or activation state of the relevant

adhesion molecules was responsible for the stimulated adhesion. In conlrast to IL-3 and

GM-CSF, interleukin-4 was found to inhibit both basal and stimulated monocyte adhesion,

suggesting a possible anti-inflammatory role for this cytokine in vivo.

Monocyte receptors for IL-3 and GM-CSF were studied by radio-iodinating the cytokines,

and performing binding experiments. Scatchard analyses of equilibrium binding data

showed the presence of two classes of receptor for each CSF: a small number of high

affinity receprors (Kn 5-39pM) and a larger number of low affinity receptors (Kp 513-

1120pM). High affinity binding for both ligands was subject to partial competitive

inhibition by the other CSF, but not by a range of other cytokines, while the low affinity

sires were non-competable. Despite the similarities in equilibrium binding for the two CSF,

kinetic binding experiments revealed major differences. GM-CSF showed more rapid

association to its receptors (tL/2-40 seconds) than did il--3 (tl/2=2.5 minutes), correlating

with the more rapid stimulation of monocyte adhesion by the former cytokine. Dissociation

rates were also more rapid for GM-CSF than for IL-3, allowing the calculation of

kinetically-derived Kp values which were similar for the two ligands and showed close

agreement with those derived from Scatchard analysis. Internalisation of receptor-ligand

complexes was a relatively slow process for both IL-3 and GM-CSF, with a fIlT of 14-15

minutes.
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The striking similarities between the actions of IL-3 and GM-CSF on human monocytes,

together with their competition for binding to the monocyte membrane, suggested a

common mode of cell activation. A model of interacting IL-3 and GM-CSF receptors was

therefore proposed, and discussed in terms of both the biological and binding data.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUSTION



1.1 Preface

The work described in this thesis was undertaken with the aim of establishing the role of two

haemopoietic growth factors, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CStr)

and interleukin 3 (IL-3) in the regulation of human monocyte biology. Specifically, the

work aimed to:

(1) investigate possible roles for U--3 and GM-CSF in the regulation of

monocyte numbers outside the bone marrow, and

(2) determine whether IL-3 or GM-CSF were involved in the regulation of

monocyte function.

The fulfilment, at least in part, of these aims prompted investigations into the mechanism of

action of the two factors on monocytes. Accordingly, the second half of this thesis explores

the interactions of IL-3 and GM-CSF with their receptors on monocytes, and the findings

have been used to explain similarities and differences between the two factors in their

biological effects.

At the time of commencement of this work there was no evidence to show that either factor

could influence human monocyte function, although the identification of GM-CSF as a

neutrophil-activating factor, and the role of both cytokines in normal monocytopoiesis,

suggested that this was likely" This prediction has proven correct, with the publication of

more than thirty articles during the past three years describing CSF-monocyte interactions of

one type or another. The current intense interest in this f,reld may simply reflect an

appreciation of the importance of CSF in general, and of their potential for clinical use. In

addition, it may reflect the long standing interest of many investigators in mononuclear

phagocyte biology, and in the central role of this cell type in immunological and

inflammatory reactions.
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1.2 The molecular control of monocytopoiesis

The control of myeloid cell production and differentiation has been recently reviewed

(Cannistra et al, 19888; Metcalf, 1989). The development of semi-solid culture systems for

the growth of bone marrow cells in vítro (Bradley and Metcalf, 1966; Ichikawa et al, 1966)

has allowed the factors regulating haemopoiesis, and their target cells, to be extensively

cha¡acterised. The most primitive clonogenic cell in human marrow is the colony-forming

unit (CFU)-blast, which gives rise to a colony of self-renewing undifferentiated blast cells.

Upon replating, blast cells may give rise to more differentiated cells, which lack self-

renewal or secondary plating potential, and which show commitment to a given

haemopoietic lineage. The granulocytic and monocyte/macrophage lineages share a

common progenitor, the CFU-granulocyte/monocyte (CFU-GM). The production of

monocytes from CFU-GM proceeds via a process of proliferation and differentiation,

through monoblast and promonocyte stages. Like mature peripheral blood monocytes,

monoblasts and promonocytes are strongly adherent cells, stain with non-specific esterase

(NSE) and peroxidase, express cell surface Fc receptors, and are capable of membrane

ruffling and phagocytosis (Nathan and Cohn, 1985). In man, promonocytes represent

approximately 37o of all bone marrow cells, with a pool size of 6x108/kg.

At least three CSF are involved in the survival, proliferation and differentiation of monocyte

progenitor cells in vitro. IL-3 stimulates a range of haemopoietic progenitor cells, giving

rise to granulocytic, monocytic, erythroid, mast cell, megakaryocytic and mixed colonies

(Metcalf, 1989), justifying its alternative name 'multi-CSF'. GM-CSF shows a somewhat

more restricted spectrum, with monocytic colonies seen at low cytokine concentrations,

followed by granulocytic-monocytic, eosinophil, megakaryocytic and mixed colonies with

progressively increasing CSF concentrations. Macrophage CSF (M-CSF) is, in conrast, a

lineage restricted haemopoietin, giving rise to monocyte/macrophage colonies only. Human
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(h) M-CSF shows relatively weak colony-stimulating activity (CSA) in human bone marrow

culture, but like other lineage restricted CSF (G-CSF, IL-5) is active across the species, and

shows greater activity in murine cultures. The CSA of hM-CSF has been shown to be

considerably enhanced with the use of sub-stimulatory concenEations of GM-CSF

(Caracciolo et al, 1987), and similar potentiating effects of IL-3 on GM-CSF-stimulated

haemopoiesis @onahue et al, 1988) and of IL-3 on M-CSF-stimulated haemopoiesis

(Williams et al, 1987) have been reported in vívo. Through some of these and other studies

(Sonoda er al, 1988; l-eary et al, 1987) it has become apparent that IL-3 acts on more

primitive progenitor cells than GM-CSF, and that the potentiating effects of IL-3 may arise

through expansion of an early cell population, which requires a later acting factor (GM-CSF'

M-CSF) to complete its development (Donahue et al, 1988).

'lhe in yivo administration of CSF leads to changes which are largely predictable from in

virro studies (reviewed by Nicola, 19S9). Injection of GM-CSF causes an increase in blood

monocyte and granulocyte counts, and a marked elevation of macrophage numbers in the

peritoneal cavity and in other organs in mice. IL-3 induces simila¡ tissue changes, but only

modest and delayed increases in blood leukocyte counts. M-CSF administration in mice

results in only small changes in blood counts, but its action, as described above, is

synergistic with GM-CSF and IL-3. Insights into the effects of chronic administration of

CSF have resulted from the use of murine models ffinsgenic for GM-CSF (Lang et al, 1987)

or transplanted with bone marrow ha¡bouring a retrovirally activated GM-CSF gene (Nicola,

1989). High serum levels of GM-CSF are detected in these animals, and extensive

macrophage-associated pathology in the eyes, muscles, liver and lungs develops, with a fatal

outcome. Transplantation of bone marrow transfected with the IL-3 gene results in a

somewhat different picture (Chang et al, 1989). High serum levels of IL-3 are seen,

together with increases in blood and tissue granulocyte and tissue mast cell numbers.

However, the changes in monocyte/macrophage biology seen in the GM-CSF-transfected
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mice a¡e not evident. While this may indicate differences between IL-3 and GM-CSF in

their capacity to stimulate cells of the monocyte/macrophage lineage, differences in the

number and pattern of transfected clones, and in CSF levels in the serum may also be of

relevance (Chang et al, 1989).

In addition to the factors so far discussed, two other cytokines have been shown to modulate

rheprocess of monocytopoiesis invito. These areinterleukin-4 GL-4) which inhibits CSF-

induced monocyte colony formation in man (Jansen et al, 1989) and induces the formation

of multinucleate giant cells (Mclnnes et al, 1988) and IL-6, which synergises with M-CSF in

macrophage colony formation (Bot et al, 1989).

1.3 Characteristics of IL-3 and GM-CSF

IL-3 and GM-CSF share a number of properties in addition to thei¡ roles in haemopoiesis.

Both CSF have been molecularly cloned in the mouse and in man (Wong et al, 1985; Yang

et al, 1986) and produced in a variety of expression systems. Recombinant human (rh) IL-3

and GM-CSF produced in yeast or mammalian cells are glycoproteins of molecular weight

(Mr) 1S-30KD, or approximately 15KD when non-glycosylated. They are of similar length

(IL-3: 133 amino acids; GM-CSF: 127 anino acids) and show some similarities in their

predicted tertiary structure (S. Leach, personal communication). Although they show little

primary sequence homology, the close tandem linkage of their genes on the long arm of

chromosome 5, together with some similarities in the pattern of exons in the respective

genes, has led to the suggestion that they have evolved from a common ancestor (Yang et al,

1988).

As with many secreted factors, the two CSF are synthesised as precursor molecules with a

hydrophobic leader sequence of 19-25 amino acids, which is cleaved from the mature
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prorein prior to secretion. While GM-CSF is produced by a number of cell types in viffo,

including T cells, endothelial cells, fibroblasts and activated macrophages, the production of

IL-3 is limited to T cells (Nicola, 1989). A recent publication described the detection of

CSF 6RNA in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (MNC) by in siru hybridisation

(Wimperis et al, 1989). Unstimulated MNC showed no expression of IL-3 or GM-CSF,

while srimulation with phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) and phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) or

ionomycin, resulted in 5Vo of cells expressing GM-CSF mRNA, and only 17o expressing IL-

3 message. Fractionation of the MNC into T lymphocytes, monocytes, natural killer (NK)

cells, and T4+ and T8+ lymphocyte subsets allowed the presence of GM-CSF mRNA to be

demonstrated in all cell types, while mRNA for IL-3 was detected only in the unfractionated

lymphocytes. Further, while only a small fraction of freshly isolated MNC expressed IL-3

and GM-CSF mRNA, pretreatment with fl--2 for I week followed by stimulation with PMA

and ionomycin resultedln 50Vo and 3Vo of the lymphocyte population expressing GM-CSF

and IL-3 6RNA respectively. These results confirm the more restricted pattern of

expression of IL-3 compared with GM-CSF, and also point to possible mechanisms for

regulation of expression of both cytokines.

In contrast to M-CSF, which is found in normal serum, or can be purified from mouse and

human urine (Bartocci et al, 1987) GM-CSF and IL-3 are not normally detectable in the

blood. High concentrations of GM-CSF and IL-3 in the serum have been recorded in the

CSF-transgenic and -transplanted murine models, however, and small rises in circulating

GM-CSF are seen in mice injected with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Nicola, 1989). Colony-

stimulating factors have also been detected at extravascula¡ sites in man, usually in

association with inflammatory disease. Colony-stimulating activity was detected in the

blister fluids of patients with bullous pemphigoid (Varigos et at, 1982) and the synovial

fluid of parients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (Williamson et al, 1988). The former

activity was strongly eosinophilopoietic, while in the latter patients, CSA for both
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ganulocytes and monocytes was detected. More recently, a predominantly macrophage

CSA was identified in synovial fluid from RA patients using the murine colony-forming

assay. Since hIL-3 and hGM-CSF do not show activity on murine cells, the CSA is most

likely to represenr M-CSF. In addition, GM-CSF has been detected in rheumatoid synovial

effusions and in the culture supernatants from rheumatoid synovial tissue cells by radio-

immuno assay, confirming the presence of at least this CSF at the inflammatory site (Xu et

al, 1989; Alvaro-Gracia et al, 1989).

1.4 Mononuclear phagocytes in inflammation

The characteristic histological feature of inflammation is the presence of a cellular infiltrate

in the perivascular and interstitial spaces. While granulocytes predominate early in the

course of an acute inflammatory insult, by 36 hours the major phagocytic cell type is the

monocyte or monocyte-derived macrophage @ieppe and Blake, 1986). In chronic

inflammatory diseases, such as RA, mononuclear phagocytes predominate within the

inflamed synovium, although granulocytes are found in the synovial fluid particularly

during acute exacerbations of the disease.

Much interest has focussed on the origin of mononuclear phagocytes in inflammation, and

the available evidence, gathered largely from animal studies, suggests two pathways. The

majority of synovial macrophages are recently derived from blood monocytes, as shown by

Volkman and Gowans (1965) and Loewi (1969). Monocytes normally circulate in the blood

with a half time (tU2) of 8-71 hours in man (Nathan and Cohn, 1985) and although the

presence of a marginating pool has been demonstrated in mice (van Furth et al, 1986), an

equivalent pool in man remains controversial (Johnston, 1988). In non-inflamed tissues,

monocytes leave the circulation apparently at random by adhering to, and migrating

through, the capillary endothelium. Once in the tissue space, they differentiate to become
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tissue macrophages, and rarely re-enter the circulation. During inflammation, a number of

changes in the life cycle of monocytes occur. The rate of monocyte production within the

m¿urow may increase up to 4 fold, with increases seen within 12 hours of the inflammatory

insult (Nathan and Cohn, 1935). This is achieved by an increase in the size of the

promonocyte pool, an increase in the proportion of promonocytes actively cycling, a

decrease in cycling time, and a more prompt release into the ci¡culation. Sluiter et al (1987)

have described and partially characterised a 'factor increasing monocytopoiesis' (FIM)

which is seen in the serum of mice and rabbits at the onset of inflammation. The factor is a

monokine, with Mr of 10-25KD, stimulates only monocyte production and is not M-CSF or

IL-1. Whether FIM is a previously described CSF, or represents a new haemopoietic growth

factor is not at present known.

In addition to increased monocytopoiesis, inflammation is characterised by the directed

immigration of monocytes into the inflammatory site, such that up to 70Vo of the marrow

production can localise to a single experimentally induced lesion (Nathan and Cohn, 1985).

Immigration into defined anatomical sites may result from changes in the vessel wall, or

from the action of chemotactic or pro-adhesive factors on blood monocytes. The potential

for local production of CSF leading to enhanced monocyte-endothelial attachment at the

inflammatory site, is explored in Chapter 4 of this thesis-

The second pathway leading to increased mononuclear phagocyte numbers in inflammation

is through in situ proliferation of tissue macrophages (Loewi, 1969: North, 1969: Spector,

lgTg). Several in vitro studies support a role for CSF in the control of survival and

proliferation of mononuclea¡ phagocytes in the mouse (Tushinski et al, 1982. 1985; Chen et

al, 1986, 19884, 19888; Lin et al, 1989), while information in the human system is scant

(Becker et al,1987; Koyanagi et al, 1988). The role of CSF in human granulocyte survival

(Begley et al, 1986), together with the murine data referred to above, suggested a possible
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role for IL-3 and GM-CSF in the local control of monocyte/macrophage numbers. This

possibility is explored in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

1.5 Regulation of monocyte function by lymphokines

An important step in the understanding of the biology of mononuclear phagocytes came

with the work of Mackaness and his colleagues during the 1960s (reviewed by Mackaness,

lg10), who noted that macrophages from animals which had rqcovered from an infection

with an intracellular parasite showed enhanced microbicidal activity against a variety of

micro-organisms. This work had followed earlier observations, including those of

Metchnikoff (1905) who noted that macrophages from infected hosts were more phagocytic

than normal macrophages, and of Lune who showed that macrophages from tuberculous

animals were larger and more phagocytic than those from controls (Nathan and Cohn 1985).

A number of characteristics of this 'activated' macrophage phenotype have been described,

and reviewed by Johnston (1983). Activated macrophages are larger than their non-

activated counter-pafis, show increased membrane ruffling and pseudopod formation,

enhanced adhesive and spreading capability and increased numbers of pinocytic vesicles- In

addition, they exhibit enhanced capacity to kill intracellula¡ organisms or tumour cells, and

an increase in the secretion of a wide range of products including monokines, reactive

oxygen intermediates, and cytolytic proteinases.

while some investigators use the term 'macrophage activation' to refer to the whole range

of stimulated functions detailed above, others restrict its usage to stimulated tumouricidal

and microbicidal activity, leading to some difficulty in communication between different

goups. Different opinions on what constitutes 'activation' partly result from the view that a

gradual augmentation of function cannot be equated with a rapid functional response to a

stimulus (Nathan and Cohn, 1985). For reasons of clarity, therefore, the term will be
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avoided as far as possible in this thesis, and the concept of stimulation of

monocyte/macrophage function will be employed instead.

The stimulation of macrophage function seen in late stages of infection, or after the host

recovers, resuls from the secretion of lymphokines by antigen-stimulated T cells. The

major macrophage stimulating tymphokine in concanavalin A-stimulated lymphocyte

supernatanrs was identified as interferon 1 (IFNy) (Nathan et al, 1983, 1984), using

macrophage oxidative metabolism and microbicidal activities as the functions of interest.

Stimulation of macrophage function by IFNY generally requires the presence of a second

stimulus, usually in the form of a bacterial cell wall product such as LPS. The two stimuli

act in a def,rned sequence, with IFNy'priming' the cell for subsequent stimulation (Hamilton

and Adams, 1987). The existence of macrophage stimulating lymphokines other than IFNÏ

has been a topic of some interest. A recent paper described only low levels of IFN} in

synovial fluid and tissue in RA, despite the 'activated' phenotype of the synovial

macrophages (Firestein and Zvaif\er, 1987), suggesting the presence of other locally

produced factors. The past three years have seen a number of publications describing the

stimulation of monocyte/macrophage function by CSF and interleukins in both murine and

human cells. These functions include antigen presentation (Morrisey et al, 1987)'

antimicrobial function (Reed et al,1987; Weiser et al, 1987; V/ang et al, 1989), tumouricidal

activity (Grabstein et al, 1986; Cannistra et al, 19884), monokine production (Cannistra et

al, 19884; Horiguchi et al, 1987; Vellenga et al, 1988; Oster et al, 1989) and secretion of

prostaglandinB2 (Heidenreich et al, 1989). In addition, CSF have been shown to regulate

f--Z receptor expression (Hancock et al, 1988) and the replication of human

immunodeficiency virus (IIIV) in human monocytes (Koyanagi et al, 1988; Perno et al,

1989). It is clear, therefore, that the CSF are 'macrophage activating factors' by whatever

criteria one uses, and that they have fundamental influences on monocyte/macrophage

biology.
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1.6 Regulation of monocyte adhesion in inflammation

One of the more striking characteristics of mononuclear phagocytes is their propensity to

adhere to glass or plastic surfaces, and this property has been used for many years to

facilitate their purification from other leukocytes. The critical role of phagocyte adhesion in

the development of inflammation was first recognised by Metchnikoff (1905) and is now

well established. Like neutrophils, monocytes must hrst adhere to the endothelium before

emigrating from the intravascular to the extravascular space (Migliorisi et al, 1987l'

Pawlowski et al, 1983). The migration of monocytes through the extravascula¡ space may

also depend on adhesion, if models developed for fibroblasts can be shown to apply. Such

models generally describe the anchoring of fibroblasts to specihc components of the

extracellular matrix by means of plasma membrane receptors, while coupling of the

receptors to the cytoskeleton allows cell motility (Bretcher, 1988; Hemler, 1988; Dunn et al,

1989). In addition, accumulation of monocytes at the inflammatory site may be facilitated

by adhesion to fibronectin and other matrix proteins produced by endothelial cells (Clark et

aI,1982; Dunn et al, 1989). Adhesion events may also determine the functional phenotype

of monocyres @ougherty et al, 1988; Pa¡ker et al, 1988; Haskill et al, 1988 and Eierman et

al, 1989), and are essential for certain effector functions including antigen presentation

(Dougherty et al, 1988) and monocyte-tumour cell conjugation (Te Velde et al, 1987).

Understanding of the molecular basis of leukocyte adhesion has shown significant advances

over the past 10 years, with the identification of a number of separate families of adhesion

receptors known as integrins. Each family comprises a beta chain which can associate with

any of several different alpha chains, giving rise to the characteristic heterodimeric integrin

complex. Although there has been no evidence to suggest the formation of inter-family

heterodimers, recent evidence from this laboratory indicates that the alpha chain of the

vitronectin receptor (a member of the beø 3 integrin family) can associate in addition with a
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novel beta chain on cultured human monocytes (Krissansen et al, in press), indicating that

current models may need to be revised. A series of observations by Springer and colleagues

has emphasised the importance of the beta2 integrins in leukocyte adhesion. This family,

also known as the leukocyte functional antigen (LFA) family, comprises a 95KD B chain

which can associate with any of three different alpha chains, giving rise to the three

adhesion complexes MAC-1 (or the complement receptor 3), LFA-1 and p150/95 (reviewed

by Gallin, 1985). Patients with a congenital deficiency or complete absence of expression

of these molecules show a number of abnormalities of leukocyte function, including delayed

separation of the umbilical cord, recurrent bacterial and fungal infections, difficulty in

healing, severe gingivitis, and poor leukocyte adhesion (Gallin, 1985). Although most

studies on patiens with this leukocyte adhesion deficiency (LAD) syndrome have focussed

on granulocytes, at least one study has shown the failure of migration of monocytes to skin

windows or extravascular sites of infection in LAD patients, suggesting that the LFA family

is also critical ro monocyte adhesion (Bowen et al, 1982). The individual members of the

LFA family, their component alpha and beta chains, their ligands (where known) and the

monoclonal antibodies used to identify them are shown in Table 2.1 (Materials and

Methods).

While the importance of monocyte adhesion in inflammation is clear, and the molecular

mechanisms mediating adhesion have been partia[y defined, the regulation of this process

in health and disease, remains poorly understood. Complement activation ín vivo during

haemodialysis leads to a transient monocytopenia as a result of margination of monocytes in

the pulmonary vasculature (Craddock et al, 1977) and studies in vito confirm that the

complement product C5a stimulates monocyte adhesion to endothelium (Doherty et al,

1987). Similar stimulation in vitro is seen with the chemotactic peptide formyl-methionyl-

leucyl-phenylalanine, with PMA, and with autologous plasma (Doherty et al, 1987; Wallis

et al, 1985). Data on the regulation of monocyte adhesion by cytokines is rudimentary, but
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two reports suggest a role for IFNy in this capacity. The first demonstrated IFN1 induced

homotypic adhesion in monocytes (Mentzer et al, 1986), a phenomenon which may be

viewed as a model for monocyte-tumour cell conjugation (Mentzer et al, 1986). This may

also be relevant to the induction of multinucleate giant cell formation by IFN1 in long term

monocyte cultures (Weinberg et al, 1984), a process which is dependent on monocyte

fusion. More recently, adhesion of murine peritoneal exudate macrophages (PEM) to

basement membrane glycoproteins was shown to be stimulated with IFNy and LPS (Shaw

and Mercurio, 1989). No reports could be found, however, concerning the regulation of

monocyte adhesion by CSF.

In Chapter 4 of this thesis, the stimulation of human monocyte adhesion to cultured human

endothelium, basement-membrane and other extracellular proteins, and to plastic is shown

with IL-3 and GM-CSF, and the mechanisms involved are explored. In Chapter 5, the

capacity for inhibition of these phenomena by n -4 is demonstrated, and a possible anti-

inflammatory role for this cytokine is discussed.

1.7 CSF receptors

Discussion in the preceding sections has focussed on the functional effects of stimulating

mononuclear phagocytes with CSF. The mechanisms by which such stimulation arises are

also of great interest, and can be broadly grouped into receptor and post-receptor events.

Several lines of evidence support the contention that specific CSF-receptor interactions a¡e

involved in functional stimulation of target cells. Firstly, the cellular distribution of

receptors for the various CSF matches the disribution of response (reviewed by Nicola,

1987), with minor exceptions in leukaemic cells (Park et al, 19898). Secondly, variations in

receptor number or intracellular processing of ligand within a given lineage can, in general,

be correlated with the biological response (Murthy et al, 1989; Guilbert et al, 1986). In
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addition, the recent cloning of the receptor for human il--6, a pleiotropic CSF, has allowed

expression of the hIL-6 receptor in a murine cell line (Taga et al, 1989) leading to

responsiveness to the human cytokine.

Receptors for IL-3 (IL-3-R) and for GM-CSF (GM-CSF-R) are found on bone marrow cells

and on most mature cells of the granulocyte and monocyte/macrophage lineages in man

(Park et al, 19894; Park et al, 1986; Gasson et al, 1986; Di Persio et' al, 1988).

Differentiation in the neutrophilic granulocyte series, however, is associated with loss of

IL-3-R (Lopez et al, 1989). Several other studies in murine cells, or on tumour cell lines

add to the understanding of these receptors (reviewed by Nicola, 1989). In general, they are

expressed at low levels (up to a few hundred per cell), show high affinity (dissociation

constants of 200-300pM), and have been identified by cross-linking in several laboratories.

Unfortunately, large differences in molecular weight and even in the number of chains

identified have been reported from the different groups (Nicola, 1989). Most binding and

cross-linking studies have been performed without corresponding functional experiments,

leading to difhculty in interpretation of the differing data in the different cell types.

In conrrast to the receptors for IL-3 and GM-CSF, the M-CSF-R is expressed only on cells

of the mononuclear phagocyte lineage and on trophoblast, and is seen at concentrations of

up ro 50,000 per cell. The M-CSF-R has been well cha¡acterised as a single chain

glycoprotein, which undergoes autophosphorylation on tyrosine upon the binding of M-CSF

(Yeung et al, 1987). It is almost certainly the cellular fms oncogene product (Sherr et al,

1985; Sacca et al, 1986), shows extensive homology with the receptor for platelet derived

growrh factor (PDGF) (Roberts et al, 19888), and has been molecularly cloned (Sherr et al,

1e85).
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One characteristic which has been common to all the CSF-R is their specihcity of ligand

binding, such that each receptor type binds only the cognate CSF. Recently, however,

Walker et al (19854,8) have demonstrated in murine bone marrow cells the capacity of IL-3

to down-regulate (or 'trans-downmodulate') receptors for GM-CSF and M-CSF, and of GM-

CSF to down-regulate M-CSF-R but not IL-3-R. This hierarchical model of receptor

interactions has been proposed as an explanation for the combined proliferative and

differentiative effects of the CSF in haemopoiesis, but has not so far been confirmed in

human cells. In Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis, equilibrium and kinetic binding data for the

interaction of IL-3 and GM-CSF with their receptors on human monocytes is presented.

The binding data are correlated with the functional effects of these cytokines described in

Chapters 3 and 4, and an interaction between IL-3-R and GM-CSF-R is revealed. The

nature of this interaction, however, is shown to be quite different from that previously

described in the mouse. A new model of interacting IL-3 and GM-CSF receptors is

therefore proposed, and discussed in terms of both the biological and binding data.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS



2.1 Media

2.1.1 Mediafor monocyte preparation and culture

Hank's balanced salt solution without Ca++-atÀ4g++ (HBSS): a 10x concentrate

was prepared with 4g KCl; 0.69 KH2PO+; 80g NaCl; 3.5g NaFICOI; 0.475g

NaZHPO+ in lL distitled water, and was sterilised by autoclaving. lx HBSS was

prepared on the day of use by diluting the concentrate, and adding 2.5m1per litre of

sterile-filtered 40Vo glucose in water.

Elutriation medium: HBSS with O.l7o heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS; Flow

Laboratories, North Ryde, New South Wales) or pooled human type AB serum, plus

0.02Vo ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA).

Detachment medium: HBSS with0.OZ%o EDTA.

Culture media: RPMI 1640 was purchased from Commonwealth Serum

Laboratories (CSL; Parkville, Victoria) and supplemented with 0.2Vo NaHCO3,

penicillin and gentamicin and lÙVo heat-inactivated serum. Pooled human type AB

serum was obtained from the Adelaide Red Cross transfusion service, and different

batches were tested to exclude those with a high inherent capacity to support

monocyte cultures in vitro. The AB serum was used in monocyte survival and

proliferation experiments. For all other experiments FCS was used.

: Dulbecco's modified eagle's medium (DMEM) was purchased from

MultiCel (Castle Hill, New South Wales) and supplemented as for RPMI. This

medium was used for L-cell culture only.
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2.1.2 Medíafor radioligand binding

Binding medium consisted of RPMI supplemented with 20mM F{EPES and 0.5Vo

bovine serum albumin (BSA). pH was adjusted to 7 .2 by addition of NaOH solution.

For detachment of radioligand from cell surface receptors, a low pH medium was

used. This consisted of 0.5M NaCl; 0.5M acetic acid in distilled water, with pH

adjusted to 2by dropwise addition of concentrated NaOH solution.

2.2 Cytokines

Recombinant human (rh) IL-3 from Escherichia coli and rhGM-CSF from monkey COS

cells were used for the biological experiments. These cytokines were >99Vo pure by SDS-

PAGE. For some experiments involving long terrn monocyte culture, rhIL-3 in the form of

an unpurihed COS cell supernatant was used, with supernatant from mock-transfected COS

cells used as a control. These cytokines were gifts from Dr S Cla¡k (Genetics Institute,

Cambridge, MA).

For radioligand binding experiments, several CSF preparations were used. Because of

difficulties in iodinatingthe E. colïdenved rhIL-3 to high specific radioactivity, presumably

due to the presence of only one tyrosine residue, a modified rhIL-3 was used. This cytokine

contained an N-terminal octapeptide with an extra tyrosine residue, and was expressed in

yeasr as described (Hopp et al, 1988; Park et al, 19894). The addition of the octapeptide

has been shown not to alter the biological activity of IL-3 (Pa¡k et al, 19894). For

equilibrium binding experiments, COS-derived rhGM-CSF was used, but for the kinetic

studies, an N-terminal-modified rhGM-CSF was used, in order to increase the specific
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activity. The modified cytokines were gifts from Dr L Park (Immunex Corporation, Seattle,

wA).

Purified COS-derived rhGM-CSF was used as a competitor cytokine in all binding

experiments. Purified E. coli derived rhIL-3 was used as a competitor in the equilibrium

experiments. However, in the kinetic binding experiments, a further Chinese Hamster

Ova¡y (CHO)-derived purified rhIL-3 preparation was used (Genetics Institute).

Other cytokines used and their sources were E. coli derived rhll--lp, yeast-derived rhIL-4

(Dr L Park, Immunex); E. colïdenved rh tumour-necrosis factor û, (TNFG), E. colt-derived

rhIFNy (Genentech, San Francisco, CA); E'. colí-denved rhG-CSF (Dr L Souza, Amgen,

Thousand Oaks, CA). All cytokines were specif,red by the suppliers as >997o pure. Purified

synthetic peptides comprising amino acids 1-53, 54-127 and 14-127 of the GM-CSF

molecule were gifts from Dr I Clark-Lewis (Vancouver, Canada).

2.3 Antibody prepa¡ations

2.3-l Antí-CSFantisera

Rabbit antiserum raised to rhIL-3 (R165 l0/2U87) and sheep antiserum to rhGM-

CSF (S7, 5/8/87) were obtained from Dr S Clark (Genetics Institute). Anti-IL-3 was

able to neurralise 4 units/ml IL-3 at l/1000 dilution and anti-GM-CSF was able to

neutralise 5 units/ml GM-CSF at 1/500 dilution in the colony forming assay.
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2.3.2 Anti-LFA MAb

The individual polypeptide chains and the adhesion complexes of the LFA family

are shown in Table 2.1, together with the chain-specific monoclonal antibodies

(MAb) employed in this thesis. Purified mouse MAb 60'3 to the LFA family

common B chain (CD18) and 60.1 to the o chain of the MAC-I complex (CDllb)

were kind gifts from Dr P Beatty (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle,

WA) (Vedder et al, 1988). MAb TS Ll22 (a chain of the LFA-I complex, CDlla)

and TS 1/18 (common p chain) were gifts from Dr T Springer (Harvard Medical

School, Boston, MA) (Sanchez-Madrid et al, 1983). MAb IH-4 (ICAM-l) was a gift

from Dr A Boyd (Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne, Victoria) (Boyd et al,

1983). MAb MO-1 (cr, chain of MAC-I complex, CD11b) and 150Æ5 (cr chain of

p150/95 complex, CDllc) were purchased from Coulter Immunology (Hialeah,

Florida). Isotype-specihc control antibodies for 60.1 (IgG1; Hy5.19) and for 60.3

(IgGZa; Hyl.z) were used in functional inhibition experiments. These antibodies

were prepared as previously described (Lopez et al, 1983). MAb MO-2, used for

monocyte identification purposes, was purchased from Coulter Immunology.

2.4 Radioisotopes

51Cr was purchased in the form of sodium chromate in 0.9Vo NaCl from Amersham Int.

(Bucks, England). Specific radioactivity of the preparation was approximately 350-

600mCVmg.

3H-(methyl)-thymidine (6.7CVmmol) was purchased from New England Nuclea¡ (Billerica,

MA)
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Carrier-fre" ¡u1251 in NaOH solution (pH 10) (approximately 17. CVmg) was purchased

from New England Nuclear.

2.5 Maintenance of LPS-free conditions

All laboratory glassware was washed using E-toxa-clean (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and heated

to 160oC for 3 hours to reduce LPS contamination. Plastic disposable laboratory-ware was

used where possible. RPMI medium was specially purchased from CSL as 'low endotoxin'

batches, and contained <lOpg/ml LPS by Limulus amoebocyte lysate assay (Whinaker

Bioproducts Inc., Walkersville, Maryland). Batches of fetal calf serum were screened by

Limulus assay, and selected for low endotoxin levels. At the maximum concentration of

FCS used in these experiments (107o), the media contained <4Opg/ml LPS. All cytokines

used were also tested by Limulus assay and contained undetectable levels of LPS at the

maximum concentrations used.

2.6 Cell counting and viability

Cell counts were done using a Coulter counter (Coulter Electronics, Luton, England) after

addition of Zap-o-globin (Coulter Electronics) to lyse contaminating red cells. Parallel

counts using a hemacytometer yielded comparable results in several experiments. Cell

viability was resred by mixing equal volumes of filtered trypan blue in phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) and the cell suspension. After 5 minutes at room temperature, the cells were

examined by microscopy and those stained were scored as dead cells.
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2.7 Cell staining

Monocyte suspesions were f,rrst sedimented onto glass microscope slides using a'

cytocentrifuge (Shandon Scientihc Company, England), and were air dried. Three separate

staining procedures were used in order to assess monocyte purity.

2.7.1 Giemsa

Cell morphology was assessed after staining with a modihed Wright's-Giemsa stain

using an automated method (Hema-tek, Ames,IN).

2.7 .2 Non-specific esterasel chloroacetate (NSE)

NSE staining was performed using the following protocol.

Solutions: Fixative: Na2HPO4, 100mg; KH2PO4, 500mg; acetone, 225m1;

formaldehyde, 125m1; distilled PrzO,150mls. (stored at 4oC)-

Pararosanalin solution: pararosonalin, 49; distilled }JzO,80ml; concentrated HCl,

30ml; the solution was heated to 56oC for 30 minutes, then cooled and filtered).

(stored at room temperature).

Phosphate buffer pH 7.4: KH2PO4, 0.87g; Na2HPO4, 3.849; distilled H20 to

500mls. (stored at 4oC).

Phosphate buffer pH 6.3: KH2PO4, 3.5g; Na2HPO4, 1.lg; distilledH20 to 500rnls.

(stored at 4oC).
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Method: Cell preparations were f,rxed for 30 seconds at 4oC, and washed three

times, before air drying. Staining solution was prepared by premixing 2ml ethylene

glycol monomethyl ether with 2 drops cr-naphthylbutyrate (Sigma, St Louis MO),

and adding 38ml phosphate buffer pH 6.3. 0.25m1 pararosanilin solution and 0.25m1

47o sodium nitrite in water were then mixed, allowed to react for 1 minute, and

added to the staining solution. pH was adjusted to 6.1 by dropwise addition of

NaOH, and slides were stained for 45 minutes at room temperature. After washing 3

times, the slides were subjected to a second staining in 38ml phosphate buffer,

pIJ7.4,2}mg fast blue BB (Sigma), 4mg AS-D chloroacetate and 2ml N-N dimethyl

formamide (Sigma) for I hour at room temperature. After washing, the slides were

counterstained with 27o methyl green (Sigma) for 10 minutes, washed and mounted.

Using this procedure, monocytes stain a red-brown colour, granulocytes show bright

blue cytoplasm, and lymphocytes ànd cell nuclei take up the counterstain only and

therefore appear pale green.

2.7.3 MO-2 Expression

MO-2 is a human myeloid antigen expressed on monocytes and macrophages

derived from peripheral blood, and also on blast cells in myelomonocytic leukemia

(Todd and Schlossman, 1982). Expression of MO-2 on cytocentrifuge specimens

was performed using the alkaline phosphate-anti-alkaline phosphatase technique

(APAAP) as previously described (Cordell et al, 1984).
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2.8 Cell preparation

2.8.1 Mononuclear ceII and neutrophíI preparation

Blood was obtained from the Adelaide Red Cross transfusion service in the form of

packed cells and was used on the day of collection only. Cells were diluted 1:1 with

HBSS, and 25ml aliquots were centrifuged through a 15ml cushion of Lymphoprep

(Nyegaard, Oslo, Norway) for 30 minutes at room temperature. Mononuclear cells

were collected from the interface, washed twice in HBSS, and purifred further as

detailed below. Neutrophils were obtained from the red cell pellet after

sedimentation in 57o dextan, followed by hypotonic lysis of residual red cells, as

described Q-opez et al, 1986). Polypropylene tubes (Falcon, Lincoln Park' N'J')

were used for all centrifugation steps in order to minimise leukocyte losses by

adhesion.

2.8.2 Purifícation ol monocytes by adherence

For cell survival experiments, monocytes were purified from mononuclear cells by

adherence to serum-coated 35mm tissue culture dishes (LUX, Naperville' IL) in

RPMI 1640 with lTVo heat-inactivated pooled human AB serum' After t hour

incubation at 37oC, non-adherent cells were washed off with at least three changes

of medium, and adherent cells further cultured in situ. For 3H-thymidine

experiments, adherent cells prepa¡ed as above were detached using a teflon

policeman at 4oC in detachment medium, washed twice in RPMI 1640' and

aliquotted into 96 well plates (Nunc, Kamstrup, Denmark). Monocyte purity using

these methods was 88.8!l.2To (mean + sEM in five experi',ments) by staining with
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Wright's-Giemsa. The contaminating cells comprised approximately 6Vo

lymphocytes and 57o granulocytes.

2.8.3 Purifícation of monocltes by elutriation

For experiments involving monocyte function, antigen expression or radioligand

binding, cells were purihed by countercurrent elutriation using a modification of the

protocol of Sanderson (1977). Briefly, mononuclea¡ cells were washed twice in

RPMI 1640 at 1009 to reduce platelet contamination, and resuspended in elutriation

medium. The cells were separated in a Beckman JE-68 elutriator using the

Sanderson chamber, with a rotor speed of 2050rpm and a flow rate of 11.8m1/min.

Cells remaining in the chamber after 30 minutes were collected, washed twice in

RPMI, and used immediately. These methods routinely yielded between 5 and

l2xl}7 monocytes from 500mls of whole blood. However, for some radioligand-

binding experiments, elutriated monocytes from several donors were pooled to

achieve the required numbers. Elutriation resulted in a monocyte purity by

Wright's-Giemsa staining of 9l+3.4%o (mean + SEM in five experiments). In some

experiments, however, purities exceeded 957o. In addition, >90Vo of elutriated cells

were phagocytic for opsonised zymosan. The contaminating cells comprised

approximately 4Vo lymphocytes and 57o granulocytes, principally basophils.

Photomicrographs of Giemsa and NSE-stained monocytes purified by elutriation are

shown in Fig. 2.1. Both staining methods indicate high monocyte purity for this cell

preparation. A contaminating granulocyte (blue cell, right hand panel) illustrates the

capacity of NSE staining to differentiate different myeloid lineages.
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Figure 2.1 Photomicrographs of fresh monocytes prepared by countercurrent elutriation (top

panels, x400 magnification) and of 7 day-old adherent-cultured monocytes (bottom panels,

x200 magnification). The left-hand panels show staining with Wright's-Giemsa; the right

hand panels show staining with NSE. In NSE preparations, monocytes and macrophages

stain red-brown, granulocytes stain bright blue, and lymphocytes and cell nuclei stain pale

gleen.
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Ioble 2,2 Purity of doy 7 cultured monocytes (percent)

Stoining Method

Giemso NSE MO-2

97.1+0,8 (B). 95.4+r.3 (8) 93.ó12.5 (5)

Monocytes were purified by odherence ond cultured using the odherent

protocol. Cells were horuested of doy 7 ond stoined with Giemso, NSE or

MO-2. Results ore expressed os the percentoge of cells showing

mocrophoge morphology (Giemso) or stoining positively (NSE, MO-2).

* number of experiments.

¿
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2.9 Culture methods

2.9.1 Adherent culture

Monocytes purified by adherence were cultured ín situ in 35mm tissue culture dishes

(LUX) for up to 14 days. Culture medium (2m1, IÙVo human AB serum) was

changed every 3-4 days with readdition of any cells in suspension to the fresh

medium. CSF were added at day 0 and replaced with each change of medium.

Incubations were performed in a 5Vo CO2 fully humidified incubator at 37oC.

Long term culture of monocytes using these methods led to the development of cells

with the morphological features typical of tissue macrophages (Geissler et al, 1989).

These include the presence of round, eccentrically placed nuclei, abundant

cytoplasm, and a consequent increase in the cytoplasmic to nuclea-r ratio. In

addition, many cells showed cytoplasmic processes and some showed multinuclear

formation (Figure 2.1). The cells were strongly positive for NSE (Figure 2.L, and

Table 2.2) andthe majority expressed MO-2 by APAAP (Table2-2).

For experiments involving monocyte 3H-thymidine uptake, cells prepared by

adherence were aliquotted into microtitre wells at day 0 (0.5x105/well) and

incubated under the conditions described above.

2.9.2 SuspensionCulture

Monocytes purif,red by elutriation were washed 3 times in sterile medium, and

resuspended in culture medium (I07o FCS, without NaHCO3) at concentrations of 1-

5*196/m1. Ce|[ suspensions were aliquotted into 10ml polypropylene tubes
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(Disposable Products, Adelaide, South Australia) and rotated ar. 37oC for up to 5

days.

With this procedure less than lOTo reÀuction in cell numbers was observed after

overnight culture with or without CSF. The recovered cells were >99Vo viable as

judged by trypan blue exclusion.

z.LO Preparation of Endothelial Monolayers

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) were obtained by collagenase treatment

of umbilical veins. The cells were plated onto gelatin-coated 25cm2 flasks (Costar,

Cambridge, MA), maintained as previously described (Wall et al, 1978) and used between 4

and 8 days after establishment of cultures. For use in adherence assays, cells were ha¡vested

using O.OSVo trypsin with O.OZVo EDTA (Flow Laboratories) and replated into the central 60

wells of flat-bottomed gelatin coated microtitre trays (Nunc, Kamstrup, Denmark) at 2x104

cells per well and grown to confluence overnight. Immediately prior to use, monolayers

were washed twice with RPMI 1640.

z.Ll Preparation of L cell monolayers

The murine L cell line, and the L cell line transfected with the gene for human intercellular

adhesion molecule-l (ICAM-l), were gifts from Dr S Wawryk (WEHI, Melbourne,

Victoria). The ransfected cells have been previously shown to stably express high levels of

surface ICAM-I and to bind a variety of cell types in an ICAM-l-specif,rc fashion (Wawryk

et al, in press). Both cell lines were grown in 500m1 Costar tissue culture flasks in DMEM

with I07o FCS and antibiotics. For use in adherence assays, cells were harvested using

trypsin-EDTA and replated into flat bottomed microtitre trays at 2x104 cells per well and
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grown to confluence overnight. Immediately prior to use, monolayers were washed twice

with RPMI.

z.LZ 3H-thymidinelncorporation

For 3H-thymidine incorporation experiments, 0.5-1x105 monocytes prepared by adherence

were aliquotted to each well in microtitre plates, and supplemented with medium plus CSF

or control to a total volume of 200u1. Culn¡res were pulsed on day 4 with luCi/ml of 3H-

thymidine (6.7CVmmol, New England Nuclear) and harvested 18 hours later onto glass

filters using an automated cell harvester (Titertek, UK). Harvesting was performed under

hypotonic conditions and following initial lysis of the cells with 0.02Vo Triton X (Labchem,

Australia) in water. These procedures were designed to ensure that only thymidine

incorporated into DNA was subsequently counted. Filter discs were dried and counted in a

liquid scintillation counter (Beckman Instruments).

2.13 Autoradiog¡aphy

Four day old cells were pulsed for 18 hours with 3H-thymidine and then detached and used

to prepare cytocentrifuge slides. The slides were fixed in methanol:acetic acid (3:1),

gelatin-coated, air-dried and dipped in Ilford K2 emulsion. Slides were developed after 24

hours exposure and the labelling index determined by counting the percentage of cells with

>15 grains per nucleus. A minimum of 400 cells were counted per slide and results

expressed as the mean + SD of duplicate slides per stimulus.
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2.I4 Protein assays

2.14.1 Cell protein content

Adherent monocytes were detached from the culture dishes using detachment

medium at 4oC, together with mechanical scraping. The cell pellets were washed

twice in HBSS, and lysed by 3 consecutive freeze-thaw cycles. Protein content was

measured by Coomassie-blue G250 binding (Biorad, Richmond, CA) with the results

read spectrophotometrically. Absorbance values were compared with a standard

curve to yield protein content per culture.

2.14.2 Measurement of Protein Synthesis

Monocytes were prepared by elutriation and suspended at a concentration of

4x106/d in methionine-free RPMI 1640 (Setectamine, Gibco, New York) with lVo

FCS. The cells were aliquotted into 2ml polypropylene tubes, warmed to 37oC and

control medium or CSF were added to give a final concentration of 600pM. Control

medium or cycloheximide was then added (final concentration 5ug/ml) and 30

second later each tube was pulsed with 10uCi 35S-methionine (Amersham Int.,

Bucks, England). The monocytes were incubated for 30 minutes at37oC with gentle

agitation followed by transfer of aliquots of cells to paper filters. Incorporated 35S-

methionine was precipitated by treatment with 10 per cent trichloro-acetic acid and

subsequent washing steps removed free methionine, as described (Oleinick et al,

1976). Filters were counted in a Beckman liquid scintillation counter.
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2.I5 Colony forming assay

The CFU-GM assay was performed using adherent and non-adherent fractions of

mononuclear cells, prepared as described above. Cells were cultured at a concentration of

0.5 to 1*1g5/ml in Iscove's modif,red Dulbecco's medium (IMDM, Gibco, Grand Island,

NY) containing 0.337o agar (Difco, Detroit, MI), 257o FCS (CSL) and 20uM

2 mercaptoethanol. GM-CSF was added to the plates in different concentrations at the onset

of culture. plates were prepared in triplicate and scored after incubation at 37oCin 57o COz

in a humidified incubator afrer 7 and,14 days. Clones containing >10 cells (clusters) and

>20 cells (colonies) were counted at day 7 and 14 respectively.

2.16 Adhesion assays

Adhesion was measured using either of two different protocols. The co-incubation assay

was used for all 'early phase' adhesion experiments, and for 'late phase' adhesion

experiments on plastic or extracellular matrix proteins. The suspension culture system was

used for all 'late phase' experiments on endothelium'

2.16.1 5lCr-labelling

Adhesion was measured following isotopic labelling of monocytes essentially as

described (Wallis et al, 19S5). In brief, purifred monocytes (0.5-1x108) were

resuspended in lml RPMI with 0.17o FCS and antibiotics and incubated for 30

minures at 37oC with 500uCi Cr51 in the form of sodium chromate (Amersham Int.'

Buckinghamshire, England). Cells were washed thrice in RPMI 1640 and

resuspended in culture medium consisting of RPMI, 107o FCS, antibiotics and0.27o

sodium bicarbonate. Attempts to label monocytes using periods of incubation longer
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than 30 minutes, or with higher concentrations of FCS resulted in significantly

higher levels of background adhesion.

2.16.2 Co-incubation adhesion as say

1-2.5x105 monocytes were aliquotted per well in flat-bottomed 96 well microtitre

plates (Nunc) together with stimuli or control medium to a total volume of 100u1,

and incubated at 37oC in a 57o CO2 incubator for the indicated periods. Monocyte

settling under these conditions was observed to be complete within 10 minutes- For

antibody inhibition experiments, MAb was included in the wells for the duration of

the assay. In some experiments, cycloheximide (Sigma, St Louis, MO) at a f,rnal

concentration of 5ug/ml was included in the medium for the indicated times- At

harvest, samples of supernatant were taken to assess spontaneous Cr51 release

(usually <LOVo of cell-associated radioactivity), wells were washed thrice with

RPMI 164O at 37oC, and residual adherent cells lysed in lOmM Tris-hydrochloride,

0.15M sodium chloride, and IVo Nonidet p40 detergent (Sigma, St Louis, MO).

Lysates were transferred to tubes and counted in a Packard auto-gamma 5650.

Percent adhesion was calculated according to the formula:

7o adhesion = residual adherent cpm x 100
total cpm added - cpm spontaneously released.

The experiment shown in Fig. 2.2 indicates that adhesion to plastic at 90 minutes of

culture is essentially linear with differing cell numbers of between 0.1 and 3*195 per

well, validating the choice of cell numbers used in subsequent experiments.
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Figure 2.2 Adhesion of different numbers of 5lcr-labelled monocytes to plastic at 90

minutes. Between 0.1 and 3x105 monocytes were aliquotted to microtitre wells in 200u1

medium, and allowed to adhere at 37oC in 5Vo CO2 for 90 minutes. Non-adherent cells

were removed by washing and residual adherent radioactivity determined as described in

Section 2.L6.2. Each point represents the mean + SD of 6 replicates.
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2.16.3 Suspension culture adhesion assay

For 'late phase' adhesion experiments on HUVEC, the co-incubation technique

resulted in very high levels of adhesion in both stimulated and unstimulated wells.

While the reasons for this are not clear, the time involved (21 hours) may have

allowed for the development of immunological reactions between HLA-

incompatible HUVEC and monocyte donors, with subsequent liberation of

stimulatory cytokines. For these experiments, therefore, 5lcr-labeled monocytes

were incubated in suspension with or without CSF, centrifuged at 1009 to minimise

cell activation induced by physical handling, and resuspended in prewarmed culture

medium without CSF. The cells were then allowed to adhere to HUVEC (or plastic,

done in parallel) for 20-30 minutes at37oC, prior to washing away the nonadherent

cells. This method allowed the stimulatory effects of CSF on monocyte adhesion to

HUVEC to be observed during the late phase. This was not the optimal method for

measuring late phase adhesion to plastic, however, as background levels of adhesion

to this surface were higher than when using the co-incubation technique.

2.1 6.4 P rep ar atio n of extra- c ellular matrices

For some experiments, adhesion was measured in flat bottomed microtitre wells

which had been pre-coated with purif,red extracellular matrix proteins (EMP).

Human collagens type I and IV were purchased from Telios Pharmaceuticals (San

Diego, CA), human hbronectin and laminin from Collaborative Research (C/o

Integrated Sciences, Sydney, New South Wales), and human f,rbrinogen from Kabi

(Stockholm, Sweden). Purified human vitronectin was a gift from C Lucas (IMVS,

Adelaide, Sth Aust), and human thrombospondin, purified from platelet

concentrates, was a gift from S Dawe (IMVS, Adelaide, Sth Aust). Culture wells
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were coated with EMP according to established methods (Shaw et al, 1989).

Proteins were suspended in HBSS at concentrations of 10-50u9/ml, and 100u1

aliquots placed in each well. Binding of protein was allowed to proceed for 2 hours

at 22oC, or overnight at 4oC, followed by aspiration of the buffer and 3 washing

steps with sterile HBSS. Matrices were used within 2 days of preparation.

2.17 Immunofluorescence

Monocytes were labeled with a variety of MAb (see Section 2.3.2) after variable periods in

suspension culture, and analysed by flow cytometry with an Epics V instrument (Coulter

Electronics). The Iabelling protocol was as follows: monocytes were centrifuged from

suspension at 1009 for 5 minutes, and resuspended in RPMI w\th 0.2Vo sodium azide

(NaN¡) and 57o FCS. Cell suspensions were cooled to 4oC and all subsequent steps were

performed at this temperature, in 5ml polypropylene tubes (Disposable Products). 50ul

aliquots of monocyte suspensions were added to 50ul of a l:20 dilution of normal rabbit

serum (CSL), in order to block Fc-mediated binding of MAb. Following a 15 minutes

incubation, a further 50ul of medium containing the primary staining MAb at appropriate

dilution was added and allowed to bind for 20 minutes. The cells were then washed at 1009

for 5 minutes in washing medium consisting of PBS with 0.2Vo NaN3 and 57o FCS. The

cell pellets were resuspended in 50ul of medium containing a l:40 dilution of a

fluoresceine-isothiocyanate-labeled sheep anti-mouse antibody (DDAF, F(ab')2 fragments;

Silenus Laboratories, Hawthorn, Victoria) and incubated for 20 minutes. After a final wash,

the cells were fixed in a solution of PBS with 0.27o NaN3, ZVo glucose and lVo

formaldehyde and subjected to flow cytometry.

Cell size was assessed by forward light scaner, and antibody binding was measured by green

fluorescence, with at least 10,000 cells counted per point. The co-efhcient of variation for
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the flow cytometer was 2-37o. Results for forwa¡d scatter are expressed on a linear scale,

while fluorescence is expressed on a logarithmic scale in arbitrary units'

2.18 Radioidination of CSF

Iodination of IL-3 was achieved using the N-terminal-modifred rhIL-3 expressed in yeast

(see sectio n 2.2). Two preparations of GM-CSF were used: rhGM-CSF from cos cells,

and an N-terminal-modified rhGM-CSF from yeast. The N-terminal-modified preparation

yielded l25r-clvt-csr samples of higher specific radioactivity than the unmodified

cytokine.

The CSF were iodinared by reaction with ICl, as described by Contreras et al (1983). The

process occurs in two steps:

(1) ICI + NaOH HOI + NaCl

(Z) HOI + tyrosine residue iodinated tyrosine residue + H20.

This method has the advantage of speed and of generally leading to less oxidative damage of

the protein than other methods, e.g. utilising chloramine-T. The protocol used was as

follows: 2ug of CSF was diluted in 90ul phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pIJ7' and lmCi

1251-Na in 10ul was added. ZullCl solution (0.2mM in 2M NaCl) was added to the CSF

solution and vortexed, followed by incubation at 24oC for 1 minute' A further 5ul of ICI

solution was added, incubated for 1 minute, and the reaction mixture immediately applied to

a sephadex G-25 PD10 column (Pharmacia, uppsala, Sweden) which had been pre-

equilibrated in pBS with 0.02Vo Tween 20. The column was then washed with PBS with

o.\ZLoTween, and 30x0.5m1 fractions collected. An aliquot of each fraction was counted in

order to detect the radio-protein peak (usually between fractions 4 and 8) and the free

radioactivity peak (fractions 10 to 20). An approximate specific radioactivity could then be
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calculated from the known mass of protein used, and the number of cpm in the radio-protein

peak. The radioligands were stored in siliconised glass tubes at 4oC for up to 4 weeks.

2.19 Purification of radioligands

Prior to use, the radioligands were purifred from Tween and non-protein-associated

radioactivity by cation-exchange chromatography. l00ul of radioligand was diluted 1:15 in

10mM NaHZPO¿ buffer (p}J2.6 with citric acid) and loaded onto a 0.3m1 CM-Sepharose

CL-6B column (Pharmacia) which had been pre-equilibrated with the same buffer. The

column was washed with 5ml of the low pH buffer to remove Tween and free 1251, ¿n¿ ¡¡s

radioligand was then eluted with binding medium, p}J7.2 (see Section 2.1.2). 10x0.3m1

fractions were collected, and the early acidic fractions brought to pH 7 by dropwise addition

of lM FIEPES:concentrated NaOH, 9: 1.

125I-rL-3 and l25I-GM-CSF prepared in this way retained >90Vo biological activity

compared with non-labeled cytokines. l25l-l--3 was tested in an eosinophil polarisation

assay un¿ 125J-6M-CSF in a neutrophil superoxide assay, as described (Lopez et al, 1986).

Purified radioligands were stored for up to 7 days at 4oC in siliconised glass tubes.

2.20 Characterisationofradioligands

2.20.I Maximal binding capacíty

The maximal binding capacity (MBC, or bindability) of a radioligand is a measure of

that proportion of the ligand capable of binding specifically to its receptor.

Determination of MBC therefore gives a measure of possible degradation or other

change in the ligand resulting from the iodination procedure or subsequent storage
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(Bowen-Pope and Ross, 1982). MBC was measured by sequentially incubating a

known amount of radioligand (usually 0.25-0.35ng) with 3 aliquots of fresh

monocytes. The ratio of radioligand concentration to cell concentration was kept

constant by transferring successively smaller aliquots of ligand to successively

smaller cell numbers. Specific binding was measured at each point, as described in

Section 2.21. Fig. 2.3 shows the results of such an experiment, performed to

determine the MBC of a preparation of l25l-l--1. By plotting the number of cpm

added at each point as a percentage of the initial cpm added (x axis) and the number

of cpm bound as a percentage of initial cpm bound (y axis) a straight line graph is

obtained. The x intercept is the proportion o¡ 125¡-¡¡-3 which cannot bind even at

(extrapolated) infinite numbers of sequential incubations. The MBC for this

preparation is therefore 100-15 = 85Vo.

2.20.2 S elf-disolacement analysis ( SD Al

Although an approximate value for the specific radioactivity (SR) of the radioligand

can be calculated as previously described (see Section 2.18), a more accurate

measure is given by self-displacement analysis (Calvo et al, 1983).

SDA was performed for each radioligand preparation by incubating a constant

number of monocytes with a defined amount of radioligand, and either increasing

amounts of radioligand or unlabeled CSF. Specihc binding for each point was

determined as described in Section 2.21. The results were plotted as the ratio of

specihcally bound/bindable free radioactivity versus amount of labeled or unlabeled

CSF added, on a logarithmic scale. An example of self-displacement analysis for a

sample of 125t-U--3 is shown in Fig. 2.4. The parallel lines indicate that the radio-

ligand and unlabeled CSF bound to the cells with equal affinity. Assuming that at a
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Figure 2.3 Determination of maximal binding capacity for a preparation of 1251-¡¡-3. 1¡s

radioligand was sequentially incubated with three different sets of monocytes, with

preservation of the ligand:cell ratio for each incubation. Specific binding for each

incubation is expressed as a percentage of specif,rc binding for the first incubation, and

plotted against added radioactivity, also expressed as a percentage. The non-bindable

fraction o¡ 1251-¡.-3 at an (extrapolated) infinite number of incubations is given by the

intercept of the regression line with the horizontal axis. Each point is the mean + SD of 2

replicates.
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Figure 2.4 Determination of specif,rc radioactivity for a preparation o¡ 1251-IL-3 by self-

displacement analysis. A constant number of monocytes (4.5x106 per point) was incubated

with a single concentration of l25l-l--g (approximately 0.1ng in 0.15m1 fînal volume)

togerher with increasing concentrations of either l25fn a (À) or unlabeled IL-3 (o).

Specific binding was determined at each point after overnight incubation at 4oC. Free

radioactivity was corrected for maximal binding capacity. SR was derived by comparing

amounts of unlabeled (0.5ng) and labeled (71,000cpm) tr--3 at a given boundÆree ratio

(0.035). The SR was therefore I42,00}cpm/ng. Each point is the mean of 2 replicates.
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given boundfree ratio, the mass of ligand bound to the receptor must be the same for

each plot, the specific radioactivity of ¡¡s 1251-¡--3 can be directly read from the

graph as 142,000cprn/ng or 2.8x106cpm/pmol'

SR of the radioligand preparations used in these experiments varied from

0.6x 106cpm/pmol (unmodifred GM-CSF) to 2. 8x 1 06cpm/pmol (modified tr--3).

2.21 Radioligand binding assay

The experiments reported in Chapter 6 were performed under equilibrium binding

conditions; that is, sufficient time was allowed for radioligand and receptor to reach

equilibrium, and binding was measured at a single time point. The experiments in Chapter

7, however, recorded patterns of change in binding with time, and were performed under

different conditions.

2.21.1 Equilibrium binding assaY

Freshly purified monocytes were suspended in binding medium consisting of

RpMI 1640 supplemented with 20mM FIEPES and 0.5Vo bovine serum albumin.

Typically,4x106 monocyres in 0.15ml medium were incubated with iodinated ligand

in siliconised glass tubes overnight at 4oC on a rotating table. Cell suspensions were

overlayed on 0.2m1FCS at 4oC and centrifuged for 30 seconds at maximum speed in

a Beckman Microfuge 12. The tip of each tube was cut off above the visible cell

pellet and counted in a Packard Auto-Gamma 5650. Non-specific binding was

determined in the presence of a l@-fold excess of unlabeled cytokine. In the case of

l25!-IL-3,preliminary experiments demonstrated complete inhibition of radioligand

binding by either modif,red IL-3 (containing the N-terminal octapeptide) or by
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unmodif,red IL-3. Subsequent experiments \ryere performed using unmodihed IL-3 as

competitor. Specif,rc binding was calculated by subtracting nonspecific from total

binding, and free radioligand was defined as the difference between total

radioactivity added and that specifically bound.

For determination of receptor number and affinity by equilibrium methods, at least

10 different concentrations of radioligand were used per experiment, each

concentration in duplicate. The data were analysed by the method of Scatchard

(lg4g), where the ratio of specifically bound:free radioactivity is plotted against

bound cpm. For this analysis, free radioactivity was colrected for MBC (Section

Z.Z0.l) and the SR was determined by SDA (Section 2.20.2). Scatchard data were

analysed by the EBDA and LIGAND computer programs (Elsevier-BIOSOFT,

Cambridge, England) (McPherson, 1983, 1985). Comparisons of variance about the

regression lines for one site and two site binding models were made by LIGAND

using objective statistical measures with weighting for the number of replicates per

point (F test, sum of the squares).

For determination of receptor specificity, radioligand was incubated with cells and a

100-fold excess concentration of purified competitor cytokine, and processed as

described above. These competition experiments \¡/ere all performed overnight at

4oC, either in the presence or absence of \JVo sodium azide. To determine whether

receptor intemalisation could occur under these conditions, acid-resistant

radioactivity was measured according to the protocol of Fernandez-Botran et al

(1989). In brief, aliquots of cells were taken from the binding mixture after

overnight incubation, and were resuspended in two volumes of 0.5M acetic

acid/g.5M NaCl, pH 2.0 for two minutes at 4oC followed by centrifugation on FCS

as described. Total cell associated radioactivity was measured on duplicate samples
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with binding medium, pH7.2, substituted for the low pH buffer. Dissociable

radioactivity was defined as the difference between total specific counts bound and

acid-resistant specihc counts bound.

2.21.2 Kinetíc binding assays

Association kinetics were determined at both 4oC and at 37oC, with measurement of

specif,rc binding, as outlined in Section 2.21.7, at a number of time points. 0.17o

NaN3 was included in these experiments to prevent receptorJigand complex

internalisation. Dissociation kinetics were determined after establishment of

equilibrium binding by overnight incubation of cells and ligand at 4oC. Cells were

then cenrrifuged through an FCS cushion in 1.5m1 polypropylene tubes (Eppendorf,

Hamburg, West Germany) and like samples pooled. Radiolabeled monocytes were

resuspended in binding medium at 4oC, aliquotted into binding tubes, and a

temperature shift to 37oC performed. Specific cpm bound were determined at a

number of time points after separation of bound and dissociated radioactivity by a

second centrifugation step. These experiments were also done in the presence of

NaN3.

Internalisation experiments were performed after equilibrium binding overnight at

4oC, as outlined above, but without NaN3. Duplicate aliquots of cells were taken at

each time point, and total and acid-resistant radioactivity determined as outlined in

Section 2.21.L. Internalised radioactivity was defined as acid-resistant radioactivity,

while surface-bound radioactivity was total minus acid-resistant cpm.

Kinetic binding data are presented graphically in terms of the number of molecules

of ligand bound versus time. Molecules bound were calculated by the formula:
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molecules bound =
per cell

cpm bound x 6.023 x 1023
SR of ligand (cpm/mol) x cell number.

The data from association and dissociation experiments was analysed by the

computer program KINETIC (Elsevier Biosoft) yielding rate-constants for

association and dissociation. The theoretical background for these calculations is

presented in Chapter 7. Internalisation rate constants were derived graphically, as

outlined in Chapter 7, by a previously published method (Wiley and Cunningham,

1981).

2.22 Statisticalmethods

Biological data were expressed as the mean + SD or I SEM, and signihcance was

determined using the Student's unpaired t test. For comparisons involving a number of

different experiments with inter-experiment variability in the magnitude of the response,

Wilcoxon's matched pairs test was used. For Scatchard transformation of equilibrium

binding data, and for determination of rate constants of radioligand association and

dissociation, the computer programes EBDA, LIGAND and KINETIC were used (Elsevier

Biosoft). These programs rely on a weighted non-linear curve-f,rtting technique, and provide

several statistical measures of 'goodness of fit'. These include the runs test, the F test, and

the sum of squares. Significant results in this thesis were defined as those with p<0.05.
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CHAPTER 3

REGULATION OF MONOCYTE GROWTH AND ANTIGEN EXPRESSION BY CSF



INTRODUCTION

The tife span for cells of the monocyte/macrophage lineage is relatively long, with a

turnover time in rodents of 20-60 days at steady state (Nathan et al, 1985). Studies on

human subjects undergoing bone marrow transplantation have suggested a life span for

tissue macrophages in man of at least 3 months (Thomas et al, 1976). Prolonged survival

can also be achieved with the in vitro culture of monocytes, where cells with the general

features of tissue macrophages develop (Schlesinger et al, 1984). However, such culture

techniques generally rely on the presence of either human or fetal calf serum to maintain cell

viability and promote differentiation and maturation. While several of the components of

serum, including insulin and transferrin, are known to be important in supporting monocyte

cultures (Adams, lgTg), addition of these proteins alone to serum-free medium is

insufficient to promote growth and survival (Becker et al, 1987). Identification of other

factors which promote monocyte survival is necessary to explain the prolongation of life of

these cells in vivo.

The role of the colony-stimulating factors in monocytopoiesis raises the possibility that

these factors may also regulate monocyte numbers later in the differentiation pathway, and

several in vítro studies with mouse cells support this. The survival and proliferation of more

than 907o of murine bone-marrow-derived macrophages (BMM) is enhanced by M-CSF

(Tushinski et aL,1982, 1985) while proliferation of blood monocytes and peritoneal exudate

macrophages (PEM) is stimulated by GM-CSF (Chen et al, 19884). GM-CSF also acts as a

survival factor for a proportlon (207o) of murine pulmonary alveolar macrophages (PAM),

and at higher concenmtions causes proliferation of the same subset of cells (Lin et al,

1939). The activity of IL-3 appears to be more restricted, leading to proliferation in PAM

(Chen et al, 19888), but nor in PEM or blood monocytes as a sole stimulus (Chen et al,
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1986). Synergism between different CSF in stimulating murine mononuclear phagocyte

proliferation has recently been described (Chen et al, 1986, 1988A,B).

The relevance of these findings to monocyte biology in vivo is more difficult to determine.

However, intraperitoneal administration of IL-3 and GM-CSF in mice leads to increases in

mononuclear phagocyte numbers in several organs, and in particulil in the peritoneal cavity

(Metcalf et al, 19864, 1937). A number of other changes are seen in these animals,

including an increase in splenic haemopoiesis and increases in blood leucocyte counts. Of

most importance to this discussion, however, is the observation of enhanced mitotic activity

in peritoneal macrophages from mice treated with either cytokine. These findings suggest

that at least a proportion of the increase in peritoneal macrophage numbers is due to local

proliferation, although other mechanisms are undoubtedly also operative (Metcalf et al,

1986A, 1987).

Information concerning the regulation of human monocyte survival and proliferation is

limited to in vito studies with M-CSF, which leads to enhanced survival under serum-free

conditions (Becker et al, 1987) and, in contrast to the findings in the mouse, induces

proliferation in only l-5%o of cells (Gendelman et al, 1988). The effects of IL-3 and GM-

CSF on human monocyte survival and proliferation a¡e unknown.

In addition to regulating mononuclear phagocyte numbers, emerging evidence also suggests

a role for CSF in the maturation and differentiation of these cells. M-CSF enhances

lysosomal enzyme content in human monocytes in vítro, and maintains respiratory burst

activity in long term culture (Becker et al, 1987). In addition, studies on the U-937

monocyric cell line have shown the following effects of GM-CSF: altered cell morphology,

enhanced reduction of nitroblue tetrazolium (a measure of respiratory burst activity) and

increased expression of the c-fms proto-oncogene (the M-CSF receptor) (Geissler et al,
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1989). Changes in the surface expression of many antigens have been noted with

monocyte/macrophage maturation and differentiation (Goyert et al , 1986). Prominent

amongst these is the complement receptor 3 (CR3, also known as MAC-l), which

expression is regulated by M-CSF in murine monocytes (Warren et al, 1985) and by M-CSF

and GM-CSF in human monocytes (Becker et al, 1987; Geissler et al, 1989). Other M-CSF-

regulated anrigens described include the leukocyte functional antigen (LFA) adhesion

complex, p150/95, the high affinity Fc receptor, and HLA-DR (Becker et al, 1987). Less is

known of the influence of IL-3 on antigen expression in mononuclear phagocytes, although

one report describes stimulation of M-CSF-receptor expression in murine PEM treated with

IL-3 (Chen et al, 1986).

In this chapter, the roles of IL-3 and GM-CSF in the regulation of human monocyte

survival, proliferation and antigen expression are described. Data a¡e presented showing

that both cytokines are active at picomolar concentrations in supporting monocyte survival,

and that proliferation is only stimulated at significantly higher concentrations of CSF. In

addition, and in contrast to the findings in the mouse, only a small proportion of cells is

shown to be capable of IL-3- or GM-CSF-induced proliferation. The regulation of

monocyte size, protein content and antigen expression by CSF is also described.

RESULTS

3.1 Effect of CSF on monocyte numbers ín vírro

Methods of monocyte purification and culture were hrst established to allow these

experiments to proceed. Cells purified by adherence were used for the survival and

proliferation assays, and showed a purity of 88.8+1.27o (mean + SEM for 5 experiments).

The cells were cultureÀ in situ inpetri dishes at an initial density of 0.5-2x106 per dish in
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medium consisting of RPMI with l07o pooled human AB serum, plus antibiotics and

NaHCO¡. Several batches of serum were screened in survival assays, and considerable

variability was noted in their capacity to support long term monocyte culture in the absence

of added growth factors. Sera with a low inherent capacity to support the cultures were used

in subsequent experiments.

The percent survival over time of monocytes cultured in medium alone, and in the presence

of 20pM IL-3 or GM-CSF is shown in Fig. 3.1. While control cultures showed a gradual

decline in monocyte numbers with time, CSF-treated cultures maintained cell numbers at

approximately 7O-80Vo of initial values. CSF-treated cultures showed significantly higher

numbers of cells by the unpaired t test at days 6, 8 and 11 of culture (p<0.01). Several

experiments were performed with cell harvest at a single time point between 7 and 14 days

of culture. The results of three such experiments with IL-3 and five experiments with GM-

CSF are summarized in Table 3.1 (left hand panel). The data confirm that both cytokines

act to maintain monocyte/macrophage numbers invítro.

The specificity of the CSF-monocyte interaction is demonstrated in a respresentative

experiment (Fig. 3.2). As previously reported (Becker et al, 1987), M-CSF treated cultures

showed higher monocyte numbers at day 7 than did controls. IL-3 and GM-CSF showed

similar results to M-CSF, but G-CSF did not alter monocyte numbers compared to control

cultures.

3.2 Effect of CSF on monocyte 3H+hymidine uptake

The maintenance of monocyte numbers seen in cultures treated with IL-3 or GM-CSF

suggests either an effect on cell survival, or the stimulation of low grade monocyte

proliferation balanced by cell death. To investigate these possibilities, 3H-thymidine
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Figure 3.1. Percent survival over time in control (Â) versus ll-3-treated (o) and GM-CSF-

treated (o) groups. Monocytes were purified by adherence to plastic and cultured for up to

11 days in the absence or presence of growth factors at a concentration of 20pM. Culture

medium and growth factors were replaced at 4 and 8 days of culture, with re-addition of any

cells in suspension. Petri dishes were harvested at the indicated times and monocyte counts

performed. Each point represents the mean + SEM of at least three replicates. IL-3 and

GM-CSF-treated cultures showed signif,rcantly greater monocyte numbers compared with

controls at days 6, 8 and 11 of culture (p<0.01 by unpaired t test).

Figure 3.2. Monocyte number per culture after a 7 day incubation with 600pM G-CSF,

IL-3, GM-CSF, M-CSF or no stimulus. Methods used are detailed in the legend for Fig. 3.1.

Data are expressed as the mean + SEM of three replicates per stimulus.
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TABLE 3.1 Regulotion of Monocyte Growth by CSF

Monocyte Number*
(Percent of
control)

Forword Light Scotter** Totol Protei¡***
(nó.-ót chännels) (us 

5>5å,lrtå,

control

rL-3
(ó00pM)

GM-CSF
(ó00pM)

162.9x4.2

1U.9!5.9

105.9r0.2

137.019,I

l4t.3+1.5

70.6!7.4

l0ó.014.9

140.2+5,5

* Monocytes were purified ond grown in tissue culture os described in

Moteriols qnd Methods. Cells were horvested between doys 7 ond 14 of

culture ond counted. Results ore expressed os meon + SEM for three

experiments with lL-3 ond for five experiments with GM-CSF.

*+ Forword degree scotter os meosured by flow cytometry of 12 doy old

cultured monocytes. Results ore expressed os the meon + SD for of leost two

replicotes,

**+ Totol protein per 105 cells os meosured by coomossie blue binding lo

ì2 doy old cultured monocytes. Results ore expressed os the meon + SEM for

of leost three replicotes.
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incorporation was used as a measure of monocyte proliferation. Cultures were pulsed with

luCVml 3H-thymidine for 18 hours after varying periods of stimulation with CSF or control.

As shown in Fig. 3.3, both fÅ and GM-CSF stimulated enhanced 3H-thymidine

incorporation in monocyte cultures at all time points between days 1 and 6 of culture. The

differences between CSF-treated and unreated-monocytes became more pronounced with

increasing duration of stimulation. In subsequent experiments comparing different

monocyte donors, day 4 was chosen as the time of addition of 3H-thymidine, as the

differences in cell numbers between untreated and CSF-treated goups were relatively small

at this point (less than30Vo, Fig. 3.1).

During the course of these experiments, some variability in the magnitude of the response in

different monocyte donors was seen. Fig. 3.4 shows a summary of 5 experiments in.which

3H-thymidine uptake was measured at day 4 of monocyte culture. 3H-thymidine uptake

was significantly enhanced in 5 of 5 experiments with IL-3, and 3 of 5 with GM-CSF.

In order to determine the sensitivity of monocyte 3H-thymidine uptake as a measure of CSF

activity, experiments were performed after 4 days of culture in the presence of varying

concentrations of IL-3 and GM-CSF, and the results compared with representative cell

number experiments (Fig. 3.5). It can be seen that both cytokines enhanced monocyte

numbers at concentrations of <20pM, and showed similar dose-response profÏles with

plateau at 20-6OpM (Fig. 3.5A). In contrast, CSF-induced 3H-thymidine incorporation was

only seen with concentrations of cytokine of at least 60pM (Fig. 3.5B), and failed to plateau

even at CSF concentrations as high as 600pM
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Figure 3.3. Time course of 3H-thymidine incorporation in cultured human monocytes.

0.5x105 monocytes purified by adherence were incubated in microtitre wells with 600pM

IL-3 (o), GM-CSF (o) or control medium (a) for the indicated times, pulsed with luCVml

3ft-ttrymidine, and harvested 18 hours later onto glass filters. Results are expressed as the

mean + SEM for 6 replicates per point.

Figure 3.4. Per cent increase in 3H-thymidine incorporation in 4 day old CSF-treated

monocyte cultures. The effects of IL-3 and GM-CSF at concentrations of 600pM are

compared with no stimulus in five separate experimens on different donors. 0.5 x 105

monocytes purified by adherence were incubated for 4 days and pulsed with 3H-thymidine

and ha¡vested as described above. Results are expressed as the mean + SEM for 6

replicates. CSF-treated groups showed signihcantly higher values by the unpaired t test for

5 of 5 experimenrs wirh IL-3 (p<0.05) and for 3 of 5 experimenrs wirh GM-CSF (p<0.05).
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Figure 3.5. Stimulation of purified monocytes by different concentrations of IL-3 (o) or

GM-CSF (o). (A) Number of cells harvested at day 7 of culture. (B) In a separate

experimenq 3H-thymidine incorporation over an 18 hour period from day 4 of culture.

Results are expressed as the mean + SEM of 3 replicates (A) and 6 replicates (B) per point.
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3.3 Labelling index of cultured monocytes

To establish the proportion of cells incorporating 3H-thymidine, and to ensure that the

thymidine uptake reflected incorporation into DNA, autoradiographic studies were

performed. These demonstrated a small inc¡ease in the proporation of cells with >15

nuclear grains in CSF treated cultures compared with medium control (Table 3.2).

2.?-l1.47o of monocytes treated with IL-3 (mean + SEM of 4 experiments) and l-7!0.17o of

monocytes treated with GM-CSF (mean + SD of 2 experiments) showed >15 grains per

nucleus. In contrast, O.5!0.lVo of control monocytes (mean + SEM of 4 experiments)

showed >15 nuclear grains.

While these experiments were performed using highly purified adherent monocytes, a small

proportion of contaminating cells was present. To determine whether peripheral blood-

derived colony forming units (CFU) might be present in the monocyte preparations, and

thereby account for the observed 3H-thymidine uptake, semisolid agar culture of adhe¡ent

and non-adherent fractions of the mononuclear cell population were performed. GM-CSF at

different concentrations was used as a stimulus. Measurements of both day 7 clusters and

day 14 colonies showed that while some CFU-GM were present in the non-adherent

fraction, there was no significant clone formation in the adherent fraction (Fig. 3.6).

3.4 Trophic effects of CSF on monocytes

Examination of monocytes under phase microscopy after several days in culture revealed

differences in apparent cell size between CSF-treated and unEeated groups. To confirm this

finding, 12 day old monocytes were detached from their culture dishes using EDTA at 4oC

and mechanical scraping, and subjected to flow cytometry. Cell size, as determined by

forward light scatter, is shown for the different treatment groups in Table 3.1 (middle panel).
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TABLE 3.2 Lobelling index of doy 4 monocytes*

Experiment Stimulus

2

3

4

rL-3

3,0

1.7

t.0

2.9

GM-CSF

r.8

l.ó

ND

ND

Medium Control

o.75

0.00

0,ó

0.5

Meon + SD 2.2!0.4 t.7+0.0t 0.5t0. r

* Monocytes were cultured for four doys in the presence or obsence of

CSF ot o concentrotion of ó00pM ond pulsed for lB hours with I uCi/ml 3H-

thymidine. Cells were horvested ond outorodiogrophy performed os

described in Moteriols ond Methods. The results of four experiments with lL-3

ond medium control ond two experiments with GM-CSF ore shown. Eoch

volue is the meon of two determinotions, in which o minimum of 400 cells

wos counted. The lobeling index wos defined os the percentoge of cells

with greoter thon ì 5 groins per nucleus. ND = not done.
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Figure 3.6. Colony forming assay with adherent (o) and non-adherent (o) fractions of

peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Cells were incubated with varying concentrations of

GM-CSF in soft agar, as described in Section 2.15, with counting of clones at day 7 (A) and

day 14 (B) of culture. Results are expressed as mean I SEM of at least 3 replicates per

point.
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As the mean channel number for forward light scatter is measured on a linear scale, these

results show an enhancement of cell size over controls of approximately 3OVo for both GM-

CSF-treated and Il-3-treated monocytes at day 12'

The trophic influence of IL-3 and GM-CSF on human monocytes was also apparent when

total protein measurements were made on 12 day old stimulated and unstimulated cultures

(Table 3.1, right hand panel). GM-CSF stimulated a doubling of protein content per 105

cultured cells compared with controls, while IL-3 stimulated an increase of approximately

507o.

3.5 Modulation of monocyte antigenic expression by CSF

For immunofluorescence experiments, it was desirable to obtain and culture monocytes in

suspension, in order to facilitate handling and to reduce cell damage induced by detachment

from plastic dishes. Monocytes were therefore prepared by elutriation, yielding a purity in

excess of 90Vo (see Section 2.8.3). The cells were subsequently cultured in a suspension

system (Section 2.9.2). Monocytes cultured for 5 days in this manner were analysed by flow

cytometry for expression of a number of cell surface antigens. These include the LFA-

family members LFA-1, MAC-1 and p150/95, and the ligand for LFA-1 (ICAM-1) (Fig. 3.7

and Table 3.3). Expression of MAC-I, as detected by two different MAb (60.1, MO-l),

increased by greater than 4 fold in CSF-treated monocytes compared with controls, while

expression of LFA-1 (MAb TS-U22) showed approximately 2 fold increase in CSF-treated

cells. MAb directed specifically to the common B chain of the LFA family (60.3, TS-1/18)

revealed upregulation of this antigen by the CSF (2-4 fold increase), consistent with the

f,rndings for individual LFA-family members.
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Figure 3.7. Monocyte antigen expression induced by CSF. Monocytes were purified by

elutriation, and incubated for 5 days in suspension cultures with 600pM CSF or control.

Cells were recovered from suspension by centrifugation at 1009, resuspended to equal

concentations, and stained with a variety of MAb. The specificities of the MAb are: IH-4:

ICAM-I; MO-l,60.1:cr chain MAC-I (CD11b); 150/95:a chain p150/95 (CDllc); TS

U2L:achain LFA-I (CDl1a); 60.3, TS l/18:B chain, LFA family (CD18). Forward light

scatter for CSF-treated monocytes showed less than lÙVo increase over that for control cells

at this time point. The coefficient of variability of the flow cytometer was 2-3Vo.
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TABLE 3.3 Modulotion of Monocyte Antigenic Expression by CSF

MAb Antigen Stimulus

GM-CSFno CSF ¡L-3

tH-4

MO-l

óGr

r50/95

rs 1/22

ó0.3

TS ]/IB

tcAM-l

MAC-I

MAC-I

pì 50/95

LFA-I

p choin

B choin

100 (+8)..

78 (+43)

I tó (+ól)

¿l (+l l)

87 (+.l9)

l48 (+3ó)

129 (+25)

I l0 (+'lB)

85 (+50)

l3l (+7ó)

4l (+l l)

9l (+23)

153 (+41)

I34 (+39)

y2*

35

55

30

óB

112

95

* meon fluorescence, ofter subtroction of bockground fluorescence,

meosured on o logorithmic scole.

shift in meon fluorescence relotive to no CSF group++

Methods ond MAb specificities ore os outlined for Fig. 3.7.
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DISCUSSION

Evidence is presented in this chapter that IL-3 and GM-CSF show activity in the regulation

of human monocyte survival, gowth and antigen expression in vítro. Fig. 3.1 shows that

IL-3 and GM-CSF maintain monocyte numbers in culture over an 11 day period, while

unstimulated cultures show a progressive decline. The specif,rcity of the effect is

demonsrrated in Fig.3.2, where IL-3 and GM-CSF but not G-CSF result in increased

monocyte numbers relative to control cultures. The sensitivity of the interaction is

demonstrated in Fig. 3.54, where enhanced survival is seen at concentrations of CSF as low

as 6pM. Although previously reported to be a human monocyte survival factor in serum-

free cultures (Becker et al, 1987), M-CSF was also active in the experiments shown here

(Fig. 3.2) which were performed in the presence of 107o human AB serum. Different

batches of serum showed varying capacity to support monocyte cultures in the absence of

exogenous stimuli. The elements responsible for interbatch variability are not known, but

may include platelet-derived or other gowth factors.

LPS may also enhance human monocyte survival (Becker et al, 1987), possibly via the

mechanism of induction of M-CSF secretion. The experiments reported here employed

media containing <4Opg/ml LPS (by Limulus assay) at the highest concentration of serum

used. In addition, highly purifred recombinant cytokines were used, which contained

undetectable levels of LPS (<0.03 ng/ml by Limulus assay). These data make it unlikely

that the results were an LPS-induced artifact.

The data presented in Fig. 3.3 show that in addition to a survival effect at low dose, IL-3

and GM-CSF can also enhance 3H-thymidine incorporation in human monocyte cultures in

a time-dependent fashion. While some variability in the response was noted in different

monocyte donors (Fig. 3.4), enhanced 3H-thymidine uptake was seen in 3 of 5 experiments
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with GM-CSF, and 5 of 5 with IL-3. The effect was only seen, however, at concenÍatlons

of CSF of 60pM and above, and cannot therefore be responsible for the observed influence

of IL-3 and GM-CSF on cell numbers at lower cytokine concentrations. The dose-response

curyes shown here for IL-3 and GM-CSF-stimulated 3H-thymidine uptake are similar to

rhose recently published by Koyanagi et al (1988), where significant uptake was only seen

with concentrations of CSF of 100pM or greater. tn addition, those authors referred to a

CSF-induced increase in cell numbers of 'at most twofold' over the 14 day course of their

experiments, but no details were provided. In the experiments reported here, increases in

cell numbers over and above initial values were not seen, despite the use of CSF

concentrations as high as 600pM. The reasons for the difference in observations is not clear,

but it is noteworthy that Koyanagi et al used a different purification protocol, and did not

provide data on either fresh or cultured monocyte purity.

The autoradiographic data (fable 3.2), demonstrate two further points. Firstly, only a small

subpopulation of cells (l-37o) were seen to have nuclear grains. Secondly, the localisation

of grains over the nucleus rather than randomly distributed over the cells shows that the

enhanced 3H-thymidine uptake seen in these cultures was a consequence of uptake into

DNA, and not due to binding of degfaded 3H-methyl groups to cytoplasmic macromolecules

(Maurer, 1981).

The most likely explanation for these findings is that a subpopulation of cells is capable of

proliferating in response to high concentrations of IL-3 or GM-CSF. This conclusion is

supported by the finding of occasional mitotic figures in CSF-treated, but not in untreated

cultures (data not shown). An alternative hypothesis, namely that CSF might have simply

enhanced DNA repair mechanisms in a subpopulation of cells, seems less tikely but has not

been totally excluded by these experiments. The question of the identity of the dividing

cells is parrially addressed by the colony-forming assays (Fig. 3.5). These show that using
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adherence as a purification step effectively removes CFU-GM from the monocyte

population. The identification of occasional myeloblasts and promyelocytes in monocytes

prepared by elutriation (data not shown), led to the avoidance of this purifrcation method for

survival and 3g-ttrymidine experiments. Thus the enhanced 3H-thymidine incorporation

seen in monocyte cultures treated with high concentrations of IL-3 and GM-CSF is most

likely due to proliferation in a small subset of monocytes, although uptake by a

contaminating cell type other than CFU cannot be entirely excluded. The small numbers of

dividing cells seen after stimulation with IL-3 or GM-CSF are in keeping with another

recent report, in which hM-CSF induced division in a subpopulation of human monocytes

only (up to 5Vo, Gendelman et al, 1988). The results in man might therefore appear to differ

from those in the mouse, where much higher proportions of various mononuclear phagocyte

populations can be stimulated to proliferate with CSF treatment. However, the majority of

murine studies have employed peritoneal, pulmonary alveolar, or bone-marrow-derived

macrophages rather than blood monocytes, and may therefore have involved more

responsive rarget cell populations. Support for this hypothesis is provided by work with

mIL-3, which stimulates proliferation in PAM but not in PEM or blood monocytes (Chen et

al, 19888). In conrrasr, work with mGM-CSF by the same group (Chen et al, 1988A) found

similar proliferative potential in PEM, blood monocytes and BMM. Whether other

mononuclear phagocyte populations in man show greater CSF-induced proliferation than do

monocytes, remains to be established.

In addition to their effects on cell numbers, IL-3 and GM-CSF clearly exhibit trophic effects

on human monocytes, with CSF-induced enhancement of cell size and protein content

compared with controts (Iable 3.1). In Table 3.3 and Fig.3.7 the effects of IL-3 and GM-

CSF on monocyte antigen expression can be seen. All of the antigens studied are important

in leukocyte adhesive functions (see chapter 4), and three of them (MAC-l, pl50/95,

LFA-I) can be grouped into a single family on the basis of a common B chain: the
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leukocyte-functional antigen (LFA) family. The fourth antigen, ICAM-1, forms the ligand

for LFA-I. In addition to its role in adhesion, MAC-I also functions as a receptor for

fibrinogen and clotting factor X (Altieri et al, 19884,8), and as the complement receptor 3.

IL-3 and GM-CSF produced a strong increase in the expression of MAC-I after 5 days in

culture (Table 3.3, Fig. 3.7). l-esser, but still significant, increases were seen in the

expression of LFA-1, while the upregulation of p150/95 and of ICAM-1 was less ma¡ked.

The regulation of MAC-1 by GM-CSF in human monocytes has also been recently reported

by Geissler et al (1989) who found similarly large increases in expression after 3 days of

suspension culture. Modulation of other LFA family antigens was not described, however,

and no previous reports of Il-3-regulated LFA expression in human monocytes could be

found.

These data illustrate the capacity of IL-3 and GM-CSF to influence human monocyte

phenotype as well as growth, and raise the possibility of CSF-induced functional change as a

consequence of altered antigen expression. The issue of regulation of monocyte function by

CSF will be discussed further in chapter 4.

The question of synergy between different CSF in the stimulation of monocytes has not been

directly addressed in this chapter. Such interactions have, however, been previously

reported in both murine monocyte/macrophages and in a human monocytic cell line (Chen

et al, 1986, 19884,8; Geissler et al, 1989). The presence of M-CSF in normal serum

(Tushinski et al, 1982, and Bartocci et al, 1987) raises the possibility that the phenomena

reported here result from synergy between M-CSF and the exogenous $owth factors. Even

in the absence of serum-derived M-CSF, induction of M-CSF secretion by monocytes in

response to IL-3 or GM-CSF (Vellenga et al, 1988) might allow subsequent synergy to

develop. Monocytes ín vivo are likely to be exposed to a wide range of different regulators,

and future studies with different combinations of these will be of great interest.
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SUMMARY

In this chapter, the regulation of monocyte number, size and antigen expression by IL-3 and

GM-CSF have been described. Both IL-3 and GM-CSF enhanced monocyte survival

between days 4 and 14 of culture at concentrations as low as 6pM, while G-CSF was

inactive. In contrast, stimulated 3H+hymidine uptake was only seen at CSF concenrations

of 60pM and above. Autoradiographic studies demonstrated that a subpopulation of cells

(I-3Vo) showed nuclear grains. The question of the identity of the dividing cells at high CSF

concentrations was partially addressed by performing colony assays with adherent and non-

adherent mononuclear cells. These showed no CFU-GM present in the adherent fraction

used in the 3H-thymidine studies. The similarities between IL-3 and GM-CSF extended to

their effects on monocyte maturation. Both cytokines stimulated increased cell size,

inc¡eased protein content, and enhanced surface expression of CR3 and other LFA family

antigens, raising the possibility of CSF regulation of monocyte adhesion-dependent

functions.
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CHAI,'TER 4

REGULATION OF MONOCYTE ADI{ESION BY CSF



INTRODUCTION

Several recent reports have presented data on the stimulation of human monocyte function

by both IL-3 and GM-CSF. Amongst these a¡e the stimulation of non-antibody dependent

tumour cell cytotoxicity (Cannistra et al, 19884), of gene expression (Vellenga et al, 1988,

Oster et al, 1989, Ernst et al, 1989), and of anticandidal function SMang et al, 1989). In

addition, both growth factors have been shown to induce large increases in the recovery of

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) from 14 day old HlV-infected monocyte cultures

(Koyanagi et al, 1988). These publications are consistent in showing little difference

berween IL-3 and GM-CSF in their effects on monocyte biology. Each study employed

relatively long period of stimulation (greater than 2 hours), and where time courses were

shown, the patterns for IL-3 and GM-CSF were similar. Dose-response profiles, where

reported, were identical. Other studies have reported findings for GM-CSF alone, and

additional effects ascribed to this cytokine include the stimulation of intracellular killing of

Leishmanía Donovani by monocytes (Weiser et al, 1987) and induction of morphological

changes (Hart et al, 1988). While these data fîrmly establish IL-3 and GM-CSF as

'macrophage activating factors', the scope of their activities, their relative efficacy in the

rapid stimulation of monocyte function, and their importance relative to other macrophage

activating factors, remains to be determined.

One area which has received scant attention is the potential role of CSF in the regulation of

monocyte adhesion. Several aspects of normal monocyte function are dependent upon

adhesion events, as outlined in the general introduction to this thesis. In particular,

monocyte-endothelial adhesion is a necessary step in the transmignúon of monocytes into

the extravascular space. The large increase in transendothelial migration of monocytes

seen during inflammation and the accumulation of such monocytes at the inflammatory site

(Issekutz et al, 1981) show that monocyte adhesion is a highly regulated phenomenon.
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Several studies in this area have focused either on monocyte or on endothelial cell

stimulation and have highlighted the importance of each cell type in contributing to

adhesion events. Thus, the complement prduct C5a and the chemotactic peptide formyl-

methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (f-Met-I-eu-Phe) both stimulate monocytes to adherd to

endothelium (Doherty et al, 1987) as do the phorbol ester phorbol myristate acetate (PMA)

and autologous plasma (Wallis et al, 1985). Endothelial monolayers can be stimulated to

increase monocyte adhesion by LPS (Carlos et al, 1989) and by the inflammatory cytokine

Interleukin-1 (Bevilacqua et al, 1985).

IFNI, the classic 'macrophage activating factor', may also help control monocyte adhesion.

This cytokine induced homotypic adhesion in suspension cultures of human monocytes,

while the inclusion of MAb to LFA-family antigens showed that this process was LFA-I

dependent (Mentzer et al, 1986). Homotypic monocyte adhesion may form a model for

monocyte-tumour cell conjugation (Mentzer et al, 1986) and may therefore be of relevance

to tumour cell lysis. More recently, Shaw et al (1989) have shown stimulation of murine

PEM adhesion to the basement membrane glycoproteins laminin, fibronectin and collagen

IV by IFNT. Such interactions are likely to be of importance in the penetration by

monocytes of the endothelial basement membrane during their emigration from the blood.

V/hether CSF a¡e involved in the control of any aspect of human monocyte adhesion is

unknown. However, the modulation of surface expression of monocyte adhesion complexes

by CSF (Chapter 3), and the development of rapid but transient margination of leucocytes in

patients receiving intravenous GM-CSF (Devereux et al, 1989) provide some support for the

concept.

In this chapter, data are presented showing that both IL-3 and GM-CSF are potent

stimulators of monocyte adhesion. The response seen is biphasic, and adhesion is seen to a
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variety of surfaces including human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), extracellula¡

matrix proteins (EMP) and to plastic. While the two growth factors show identical temporal

and dose-response profiles during the late phase of stimulated adhesion, GM-CSF induces a

more rapid response than IL-3 during early phase stimulation, raising for the first time a

question of differences between the two g¡owth factors in their mode of cell-signalling.

Data are also presented showing that while late phase stimulated adhesion is dependent upon

de novo protein synthesis, early phase stimulated adhesion is not. Further, it is shown that

srimulared adhesion during both phases is inhibitied by an antibody to CD18, establishing

the role of the LFA family of adhesion molecules in this phenomenon.

RESULTS

4.1 IL-3 and GM-CSF stimulate two phases of monocyte adhesion

The adhesion experiments in this chapter and in Chapter 5 were performed using freshly

elutriated monocyres of high purity (see Section 2.8.3). Adhesion was measured by an

isotopic method (2.16) after one of two different culture methods (2.9).

The.pattern of adhesion recorded during a 21 hour culture of monocytes on plastic is shown

in Fig. 4.1. Adhesion at 60 minutes was significantly greater in the presence of IL-3

(p<0.0004 by unpaired t test) or GM-CSF (p<0.00O01) than in their absence, and will be

referred to as the 'early phase' of stimulated adhesion. By 2 hrs of culture this effect was no

longer evident. Between 2 and t hours of culture, adhesion of control- and CSF-treated

cells gradually declined, and control cells showed a continuing decline in adhesion to 21

hours. In contrast, IL-3 and GM-CSF-treated monocytes showed increasing levels of

adhesion from t hours onwards, and reached maximal levels at 15 hours of culture. This
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pattern of adhesion, including the decrease berween 2 and t hours of culture, was seen in

each of 3 experiments performed, and demonstrates that IL-3 and GM-CSF do not simply

maintain the high levels of adhesion seen at 2 hours, but stimulate enhanced adhesion during

this 'late phase' over and above t hr levels.

4.2 Early phase stimulation of monocyte adhesion

Subsequent experiments aimed to examine the two phases of stimulated adhesion in detail,

both on endothelium and on plastic. As shown in Fig. 4.2A, adhesion of freshly prepared

monocytes to endothelium increased in a time-dependent fashion over the first 75 minutes of

culrure. Addition of 600pM GM-CSF to the monocytes at the onset of culture led to a

significant enhancement of adhesion at t=10,20,30 and 45 minutes (p<0.ffi1). At 75

minutes of culture, GM-CSF-stimulated adhesion was not significantly greater than for

controls, reflecting the continuing rise in adhesion in the latter group. A simila¡ pattern was

seen for Il-3-treated monocytes (p<0.007 at t=10,20,30,45 minutes, p<0.02 at t=J5

minutes), although the rise in stimulated adhesion was less steep than seen with GM-CSF

(p<0.004 ar t=10,20 minutes). Parallel experiments performed on plastic (Fig. a.2B) showed

similar results to endothelium. The slower rate of stimulation by IL-3 was a consistent

feature of these experiments, seen in 4 of 4 time courses performed. Dose response curyes

for the two cytokines measured at 20 minutes of culture (insets, Fig. 4.2) showed that the

magnitude of the IL-3 effect could not be increased at higher concentrations of CSF.
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Fieure 4.1 Effect of IL-3 and GM-CSF on monocyte adhesion to plastic over 2l hours of

culture. Monocytes were prepared by elutriation and 5lcr-labeled as described in Materials

and Methods. The cells were resuspended in RPMI 1640 with l07o FCS and aliquotted into

microtitre wells containing medium (Ð, [--3 (o) or GM-CSF (o) (final concentration

600pM). Adhesion was measured at the times indicated as described in the text. Each point

represents the mean + SEM of 6 replicates in a representative experiment of 3 simila¡

experiments. Errors are omitted where these are smaller than the size of the symbol.
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Figure 4.2 Effect of IL-3 and GM-CSF on monocyte adhesion over 75 minutes. 51C.-

labeled monocytes were resuspended in warm RPMI 1640 with 107o FCS and aliquotted

into microtitre wells containing pre-\¡/armed (37oC) medium (a), IL-3 (o) or GM-CSF (o)

(final concentration 600pM). Adhesion to confluent monolayers of HUVEC (A) and to

plastic (B) was measured at the indicated times. Each point represents the mean + SEM of 4

replicates in a representative experiment of 4 performed. Errors are omitted where these are

srnaller than the size of the symbol. Il-3-stimulated adhesion was significantly higher than

control at t=10,20,30 and 45 minutes on both HUVEC and on plastic (p<0.ffi7 by unpaired t

test) and at t:75 minutes on both surfaces (p<0.02). GM-CSF-stimulated adhesion was

significantly higher than control at t=10,20,3O and 45 minutes on HUVEC and at t=75

minutes in addition on plastic (p<0.001 ). In separate experiments monocytes were

incubated on HUVEC (Inseg A) and on plastic (Inset, B) with different concentrations of

IL-3 (o) and GM-CSF (o), and were harvested at 20 minutes of culture. Each point

represents the mean + SEM of 4 replicates.

x p<0.004 compared with IL-3 treated monocytes.
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4.3 Late phase stimulation of monocyte adhesion

To study the late phase of stimulated adhesion to cultured endothelium, the same co-

incubation techniques used for the early phase were attempted. Using these methods

monocytes adhered very strongly to HUVEC at 2l hours either in the presence or absence of

cytokines (data not shown). The reason for enhanced adhesion between monocytes and

HUVEC following prolonged co-incubation is unclear but may involve the development of

immunological or other reactions between HlA-incompatible monocyte and HUVEC

donors, with subsequent stimulation of the adhesive capacity of either or both cell types. To

avoid this problem, Slcr-labeled monocytes were preincubated with cytokines or control

medium for 2l hours in supension cultures, washed once, and resuspended in culture

medium without the addition of further stimuli. The cells were then allowed to adhere to

endothelial monolayers or to plastic for 30 minutes prior to harvest. A representative

experiment of 4 performed using these methods is shown in Fig 4.3. Both growth factors

enhanced monocyte adhesion to endothelial monolayers (Fig 4.34) and to plastic (Fig a.3B).

Experiments comparing monocyte adhesion to plastic at 21 hours using the two protocols

showed that background or unstimulated adhesion to this surface was higher using the

suspension method than the plastic-monocyte co-incubation method (data not shown).

The late phase of stimulated adhesion induced by IL-3 and GM-CSF was not only

temporally identical for the two cytokines (Fig 4.1) but seen at equivalent molarities. Fig.

4.4 shows pooled data from 4 experiments in which IL-3 (Fig 4.4A, circles) and GM-CSF

(Fig 4.4B, circles) demonstrate simila¡ dose-response profiles. Inclusion of antisera to IL-3

(Fig 4.44, triangles) or to GM-CSF (Fig 4.48, squares) as specificity controls abolished the

stimulation at low concentrations of added homologous cytokine. In contrast, anti-GM-CSF

was ineffective at inhibiting the effect of IL-3 (Fig. 4.44, squares) and anti-Il-3 caused only

partial inhibition of the pro-adhesive effects of GM-CSF (Fig. 4.48, triangles). Similar
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Figure 4.3 Effect of IL-3 and GM-CSF on monocyte adhesion after suspension culture.

Slcr-lub"led monocytes were suspended in RPMI 1640 with 107o FCS and incubated at

37ocin 10ml polypropylene tubes on a roller apparatus. 600pM IL-3, GM-CSF or medium

control were included from the beginning of culture. At 2l hours, monocytes were gently

centrifuged from suspension, resuspended in warm medium and aliquotted into microtitre

wells containing either confluent monolayers of HUVEC (A) or plastic (B). Adhesion was

measured after a further 30 minutes. Monocyte recovery following suspension culture was

>907o with no significant differences between different treatment gloups. Each point

represents the mean + SEM of four replicates in a representative experiment of 5 performed.
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Figure 4.4 Inhibition of CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion to plastic by specific anti-CSF

antisera. IL-3 (A) or GM-CSF (B) at different concentrations were pre-mixed in microtitre

wells with antisera or medium for 30 minutes at 24oC. Rabbit antiserum to IL-3 (a) and

sheep antiserum to GM-CSF (o) were used at a final dilution of 1/1000, and compared with

medium (o). 1.5x105 Slcr-labeled monocytes were then aliquotted to each well and

adhesion was measured at 2l hours. Each point is the mean + SEM of 24 replicates pooled

from 4 experiments. Errors are omitted where these are smaller than the size of the symbol.
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Figure 4.5 Co-stimulation of monocytes with IL-3 and GM-CSF. 5lcr-labeled monocytes

were added to microtitre wells containing different concentrations of IL-3 in combination

with GM-CSF at final concentrations of 0 (o), 6 (¿), 60 (o), 600 (r), and 6000 (O) pM.

Adhesion was measured at 21 hours of culture, with each point representing the mean *

SEM of 6 replicates in a representative experiment of 3 performed. Errors are omitted

where these are smaller than the size of the symbol.
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partial inhibition of stimulated monocyte adhesion by other rabbit antisera (data not shown)

suggest that the latter effect may be a non-specihc or species-dependent phenomenon.

Experiments to determine if the two cytokines might act in an additive or synergistic manner

were carried out using IL-3 and GM-CSF at different concentrations. No evidence was

found for synergy between the two cytokines and their effects were not additive at optimal

concentrations (Fig 4.5).

4.4 Stimulation of monocyte adhesion to EMP

Following adhesion to, and migration through, the endothelium, monocytes i¿ vivo must

traverse the endothelial basement membrane in order to reach the extravascula¡ space.

Experiments were therefore performed to assess the capacity for CSF-stimulated monocyte

adhesion to purif,red components of basement membrane. These include collagen fV,

laminin and fibronectin. Adhesion was also measured to serum proteins (fibrinogen,

vitronectin), to the platelet product, thrombospondin, and to collagen I, an important

structural component of connective tissues. Mitrotitre wells were precoated with the various

proteins, and late phase adhesion measured using the co-incubation protocol. Basal

monocyte adhesion to many of the EMP was higher than to plastic. An experiment showing

relatively low basal adhesion is shown in Fig. 4.6. n--3 and GM-CSF stimulated increased

adhesion to all substrates, although the levels of both basal and stimulated adhesion varied

from one substrate to the next. In general, a higher level of basal adhesion was associated

with a greater increase in CSF-stimulated adhesion. Of the basement membrane proteins,

collagen IV and laminin bound monocytes relatively weakly, while fibronectin showed

intermediate capacity to act as on adhesion substrate. The strongest adhesion was seen to

fibrinogen. M-CSF was included in these experiments as a control, and showed some
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Figure 4.6 Stimulation of monocyte adhesion to EMP. Microtitre wells were precoated

with EMP as described in Materials and Methods and adhesion of 5lcr-labeled monocytes

measured after 2L hours of co-culture. CSF were used at a final concentration of 60OpM.

Results are mean + SEM for 6 replicates per point.
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activity on collagen I, vitronectin, fibronectin and fibrinogen. However, M-CSF-stimulated

adhesion was much lower than that for IL-3 and GM-CSF.

4.5 Inhi

The rapidity of the early phase of stimulated adhesion suggested a mechanism independent

of new protein synthesis. To test this hypothesis, cycloheximide (5 uginù) was included in

some experiments from the onset of culture (Fig. a.7A). Cycloheximide is a reversible

inhibitor of protein synthesis, which acts by inhibiting ribosomal function and hence chain

initiation and elongation, and has previously been shown to have a rapid onset of action

(Oleinick et al, 1977). The results show that at 30 minutes of culture, cycloheximide did not

inhibit either unstimulated or CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion. Instead, an increase in

adhesion was seen in all groups with cycloheximide, although this was only significant in

control-treated monocytes @ig. 4.7A, and legend) (p<0.02). When data from 4 experiments

performed at 30 minutes of culture were pooled, a similar pattern of signihcance was seen'

with only control-treated monocytes increasing adhesion signihcantly in the presence of

cycloheximide (p<0.03, data not shown). A control experiment designed to determine if

cycloheximide was active at inhibiting protein synthesis during this time is shown in Table

4.I. In this experiment, monocytes were suspended in methionine-free medium containing

either IL-3, GM-CSF or medium control, and warmed to 37oC. Medium or cycloheximide

was then added, and 35S-methionine added approximately 30 seconds later. Incorporation

of 35S-methionine into protein was measured after 30 minutes in culture. No stimulation of

protein synthesis by either cytokine was observed during this time (Table 4.1), and protein

synthesis in all treatment groups was reduced by 85Vo in the presence of cycloheximide,

confirming the activity of the drug.
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In contrast to the findings at 30 minutes, inclusion of cycloheximide for 2l hours of culture

completely abolished both basal and stimulated monocyte adhesion to plastic (Fig. a.7B).

As this period with cycloheximide was associated with some loss of cell viability, shorter

periods of inhibition were examined, with addition of cycloheximide at 5 hours or 30

minutes prior to harvest at 2l hours (Fig. 4.7C, 4.7D). These results show that both

unstimulated and stimulated adhesion was virtually abolished when cycloheximide was

present for the last 5 hours of culture only. Monocyte viability by Trypan-blue exclusion

was >94Vo for all groups at 21 hours using this protocol. The addition of cycloheximide 30

minutes prior to harvest resulted in stimulation of adhesion in control-treated and in GM-

CSF-treated monocytes (Fig. 4.7D) (p<0.04, <0.03 respectively). The stimulation of

adhesion by cycloheximide in Il-3-treated monocytes at this point (Fig. a.7D) did not reach

significance in the experiment shown (p<0.06) but when data were pooled from 4 sepilate

experiments, the increase observed with cycloheximide was significant (p<0.04).

4.6 Time course of inhibition of adhesion by cycloheximide

In order to determine the kinetics of inhibition of adhesion by cycloheximide, experiments

were performed with addition of the inhibitor at various times during the last 5 hours of 21

hour cultures. Signif,rcant inhibition of adhesion in IL-3 and GM-CSF-stimulated cultures

was seen with the addition of cycloheximide at t=L9 tm (Fig. 4.88,C). Maximal inhibition

was seen with addition of the inhibitor at t=16 hours, representing a period of co-incubation

of 5 hours. Unstimulated monocytes also showed inhibition of adhesion with cycloheximide

(Fig. a.SA), but this was only significant after 4 hours of incubation with the drug.
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Figure 4.7 Cycloheximide inhibits late but not early-phase monocyte adhesion. 51Cr-

labeled monocytes were aliquotted into wells and pulsed with control medium (open bars) or

cycloheximide (final concentration 5ug/ml, hatched bars) at t=0 hours (A,B) t=16 hours (C)

and t:20.5 hours (D). 600pM CSF or medium control were present throughout the

incubation, and harvest was at 30 minutes (A) or 21 hours (B,C,D) of culture. Cell viability

as measured by Trypan-blue exclusion was >98Vo for all groups at 30 minutes and >947o for

groups C & D at 21 hours. Cell viability afrcr 2l hours of co-incubation with cycloheximide

(B) was reduced to 62Vo. Each point represents the mean + SEM of 6 replicates in a

representative experiment of 4 performed. Cycloheximide stimulated significant increases

in adhesion at 30 minutes (A) in control-groups (p<0.02) but not in IL-3-(p<0.15) or GM-

CSF-groups (p<0.45). At 2l hours, in the presence of cycloheximide for 30 minutes only

(D), increased adhesion was seen with cycloheximide in control- (p<0.04) and GM-CSF-

groups (p<0.03) but did not reach significance in IL-3 groups (p<0.06).
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Toble 4.1 35s-methionine incorporotion in short-term monocyte culture*

Stimulus

35S-methionine incorporotion (cpm)

Control + Cycloheximide

Control

tL-3

GM-CSF

22,621+477

23,U3L614

22,624+363

3,40+71

3,223+77

3,1ó3+ì 57

*Monocytes were prepored by elutriotion ond suspended of o

concentrotion of 4xl6ó7ml in methionine-free RPMI ló40 with l% FCS. The

cells were oliquotted into 2ml polypropylene tubes, wormed to 37oC ond

control medium or CSF were odded to give o finol concentrotion of ó00pM.

Controt medium or cycloheximide wos then odded (finol concentrotion

Sug/ml) ond 30 seconds loter eoch tube wos pulsed with lOuCi 35S-

methionine. The monocytes were incuboted for 30 minutes of 37oC with

gen¡e ogitotion, followed by trichloroocetic ocid-precipitotion of

incorporoted 35S-methionine onto poper filters, os described in Moteriols

ond Methods. Eoch volue represents the meon + SEM of three replicotes.
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Figure 4.8 Time course of inhibition of adhesion by cycloheximide. 5lct-lub.l.d

monocytes were incubated with or without CSF (60OpM) for 21 hours, with addition of

5ug/rnl cycloheximide (a) or control medium (o) at t=16,17,18,19 or 20 hours, as shown.

Ha¡vest was at 21 hours for all groups. Results are mean + SEM for 4 replicates per point
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4.7 F-

The adhesion of unstimulated monocytes to HUVEC and to plastic has been shown

previously to be at least partially dependent on the LFA family of adhesion molecules

(Carlos et al, 1989; Keizer et al, 1987; Amaout et al, 1988). To determine the role of this

family in the two phases of IL-3 and GM-CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion, MAb 60.3

(anti-CDl8) and MAb 60.1 (anti-CDllb) were included in adhesion assays both at 30

minutes of culture (Fig. 4.94,C) and after 2L hours in suspension culture (Fig. 4.98,D).

Both antibodies were used at 1/300 final dilution, a concentration which has been shown to

be saturating in immunofluorescence experiments with monocytes as measured by flow

cytometry. IL-3 and GM-CSF enhanced monocyte adhesion to both substrates and at both

times compared with controls (p<0.007, p<0.02 respectively). MAb 60.1 did nor

significantly inhibit the levels of adhesion seen (Fig. 4.9), but in control experiments it

inhibited the adhesion of neutrophils to tumour necrosis factor-stimulated HUVEC by

approximately 80Vo, confirming the activity of the antibody. In contrast to the findings with

60.1, MAb 60.3 inhibited background monocyte adhesion to a variable but incomplete

degree in all combinations of time and substrate, and reduced the CSF-stimulated adhesion

to a simila¡ level. Non-LFA-directed antibodies of IgG 2a (Hy 1.2) and IgG 1 (Hy 5.19)

isotypes used at similar concentrations did not inhibit monocyte adhesion (data not shown).

These results suggest that while basal monocyte adhesion is only partially dependent on

CD18, il--3 and GM-CSF-stimulated adhesion is dependent almost entirely on this

molecule.

4.8 Dependence of stimulated monocyte adhesion on ICAM-I

The dependence of stimulated monocyte adhesion on CD18, but not on CDl lb (the o chain

of MAC-I) suggested a role for the adhesion molecules LFA-I or p150/95. Lack of

I
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Figure 4.9 Effect of monoclonal antibodies to CDllb (60.1, stippled ba¡s) and to CD 18

(60.3, hatched bars) versus medium control (open bars) on monocyte adhesion to HUVEC

(A,B) and to plastic (C,D). For experiments han¿ested at 30 minutes (A,C), 5lcr-labeled

monocytes were suspended in w¿trm medium and aliquotted into microtitre wells containing

prewarmed medium, IL-3 or GM-CSF (final concentration 600 pM) plus antibody or control

at a final dilution of 1/300. Adhesion was measured as described in the text. For

experiments harvested at 2L hours (B,D), 5lcr-labeled monocytes were cultured in

suspension with CSF (600pM) or control medium for 27 hours, washed, resuspended in

warm medium and aliquotted into microtitre wells containing antisera or medium control.

Adhesion was measured after a further 30 minutes. Isotype-specific control antisera for 60.1

(IgGl, subclass) and 60.3 (IgG2a, subclass) did not inhibit monocyte adhesion. Each point

represents the mean + SEM of at least 4 replicates in a representative experiment of 3

performed. Significantly higher adhesion was seen in all experiments with IL-3 (p<0.007)

and with GM-CSF (p<0.02) in the absence of antisera. Levels of adhesion in the presence of

MAb 60.3 were similar for the three treatment groups within each substrate/time

combination. The only signifîcant differences seen in 60.3-inhibited adhesion levels were

between Il-3-reated and untreated monocytes at 2l houn (B,D; p<0.05).
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sufficient quantities of MAb to these molecules, however, prevented the performance of

direct inhibition experiments. In order to at least partially circumvent this problem,

experiments were performed using a MAb prepared against ICAM-I, a major ligand for

LFA-1. Fig. 4.10 shows inhibition by this MAb (IH-4) of GM-CSF-stimulated monocyte

adhesion to plastic at 21 hours. Both whole antibody and Fab fragments induced a maximal

inhibition of adhesion of approximately 40Vo, but with differing dose-response profiles.

The role of ICAM-I in monocyte adhesion was further investigated using an ICAM-I-

transfected murine L-cell line. This cell line has been previously shown to stably express

high levels of ICAM-I (V/awryk et al, in press). Early phase adhesion to the transfected L

cells and to L cell controls grown to confluence in microtitre wells is shown in Fig.4.l1.

Unstimulated monocyte adhesion to the transfectants was significantly higher than to L cells

(Fig.4.114) and was reduced down to L cell-levels by IH-4 Fab fragments at 3Oug/ml.

Neither GM-CSF nor IL-3 stimulated adhesion to L cells or to the transfectants using these

methods (Fig.4.11B,C), perhaps reflecting the very strong adhesion seen even in the

absence of CSF (Fig. a.114).

4.9 Expression of LFA-family surface markers

The preceding sections support the contention that LFA members LFA-I or p150/95 are

involved in the adhesion of monocytes stimulated with IL-3 or GM-CSF. Previous studies

have shown rhat GM-CSF stimulates MAC-I upregulation on human neutrophils in vivo,

while having no effect on other LFA complexes (Socinski et al, 1988). Geissler et al (1989)

recently reported a simila¡ change in human monocyte MAC-I expression with GM-CSF,

and the immunofluorescence data in Chapter 3 of this thesis show regulation of all LFA

complexes by both IL-3 and GM-CSF at 5 days of culture. In order to determine if shorter

periods of stimulation might also induce upregulation of these antigens,
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immunofluorescence studies using a fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) were

performed on monocytes stimulated for 30 minutes (early phase) or for 21 hours (late phase)

in a suspension culture system. Centrifugations and other cell manipulations were reduced

to a minimum, as described in Materials and Methods, in order to reduce the effects of

physical handling on surface ma¡ker expression (Miller et al, 1987). Adhesion experiments

were performed in parallel with the FACS studies, using cells which had been through

identical stages of preparation and handling. No significant changes were seen in surface

expression of LFA-family markers in three experiments performed at 30 minutes of

stimulation (Table 4.2). While the stimulation of adhesion seen in these experiments was

variable (Table 4.2,legend), upregulation of CD18 or other markers was not seen, even in

experiments with the highest CSF-induced adhesion increases (Exp. 1, 3, GM-CSF). In

contrast, the findings at 21 hours were of signif,rcant increases in surface ma¡ker expression

with both IL-3 and GM-CSF, compared with controls (Table 4.3). Expression of MAC-I, as

detected by MAb 60.1 and Mo-l, was increased approximately 2-fold by both CSF, and

expression of CD-18, as detected by MAb 60.3, increased to a simila¡ degree. CDl8, as

detected by MAb TSI/18, and LFA-I $Sll22) and p150/95 (150/95) showed lesser, but

still significant increases, with similar results for the two cytokines. Large increases in

adhesion was seen in parallel for both experiments (Table 4.3, legend).
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Figure 4.10 Inhibition of monocyte adhesion to plastic by MAb IH-4. Monocytes were

incubated for 2I hours in microtitre wells with 60OpM GM-CSF, together with different

concentrations of MAb IH-4 (o) or of IH-4 Fab fragments (a). Adhesion at 21 hours in the

absence of GM-CSF was 2.5X0.57o. Il-3-stimulated monocytes showed a similar pattern to

GM-CSF-stimulated cells. Results are mean + SEM of 4 replicates per point.

Figure 4.11 Inhibition of monocyte adhesion to ICAM-I transfectants by MAb IH-4.

Monolayers of L cells or ICAM-I transfected L cells (ICAMs) were formed in microtitre

wells, and washed twice before use. 5lcr-labeled monocytes were then incubated in ttre

wells with no CSF (A), or 600pM GM-CSF (B) or IL-3 (C), and adhesion measured at 30

minutes of culture. MAb IH-4 Fab fragments at a final concentration of 30ug/ml were

included in some wells in two of the three experiments. Results are mean + SEM of 4

replicates per point.
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Table 4.2 LFA surface expression on unstimulated and 30 minute-stimulated monocytes.

Monocytes were purified by elutriation, resuspended in RPMI with lÙVo FCS and incubated

at 37o for 30 minutes with CSF (60OpM) or control. Cell suspensions were then cooled to

4oC, aliquotted into FACS tubes, and stained according to the protocol in Materials and

Methods. The specificity of the MAb was: 60.1, MO-l:o chain MAC-I (CD11b); 'fSL/Z2:a

chain, LFA-I (CDl1b); 150/95:cr chain, p150/95 (CDl1c); 60.3, TSl/18:p chain, LFA

family (CD18). Parallel adhesion experiments on the same donor cells yielded the

following percent adhesion at 30 minutes: Exp. L: no CSF, 1O.7t0.7; IL-3, 13.310.7; GM-

CSF,20.1+1.6. Exp. 2:9.2!0.5;11.610.5; 10.2+0.5. Exp. 3: 5.4t0.4;7.110.6; Ll.6!0.2.
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Table 4.3 LFA surface expression on unstimulated and 21 hour-stimulated monocytes.

Monocytes were purified by elutriation, resuspended in RPMI with LOVo FCS, and incubated

at 37oC in a suspension culture system for 2l hours with CSF (60OpM) or control. Cells

were then centrifuged at 1009, resuspended in medium at 4oC, and staining with MAb

performed as outlined in Materials and Methods. Specificities for the MAb are outlined in

Table 2.7 and Table 4.2. Parallel adhesion experiments on the same donor cells after

overnight suspension culture yielded the following percent adhesion at 30 minutes. Exp. 1:

no CSF, 19.610.8; il--3, 49.1!2.7; GM-CSF, 46.6t3.6. Exp. 2.: 21.?ÌO.8; 36.2+1.5:

34.1+3.8.
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DISCUSSION

The central finding in this chapter is that IL-3 and GM-CSF regulate human monocyte

adhesion. Stimulated adhesion was seen to both endothelium and to purified basement

membrane and other proteins, suggesting a role for CSF-regulated adhesion in vivo. The

kinetics of this regulation were complex (Fig. 4.1, 4.2) with an early phase of stimulated

adhesion seen between 10 minutes and I hour of culture, and a late phase after t hours of

stimulation. While levels of background or unstimulated adhesion varied with different

monocyte donors, the stimulation seen was reproducible and highly significant, and was

observed at concentrations of cytokine as low as 6pM (Fig. 4.2, 4.4). Further, the

experiments performed with antisera to IL-3 and GM-CSF (Fig. 4.4) conf,rrm that the

stimulated adhesion seen was due to these cytokines and not to an unknown contaminant.

The rapid onset of the early phase of stimulated adhesion suggested a mechanism

independent of new protein synthesis, and the failure of cycloheximide to inhibit adhesion at

30 minutes supporred this hypothesis (Fig. 4.7 A). Cycloheximide has previously been

shown to inhibit protein synthesis in Chinese hamster ovary cells after 30 seconds (Oleinick

et al, lg77), and a similarly rapid action in human monocytes is shown here (Table 4.1).

These findings show that early phase adhesion, both background and stimulated, does not

result from the synthesis of new adhesion molecules, and suggests instead that a change in

existing structures may be responsible.

The late phase of stimulated adhesion (Fig. 4.I, 4.3,4.6) was seen on a backglound of

declining adhesion in unstimulated wells (Fig. a.1) and after a decrease in overall adhesion

between 2-9 hours. Although both growth factors support monocyte survival in longer term

culture (greater than 4 days, Fig. 3.1), there were no differences in monocyte numbers or

viability at 21 hours between CSF-treated and untreated groups. In addition, unstimulated
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cells showing low adhesion at 21 hours could be stimulated with IL-3 or GM-CSF to

increase their adhesiveness within 30 minutes (data not shown). These findings demonsEate

that IL-3 and GM-CSF stimulate genuine increases in adhesion during the late phase and are

not simply maintaining cell viability or the high levels of adhesion seen in all groups at two

hours.

The ability of cycloheximide to inhibit adhesion at 21 hours, even when present for the last

5 hours of stimulation only (Fig. a.7C), further distinguishes the two phases, and suggests

that synthesis of adhesion molecules or related structures is necessary to maintain a pro-

adhesive state. The failure of cycloheximide to inhibit late phase adhesion when present for

the last 30 minutes of culture only (Fig. 4.lD), is not surprising, and may simply reflect a

low rate of turnover of adhesion structures which had been synthesized during the previous

20 hours of culture with CSF. An estimate of the rate of turnover of these structures is given

by the rime course of inhibition of adhesion (Fig. 4.8), where major inhibition is seen

between 2 and4 hours of co-incubation with cycloheximide.

The enhancement of both unstimulated and CSF-stimulated adhesion after the addition of

cycloheximide at t=2O.5 hours (Fig.4.7D) was also seen in the presence of cycloheximide

during early phase adhesion, although it only reached significance in control-groups (Fig.

4.TAandlegend). While the reasons for this enhancement remain unclear, the phenomenon

may represent inhibition of synthesis by cycloheximide of an endogenous adhesion inhibitor

of short half-life.

Previous reports regarding the structures involved in unstimulated monocyte adhesion to

endothelium and plastic have implicated, at least in part, the LFA family of molecules.

These studies demonstrated only minor inhibition of monocyte-endothelial adhesion by

antibodies to CD1lb (alpha chain, MAC-1) (Keizer et al, 1987, Mentzer et al, 1987; Arnaout
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et al, 1988), but found significant albeit incomplete inhibition of adhesion by antibodies to

CDlg (beta chain, LFA family). This ranged from 35 per cent (Keizer et al, 1987) to 56,57

and 62 per cent inhibition (Ca¡los et al, 1989; Arnaout et al, 1988; Mentzer et al, 1987,

respectively). Our findings with unstimulated fresh monocytes (Fig. 4.94,C) a¡e consistent

with these reporrs, showing partial inhibition with MAb 60.3 (anti-CD18), but no inhibition

with MAb 60.1 (anti-CDl1b). In addition, however, we demonstrate two novel findings.

Firstly, unstimulated adhesion to HUVEC and to plastic at 21 hours is also reduced by

about 50 per cent by 60.3 but not by 60.1 (Fig. 4.98,D). Secondly, IL-3 and GM-CSF-

stimulated adhesion at both time points and on both endothelium and on plastic is mainly

dependent on CDl8 (Fig. a.9). These findings are consistent with a previous report of

autologous plasma-and PMA-stimulated monocyte adhesion to endothelium, in which 60.3

abolished the response (Wallis et al, 1985), and suggest that CD18 is of fundamental

importance in regulated monocyte adhesion.

The failure of MAb 60.1 to inhibit either unsrimulared or csF-stimulated monocyte

adhesion, despite its activity in inhibiting neutrophil adhesion, suggested that monocyte

adhesion was not primarily dependent on MAC-1. Experiments were therefore conducted to

investigate the role of a second LFA-family member, LFA-I, in this phenomenon. MAb

directed to ICAM-I (IH-4), the major ligand for LFA-I (Staunton et al, 1989), inhibited

CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion to plastic by approximately 40Vo (Fig.4.10), and similar

degrees of inhibition were seen with whole MAb and with Fab fragments. In addition, the

capacity for monocytes to adhere in an IcAM-l-dependent fashion was demonstrated by

significantly higher adhesion to an ICAM-I transfected cell line compared with conEols

(Fig. 4.11). However, the adhesion of unstimulated monocytes to these transfectants was

very strong (Fig. 4.11), and no further adhesion was seen in the presence of CSF. V/hile

incomplete, these experiments point to a possible role for ICAM-I, and hence LFA-I, in

CSF- stimulated monocyte adhesion.
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The dependence of CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion on CD18 may arise from one or

more of a number of mechanisms. Increased surface expression of LFA members LFA-I or

p150/95 could explain the findings reported here, and could result either from the synthesis

of new molecules during late phase adhesion, or from the redistribution of molecules to the

cell surface at either time. Such rapid redistribution events have been previously

demonsrrared for MAC-I and p150/95 in human monocytes (Miller et al, 1987). The results

of the immunofluorescence experiments performed with late-phase monocytes (Table 4.3)

a¡e consistent with these postulates. CDlS expression was increased wo-fold with CSF

stimulation, and both LFA-I and p150/95 also showed significant upregulation. The

increased expression of MAC-1 seen in the same experiments is of uncertain significance, in

the tight of the functional inhibition data (Fig. 4.9), which show no role for MAC-I in either

basal or stimulated adhesion. The CSF-induced upregulation of MAC-I on monocytes may

therefore have a functional correlate in increased binding of C3bi, or increased

phagocytosis. These hypotheses have not yet been tested.

In contrast to the findings at 2l hours, no change in expression of surface markers was seen

in monocytes stimulated for only 30 minutes with CSF (Table 4.2), suggesting that

upregulation of adhesion molecules is not responsible for stimulated adhesion at this time.

The significance of increases in the surface expression of adhesion molecules in general has

recently been questioned. Inhibition of stimulated MAC-1 upregulation in neutrophils by an

anion-blocking agent did not prevent stimulated neutrophil adhesion to endothelium, despite

such adhesion being MAC-1 dependent (Vedder et al, 1988). A second study by Buyon et al

(19SS) showed similar findings, in that MAC-l-dependent homotypic adhesion in

neutrophils stimulated with F-met-leu-phe was not dependent on the coincident increase in

MAC-1 expression seen. In addition, recent reports demonstrate that the monocyte MAC-1

complex may be stimulated to undergo conformational change leading to the novel binding
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of fibrinogen and factor X (Altieri et al, 19884,8). These studies provide a model for

functional change in monocyte adhesion structures, and may be of particular relevance to

the rapid early phase of CSF-stimulated adhesion.

A conceptual problem arises in the interpretation of experiments performed on plastic. In

particular, inhibition of monocyte adhesion to plastic by MAb to CDl8 implies the presence

of a ligand for LFA-I or p150/95 on the plastic surface. V/hile unproven, two potential

sources for such ligands are present within the assay system. Firstly, the experiments were

performed in the presence of l\Vo FCS, which contains a large number of proteins including

fibrinogen, fibronectin, chondronectin (Yamada, 1983) and vitronectin (Parker et al, 1989)'

and possibly others not as yet described. The coating of the plastic surface by such proteins

might therefore provide attachment points for the relevant adhesion receptor. Secondly,

monocytes synthesize and secrete a huge range of products including fibronectin (Nathan,

Lg87) and thrombospondin (Jaffe et al, 1985), and contain intracytoplasmic ICAM-I, which

is capable of redistribution to the membrane upon adhesion to fibronectin-coated surfaces

(Dougherty et al, 1988). The deposition of such synthesized proteins by monocytes on

plastic surfaces remains a possible, if unproven, mechanism for subsequent receptor-ligand-

mediated adhesion.

The experiments involving adhesion to EMP also require comment. Adhesion of

unstimulated monocytes to the basement membrane proteins laminin and collagen IV was

negligible at 21 hours, but significant adhesion was seen to fibronectin @ig. 4.6). The

pattern of stronger adhesion to fibronectin was also seen with CSF-stimulated cells, and has

been previously noted with murine PEM adhesion at 24 hours of culture (Shaw et al, 1989).

These findings are of interest in view of the demonstration of increased levels of

endothelial-derived fibronectin in the vessel walls at the site of tissue injury (Clark et al,

1982), providing a mechanism for the selective accumulation of CSF-stimulated monocytes
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at the wound site. IL-3 and GM-CSF also stimulated adhesion to the serum and connecúve

tissue proreins tested (Fig. 4.6), and the biological significance of these findings is not clear.

However, local production of CSF at the site of inflammation (Williamson et al, 1988;

Alvaro-Gracia et at, 1989) may stimulate monocyte adhesion to neighbouring connective

tissue proteins, leading to an accumulation of cells by preventing onward migration' A

similar 'migration inhibition' activity has been previously described for GM-CSF and

human neutrophils invitro (Weisbart et al, 1985; Atkinson et al, 1988)'

In most respects, IL-3 and GM-CSF performed in these experiments in a simila¡ fashion,

with an identical temporal profile and dose-response relationship during the late phase, and

a simila¡ dependence on CD18 for manifestation of the response. In addition, the failure of

the two cytokines to synergise, or to act in an additive fashion at optimal concentrations

fig. a.5) suggesrs that IL-3 and GM-CSF stimulate the same subpopulation of monocytes,

and that they may act through a common mechanism of cell activation. Interestingly,

however, in 4 of 4 time-courses performed during the early phase, IL-3 was signif,rcantly

slower at stimulating enhanced adhesion than was GM-CSF (Fig. 4.2), although

subsequently reaching comparable levels of efficacy. While several reports have

demonsrated that these 2 growth factors have similar or identical effects on human

monocytes (Cannistra et al, 19884; Vellenga et al, 1988; Oster et al, 1989; Koyanagi et al,

1988; Ernst et al, 1989; and Wang et al, 1989), each of these reports was based on relatively

prolonged periods of stimulation (greater than 2 hours). This report is therefore the first to

describe a rapid effect of either cytokine on monocyte function and the temporal profiles

revealed suggest that there may be differences between the two factors in the kinetics of

their interaction with their receptors. This question will be addressed further in Chapter 7.

The frndings reported here may be of significance invivo. The occurrence of ma¡ked tissue

accumulations of monocytes and macrophages in mice transgenic for GM-CSF (Lang et al,
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19g7), despite normal bone marrow cellularity and histology, raises the possibility that the

pathology results from abnormal CSF-induced monocyte-endothelial adhesion and

subsequent diapedesis. In inflammatory disorders in man, such as rheumatoid arthritis

(RA), monocytes can be observed in close apposition to the vessel wall (Kurosaka et al,

1983), and large increases in transendothelial migration and intrasynovial accumulation of

monocytes are observed. l-ocal production of haemopoietic growth factors (Williamson et

al, 1988; Alvaro-Gracia er al, 1989) may play a role in the regulation of such disordered

monocyte trafficking. As already discussed, the demonstration of CSF-induced monocyte

adhesion to EMp may be of relevance to the accumulation of monocytes at the

inflammatory site and at sites of wound healing. CSF-induced monocyte adhesion to

collagen I, a major structural component of bone, tendons and ligaments, may contribute to

the joint destruction seen in severe erosive arthropathies such as RA. Abnormal adhesion of

monocytes to endothelium in the early phases of development of atheroma (Endemann et al,

1gg7 and Joris et al, 1983), and the subsequent migration of fat-laden monocytes into the

intima to become foam cells @ndemann et al, 1987 and Joris et al, 1983) may also be

manifestations of IL-3 or GM-CSF-induced hyperadhesiveness. Finally, the transient and

very rapid monocytopenia seen after intravenous injection of GM-CSF (Devereux et al,

1989) and the occurrence of local phlebitis in such patients (Groqpman et al, 1987) are

likely to be in vivo manifestations of the early phase of adhesion reported here.

SUMMARY

IL-3 and GM-CSF have been revealed as potent stimulators of human monocyte adhesion.

Stimulated adhesion was seen to HUVEC, basement membrane and other ex¡racellular

matrix proteins, and to plastic. The pattern of stimulated adhesion was complex, with a

rapid 'early phase' seen within 10 minutes, followed by a 'late phase' after t hours of

culture. Early phase adhesion was independent of new protein synthesis, inhibited by MAb
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to the LFA antigen CD18, and unassociated with changes in the number of LFA molecules

expressed on the cell surface. These hndings suggest that a redistribution or functional

change in existing LFA molecules may be responsible for stimulated adhesion at this time

point. Late phase adhesion was dependent on continuing protein synthesis, was also LFA

dependent, and was associated with increased surface expression of all LFA members. The

temporal and dose-response profîles for IL-3- and GM-CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion

were identical during late phase adhesion, but GM-CSF stimulated more rapid adhesion

during the early phase. The finding raises the question of differences between the. two

factors in their mode of cell signalling.
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CHAPTER 5

INHIBITION OF MONOCYTE ADF{ESION BY IL-4



INTRODUCTION

The data presented in previous chapters argues for an important role for IL-3 and GM-CSF

in inflammatory disease, both by controlling monocyte numbers at the inflammatory site,

and by stimulating monocyte function. The pro-adhesive effects of IL-3 and GM-CSF on

monocytes a¡e of particular importance, because few other physiological agents are known

to show such function. If little is known of the stimulation of monocyte adhesion by

cytokines, however, even less is understood of factors which inhibit this process. The

identification of a factor causing inhibition of monocyte adhesion could be of signif,rcance

not only in the understanding of monocyte biology, but also as a therapeutic agent in

inflammatory or vascular diseases. A number of the activities of interleukin 4 (IL-4)

suggested that this cytokine might act as an adhesion inhibitor, and these are outlined below.

IL-4 is a T-cell derived glycoprotein of 129 amino acids with a molecula¡ weight of about

20kD (Yokota et al, 1986). Although human and murine IL-4 show extensive homology,

there is no biological cross-reactivity between species, and homology is otherwise limited to

small regions of similarity between human IL-4 and murine IL-3 (Yokota et al, 1986). High

aflrnity receptors for n--4 have been detected on murine spleen cells, and on B cells, T cells,

monocyte/macrophages, mast and other myeloid cells in the mouse (Paul et al, 1987). High

affrnity receptors for IL-4 have also been described on human mononuclear cells and

gingival fibroblasts, as well as on a number of human B, T and other cell lines (Park et al,

1987).

IL-4 was first described as a costimulant for proliferation in murine B cells incubated with

anti-immunoglobulin antibodies, and was referred to as B-cell stimulatory factor-1 (BSF-1)

(Howard et al, 1982). Subsequent reports showed that IL-4 is a multifunctional cytokine,

with diverse acriviries amongst cells of lymphoid and myeloid origin (reviewed by Paul et
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al, 1987). These include stimulation of MHC class fI molecules on resting B cells,

enhancement of IgGl and IgE secretion from B cells stimulated with LPS, with a

concomitant decrease in secretion of IgM and IgG2, and stimulation of the growth of normal

T cells and T cell tumour lines. There a¡e conflicting reports on the role of IL-4 in the

generarion of antigen-independent lymphokine activated killer (LAK) cells. Mule et al

(1937) have reporred enhanced ll--4-induced LAK cell formation in the mouse, while in

human cells, no stimulation of LAK cell formation was seen (Widmer et al, 1987). \--4

exerted both positive and negative regulatory influences on the generation of antigen-

specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) depending on the time of addition to culture

(Widmer et al, 1987), and displays potent anti-tumour activity in the intact animal (Tepper

et al, 1989).

IL-4 is also a co-stimulant for the glowth of some mast cell lines, and acts as a modifrer in

haemopoiesis. Although possessing no intrinsic colony-stimulating-activity when used

alone, IL-4 synergises with erythropoietin (EPO), G-CSF, M-CSF and IL-3 in the

production of murine erythroid, granulocytic, monocyte/macrophage and mast cell colonies

respectively (Rennick et al, 1987). In contrast, the same investigators found that murine IL-

3-induced granulocytic and monocyte/macrophage colony formation was inhibited with IL-

4, illustraring the diverse regulatory capacity of this cytokine (Rennick et a1,1987). In

similar studies with human bone marrow cells, Bronxmeyer et at (1988) showed synergy

between IL-4 and EPO for erythroid colony formation, and with G-CSF for granulocytic

colony formation, bur not with M-CSF, GM-CSF or IL-3. Jansen et al (1989) showed

identical synergy, but in addition showed Il-4-induced inhibition of macrophage colony

formation in response to M-CSF and GM-CSF, and Mclnnes et al (1988) showed that IL-4

was the factor responsible for the formation of monocyte-derived multinucleate cells in

liquid bone marrow culture.
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The effects of IL-4 on mature myeloid cells have been most studied for monocytes and

macrophages. IL-4 was frst shown to be a MAF by Crawford et al (1987), who

demonstrated enhanced tumouricidal activity in Il-4-stimulated murine PEM. IL-4 was

active both alone, and in synergy with LPS and with GM-CSF and IL-3. In contrast,Il'-4

decreased the tumouricidal response to IFNT in the same cells. IL-4 has also been shown to

increase the surface expression of Ia antigens on murine PEM (Crawford et al, 1987) and of

HLA-DR on human monocytes (Te Velde et al, 1988) although the latter effect may be via

Il-4-stimulated IFN1 release from contaminating T cells (Littman et al, 1989). Other

stimulatory effects of IL-4 include enhanced uptake and killing of Trypanosoma cruzi in

murine PM (Wirth et al, 1989), enhanced secretion of complement protein 2, G-CSF and M-

CSF, and tissue plasminogen activator from human monocytes (Littman et al, 1989; Wieser

et al, 1989; and Hart et al, 19894), and the induction of macrophage differentiation in the

same cells (Te Velde et al, 1988).

As with the actions of IJ--4 on haemopoiesis, n--4 may also act as a suppressor molecule for

macrophage function, causing inhibition of Il--lcr and p, TNFcr and prostaglandin E2

(PGE2) secretion by human monocytes (Hurme et al, 1988; Hart et al, 19898; Essner et al,

1989). These findings may explain the failure of Il--4 to induce antibody-dependent tumour

cell cytotoxicity in PEM (Ralph et al, 1988), as this function has been shown to be mediated

by production of TNFa (Cannistra et al, 19884).

Despite this extensive literature on Il-4/monocyte interactions, nothing is known of the role

of this cytokine in the regulation of monocyte adhesion. The anti-inflammatory actions of

A--4 in suppressing II--l and TNFo secretion by monocytes, and the observations that,

unlike IFN% IL-4 appeared not to induce spreading of human monocytes (Hart et al, 19898)

suggested a possible role for IL-4 as a physiological inhibitor of monocyte adhesion. In this

chapter, both unstimulated and CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion is shown to be inhibited
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by IL-4 in a dose-dependent manner, while surface expression of monocyte adhesion

structures is shown to be increased. Possible mechanisms by which IL-4 exerts its anti-

adhesive influence are discussed.

RESULTS

5.1 Inhibition of monocyte adhesion by IL-4

The effect of varying concentrations of IL-4 on Il-3-stimulated monocyte adhesion to

plastic is shown in Fig. 5.1. Both cytokines were present from the beginning of culture, and

harvest was after 21 hours, representing late-phase adhesion. IL-4 inhibited both IL-3-

stimulated and unstimulated adhesion, and showed activity at concentrations as low as

20pM. Maximal inhibition of unstimulated adhesion, or adhesion stimulated by low

concentrations of IL-3, was seen with 60pM IL-4. In contrast, when higher concentrations

of IL-3 were used to stimulate adhesion (60pM, 600pM), concentrations of IL-4 of at least

600pM were required to achieve maximal inhibition. Maximal inhibition by IL-4 ranged

from 79Vo (6pM IL-3) to aBVo (60OpM IL-3). Similar results were observed with IL-4

inhibition of GM-CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion (Fig. 5.2), where inhibition ranged

from 807o (6pM GM-CSF) to 377o (60OpM GM-CSF). No significant differences in cell

survival or viability (trypan blue exclusion) were seen between Il-4-treated and untreated

monocytes at 21 hours. In addition, spontaneous 51Cr release was similar for the two

groups, indicating that IL-4 was not exerting a toxic effect on monocytes (data not shown).

5.2 Analysis of pooled data on IL-4 inhibition

The results of 10 experiments concerned with the effect of IL-4 on late-phase monocyte

adhesion are summarised in Table 5.1. Each experiment included IL-3 and GM-CSF-
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Figure 5.1 Inhibition of ll-3-stimulated monocyte adhesion by n--4. Slct-lubelled

monocytes were incubated for 2l hours in plastic microtitre wells with varying

combinations of IL-3 and IL-4. Adhesion was measured as previously described. Each

point represents the mean + SEM of 4 replicates.
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Figure 5.2 Inhibition of GM-CSF-stimulated monocyte adhesion by f--4. Methods used

are described in Figure 5.1.
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stimulated groups, as well as control groups, with and without IL-4. In most experiments,

IL-3 or GM-CSF were used at a final concentration of 60pM, and IL-4 at 600pM, which

combination has been shown to yield maximal inhibition (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). Each value is

the mean of at least 4 replicates, and mean values for pooled data for each cytokine

combination are also shown in Table 5.1. IL-4 inhibited basal monocyte adhesion at 21

hours by an average of 45Vo, while Il-3-stimulated and GM-CSF-stimulated adhesion were

reduced by an average of 3l%o and 30Vo respectively. The percent inhibition by IL-4 varied

from one experiment to the next, suggesting differences in responsiveness to this cytokine in

different individuals. Statistical analysis of the pooled data was performed using

Wilcoxon's matched pairs test. IL-4 signifrcantly inhibited adhesion in both conEol

monocytes (p<0.025) and in IL-3- and GM-CSF-stimulated monocytes (p<0.01, p<0.001

respectively). When individual experiments were analysed using the unpaired t test,

significant inhibition of adhesion by tL-4 was seen in 7 of 10 experiments with Il-3-treated

monocytes, and in 9 of 10 experiments with GM-CSF-treated cells.

5.3 Inhibition of monocyte adhesion to EMP and to HUVEC

Monocyte adhesion to vitronectin, fibronectin and collagen I in the presence of various

cytokine combinations is shown in Fig. 5.3. These EMP were chosen as representing

serum-derived, basement membrane and connective tissue proteins respectively, although

there is clearly some overlap in their distributions ín vivo. The EMP were laid down as

described previously, and adhesion measured after 21 hours of co-incubation of cells, EMP

and cytokines. IL-3 and GM-CSF induced large increases in adhesion on all 3 substrates,

although basal adhesion to fibronectin was relatively high. IL-4, used at a concentration of

600pM, inhibited CSF-stimulated adhesion by l7-34Vo, with the greatest reductions seen

with adhesion to collagen. There was no significant inhibition of adhesion to any substrate

in control cells.
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Table 5.1

Inhibition of monocyte adhesion to plastic by \,-4. 5lcr-labelled monocytes were

incubated for 2l hours in microtitre wells in the presence of control medium, IL-3 or GM-

CSF. IL4 was included in some wells from the onset of the experiment, and adhesion

measured as described previously. The results of 10 separate experiments are shown,

together with mean values for adhesion in the presence of the various cytokines. Levels of

significance for IL-4 inhibition of adhesion were p<0.025 (control cells), p<0.01 (IL-3-

stimulated cells) and p<0.(Ð1 (GM-CsF-stimulated cells) by Wilcoxon's matched pairs test.



Toble 5.1

Experiment

lnhibition of monocyte odhesion to plostic by lL-4

Percent Adhesion

Stimulus

Control (+lL-4)- lL-3** (+lL-4) GM-CSF.. (+lL-4)

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

l0

30.9 (ó.4)

B.B (7.4)

2.2 (6.7)

7.9 (2.4)

16.4 (4.2)

0.7 (0.4)

14.7 (5.4)

2.2 (3.O)

4.9 (3.0)

27.6 (2s.0)

73.6 (21.9)

39.8 (30.7)

25.3 (23.3)

3s.2 (r3.3)

34.9 (r7.0)

36.2 (22.6)

48.8 (58.1)

æÁ (44.1)

rB,4 (r2.r)

48. r (45.8)

73.7 (34.5)

46.3 (29)

32.9 (31.7>

3ó.8 (21.0)

3r.8 (r2.r)

32.4 (24.2)

%.7 (49.6)

ó2.8 (48.1)

32.5 (23.0)

sB.7 (s3.7)

Meon SEM I l.ó13.2
(6.4t2)

41.9!4.9
(28.%_4.6)

46.5!4.6
(32.7t4.1)

. lL-4 wos used of o finol concentrotion of ó00pM, except in experiments

9 ond l0 (200pM) ond experiment 7 (ó,000pM).

ti lL-3 ond GM-CSF were used of o finol concentrotion of @pM, except

in experimentsg ond l0 (20pM) ond experiments ó,7 ond 8 (ó00pM).
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Figure 5.3 Inhibition of monocyte adhesion to EMP by IL-4. Microtitre wells were

precoated with vitronectin, fibronectin, or collagen I as described in Materials and Methods,

and adhesion of 5lcT-labelled monocytes measured after 21 hours of co-incubation. All

stimuli were present from the beginning of the culture period. IL-3 and GM-CSF were used

at a final concentration of 60pM, and IL-4 at a final concentration of 600pM. Results a¡e

the mean + SEM of 4 replicates per point in a representative experiment of 2 performed.

Figure 5.4 Inhibition of monocyte adhesion to HUVEC by \L-4. Monocytes were cultured

for 2l hours in a suspension system with IL-3 or GM-CSF (60pM) or control medium, with

or without IL-a (600pM). Adhesion was measured to HUVEC as previously described.

Each point is the mean + SEM of 5 replicates in a representative experiment of 3 performed.
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In separate experiments, IL-4 was included in 21 hour suspension cultures of monocytes,

prior to adhesion to HUVEC, as previously described (Fig. 5.4). IL-4 inhibited both basal

and CSF-stimulated adhesion on HUVEC to a similar degree to that seen previously on

plastic.

5.4 Mechanism of action of IL-4

The inhibitory effects of IL-4 on monocyte adhesion were characterised by two major

features. Firstly, inhibition of both basal and CSF-stimulated adhesion was seen, suggesting

that IL-4 was unlikely to be acting by interfering with CSF-receptor interactions or

associated signalling mechanisms. Secondly, the inhibition was seen on a variety of

substrates, suggesting that it might result from a general effect of IL-4 on monocytes.

Experiments were therefore performed to assess the influence of IL-4 on monocyte protein

synthesis. Cells were incubated in suspension for 21 hours with and without IL-4, washed,

and resuspended in a low-methionine medium. Incorporation of 35S-methionine into the

cells was then measured as described in Section 2.14.2. No inhibition of 35S-methionine

uptake was seen in the presence of ll--4, and instead a small increase in uptake was seen in 3

of 3 experiments performed (data not shown).

With no evidence to suggest a general effect of IL-4 on protein synthesis, a discrete effect

on the expression of cell surface adhesion molecules was sought. Previous reports have

shown ll-4-induced upregulation of monocyte HLA-DR expression at 20 hours of cultu¡e

(Te Velde et al, 1988), providing a precedent for ll-4-induced surface molecule regulation

within the time-scale relevant here. The experiments summarised in Table 5.2 show

changes in LFA-family expression after overnight suspension culture with or without IL-4.

Instead of a decrease in expression, as might have been predicted, IL-4 induced strong

increases in the expression of CD18 and MAC-I, with a lesser but still significant increase
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Table 5.2

LFA surface expression on unstimulated and Il-4-stimulated monocytes. Monocytes were

incubated in suspension for 21 hours with or without 60OpM IL-4, and stained according to

the protocol in Table 4.3 and in Section 2.L7. The specificities of the MAb are: 60.1, MO-

1: crchainMAC-I (CDllb); TSll22: achainLFA-I (CDl1a); 150/95: crchainpl50Æ5

(CD11c); 60.3, TSl/18: B chain LFA family (CD18). Parallel adhesion experiments on the

same donor cells after overnight suspension culture yielded the following percent adhesion

at 30 minutes. Exp. 1: no CSF,48.7+33; n--4,21.4t1.6; E,xp.2: no CSF, 12.510.5; Il-4,

7.110.5



Toble 5.2 LFA surfoce expression on unstimuloted ond lL-4-stimuloted

monocytes,

MAb
(Antigen)

Stimulus Experiment

I 2

Fluorescence
sh¡ft
(Meon + SD)
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(Þ choin)
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g2*
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in expression of p150/95. Good concordance was seen between the two experiments, both

in terms of levels of expression in unstimulated cells, and in the Il-4-induced increases

seen. Parallel adhesion experiments showed approximately 50Vo inhibition of monocyte

adhesion after pre-treatment with IL-4.

DISCUSSION

The data presented in this chapter show that IL-4 is a negative regulator of monocyte

adhesion, and provide further support for a possible anti-infl¿Lmmatory role for this cytokine

ínvivo. Inhibition of adhesion was seen at concentrations of IL-4 as low as 20pM, while

maximal inhibition required concentrations of 60-600pM, depending on the strength of the

pro-adhesive stimulus. Both basal and CSF-stimulated adhesion was inhibited, and

decreased adhesiveness was seen to endothelium, EMP and to plastic.

The data presented in Table 5.1 show that the magnitude of the response to IL-4 was

variable in different donors, but that when data from 10 experiments were pooled, the effect

of tL-4 on both unstimulated and CSF-stimulated cells was highly significant. The mean

inhibition of adhesion was 457o for control cells, and 3IVo and 30Vo îor Il-3-stimulated and

GM-CSF- stimulated monocytes ¡espectively.

The mechanism of action of IL-4 was investigated by studying protein synthesis in IL-4-

treated and untreated cells, and by measuring the expression of cell surface adhesion

molecules. IL-4 did not inhibit overall protein synthesis in monocytes after overnight

culture, and instead caused a small increase in 35S-methionine uptake. This is in keeping

with a previous publication showing Il-4-stimulated protein synthesis in human monocytes

after 6 days of culture (Te Velde et al, 1988).
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The dependence of CSF-stimulated adhesion on CD18, and the partial dependence of basal

monocyte adhesion on the same molecule (see Chapter 4) suggested that IL-4 might exert an

anriadhesive effect by down-modulation of this antigen. In fact, IL-4 induced the opposite

change, with significant increases in CD18, MAC-I, and to a lesser extent, p150/95

expression at 21 hours. Similar results were obtained for two separate experiments, and

parallel adhesion assays showed Il-4-induced inhibition of adhesion of approximately 50Vo

(Table 5.2). These results are in keeping with a previous report, which showed increased

expression of MAC-1 and p150/95 but not LFA-1 on human monocytes after 3 days culture

with IL-4 (Te Velde et al, 1988). The results raise further questions about the relevance to

cell adhesion of changes in expression of cell surface adhesion structures as discussed in

Chapter 4. Indeed, the increased expression of MAC-I and p150/95 upon stimulation of

human monocyres by IL-3, GM-CSF and IL-4 (Tables 4.3 and 5.2) may reflect more the

influence of each of these cytokines on monocyte differentiation (Chapter 3, and Te Velde et

al, 1988) than on their adhesive capacity. V/hether upregulation of these molecules

correlares with increased binding of C3bi (MAC-I and p150/95) or of fibrinogen and

coagulation factor X (MAC-1) remains to be determined.

These experiments have not resolved the question of the mechanism by which IL-4 inhibits

adhesion, and further studies in this area would be of interest. Recent results from this

laboratory and elsewhere suggest that stimulation of adhesion in human neutrophils is

accompanied by an increase in intracellula¡ levels of platelet activating factor (PAF, M.

Denichilo, personal communication; Braquet et al, 1989). Inhibition by IL-4 of intracellular

PAF formation, or of other unknown second messengers, might provide a mechanism for the

action of IL-4. At the level of the adhesion molecules themselves, IL-4 might cause a

'deactivation' in their functional state, in a converse manner to that proposed in Chapter 4 to

explain CSF-mediated adhesion.
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The effects of IL-4 on adhesion may provide an explanation for certain other inhibitory

effects of Il--4, including those of inhibition of IL-l and TNFcr production (Hurme et al,

1988; Hart et al, 19898, Essner et al, 1989). Adhesion has been shown to be an important

signalling step in itself in the expression of a number of monokines, including tL- 1p, TNFcr,

M-CSF,IL-6 and the oncogene product c-/os (Haskill et al, 1988; Navarro et al, 1989). IL-

4-induced inhibition of monocyte adhesion to the culture vessel may therefore provide an

explanation for the inhibition of production of IL-l and TNFcr. V/hile unproven, this

hypothesis has the attraction of providing for a common mechanism for the anti-

inflammatory effects of l--4. The converse hypothesis, namely that IL-l and TNFa

promote monocyte adhesion, and that inhibition of their production might therefore cause

cell detachment, might also be proposed. However, experiments in this laboratory with

exogenous TNFcr have not shown significant pro-adhesive effects of this cytokine on human

monocytes (J.R. Gamble, personal communication).

Hart et al (19898) have highlighted the opposing effects of n--4 and IFN1 on a number of

cell functions. Amongst these are Il-4-induced inhibition of the effects of IFNy and LPS on

monocyte IL-1 and TNFa production, and the inhibitory effect of IFN1 on Il-4-stimulated

macrophage cytotoxicity (Crawford et al, 1987). In addition, IFNy inhibits Il-4-induced

CD23 expression on, and IgE production by B cells (Defrance et al, 1987). Others have

pointed out that II--4 and IFNy can act in a synergistic manner, with enhanced HLA-DR

expression, antimicrobial capacity and secretion of the complement protein 2 when both

factors are present together (Littman et al, 1989). While not reported here, IFN1 has been

shown in this laboratory to have modest pro-adhesive effecs on human monocytes (J.R.

Gamble, personal communcation) and others have reported enhanced homotypic adhesion in

monocytes treated with IFNy (Mentzer et al, 1986) and stimulation of murine PEM adhesion

to basement membrane glycoproteins by IFN1 and LPS (Shaw et al, 1989). Adhesion
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therefore provides a further example of a monocyte function controlled in different ways by

IL-4 and IFNy.

Information concerning the detection of IL-4 in different clinical conditions is rudimentary.

The presence of multinucleate giant cells at sites of chronic infection or inflammation might

imply local production of IL-4, although giant cell formation has also been described with

other mediators (Weinberg et al, 1984). A recent report, however, mentions the detection of

IL-4 mRNA in synovial lymphocytes in inflammatory afihritis (Ogilvie et al, 1989).

Production of IL-4 in such circumstances might lead to reduced monocyte-endothelial

adhesion and hence transmigration, leading to reduced numbers of monocytes at the

inflammatory site. Reduced monocyte adhesion to structural proteins such as collagen 1

may also prevent monocyte-mediated tissue damage. While enhanced tissue plasminogen

activaror secretion (Hart et al, 19894) and reduced TNFa and IL-l production may also

help reduce inflammation, the other functions ascribed to IL-4 in monocytes cannot be

characterised as anti-inflammatory.

Several questions remain unanswered about the phenomenon reported here. The role of

IL-4 in early phase stimulated adhesion has not been addressed and the mechanism of

inhibition of monocyte adhesion has not been resolved. In addition, the possibility that IL-4

may be a more effective inhibitor if preincubated with monocytes prior to the addition of a

pro-adhesive stimulus has not been investigated. Similar temporal restrictions apply to ttre

priming of macrophage tumouricidal activity by IFN7, and merit further study.

SUMMARY

IL-4 was shown to inhibit adhesion of monocytes to endothelium, EMP and plastic after 2l

hours of culture. The effect was sensitive, with a threshold for activity at concentrations of
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IL-4 of only 20pM, and was saturable at concentrations of 60-600pM and above. While

showing some variability in different experiments, Il-4-induced inhibition of both basal and

CSF-stimulated adhesion was highly significant when pooled experiments were analysed.

Inhibition of adhesion was not associated with reduced overall protein synthesis, and no

evidence of Il-4-induced cell toxicity was found. Paradoxically, Il-4-inhibited adhesion

was associated with an upregulation of LFA members MAC-1 and pl50/95, and of CD18,

providing further evidence that regulated monocyte adhesion is not dependent on changes in

the number of surface adhesion molecules.
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CHAP"TER 6

EQUILIBRruM BINDING STUDIES WITH t25LÍr,-3 AND l25I-GM-CSF



INTRODUCTION

Much interest has focussed on the mechanisms by which CSF stimulate their target cells,

and in parricular on their interaction with cell surface receptors. IL-3 and GM-CSF

receptors (IL-3-R, GM-CSF-R) have been extensively characterised in the mouse, and a

number of common features emerge. Firstly, receptors are found on both bone ma¡row

cells, and on more mature cells of the granulocytic and monocyte/macrophage lineages, and

receptor numbers generally decrease to a few hundred or less per cell with increasing

maturity (Nicola, 1939). Secondly, the receptors are of high aff,rnity, with equilibrium

dissociation consrants (KD) of 200-30OpM, although low aff,rnity sites have also been

reported on murine cells (Walker et al, 19854). In general, biological effects are seen at

concentrations of CSF considerably less than the high affinity Kp values, suggesting either

that these are an underestimation of the true receptor affinity, or that only a fraction of the

available receptors need be occupied for a biological response. Thirdly, binding of CSF to

its receptor at3loc leads to internalisation of the CSF-receptor complex, and ultimately to

CSF degradation (Nicola, 1989). Finally, a complex hierarchical pattern of CSF receptor

trans-downmodulation is seen in murine bone marow cells, in which the binding of IL-3

causes internalisation of receptors for GM-CSF, M-CSF, and G-CSF, as well as the IL-3-IL-

3-R complex. In turn, GM-CSF binding leads to the internalisation of its own receptor and

of those for M-CSF and G-CSF, but not of the IL-3-R. The G-CSF and M-CSF receptors

are placed at the bottom of the hierarchy, in that they cannot trans-downmodulate receptors

for either GM-CSF or IL-3 except at high concentrations of cytokine (Walker et al,

1985A,8).

Characterisation of CSF-receptor interactions in human cells, and in particulat, in human

monocyte/macrophages, is less well advanced. The binding of IL-3 to high affinity

receptors on human monocytes has recently been described, however (Park et al, 19894),
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and rhe ability of GM-CSF to partially inhibit IL-3 binding was noted. GM-CSF binding to

human monocytes has also been reported, based either on autoradiographic methods

(Gasson et al, 1986) or on Scatcha¡d analysis of equilibrium binding data (Park et al, 1986;

DiPersio et al, 1988), but no specificity controls were reported.

In this chapter, rhe partems of binding of IL-3 and GM-CSF to monocytes are analysed

under equilibrium binding conditions, and the data displayed as Scatchard plots. The

stimulation of monocyte survival at CSF concentrations as low as 6pM, and of monocyte

adhesion at concentrations of only 20pM, suggested the presence of high afhnity receptors

for both IL-3 and GM-CSF on these cells, and an appropriately high aff,rnity receptor class

was indeed identified. In addition, however, low affinity binding sites similar to those

previously described in the mouse were seen. Because of their low affrnity, and the

relatively low numbers of receptors present, the experiments required large numbers of

monocytes and radioligands of high specif,rc radioactivity. The high monocyte yields and

purity achieved with countercurrent elutraition (Section 2.8.3), and the use of a modihed

IL-3 molecule for iodination (Section 2.18) were therefore critical to the identification of the

low afhnity sites.

In further experiments designed to determine the specificity of CSF binding, [L-3 and GM-

CSF were shown to exhibit partial but reciprocal inhibition of each other's binding, while a

range of other cytokines were shown to lack such cross-competition. These experiments

were performed under conditions shown to prevent receptor internalisation, suggesting a

direct interaction between IL-3 and GM-CSF, or between their receptors, on the monocyte

membrane.
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RESULTS

6.1 Theory of Scatchard analysis

The interaction between a radioligand and its receptor at equilibrium is described by the

generalised Michaelis-Menten model which was first used to cha¡acterise enzyme-substrate

kinetics (McPherson, 1983).

The amount of bound radioligand (B) is given by the equation:

B = (B max.F) / (Kp + F) (McPherson, 1983)

where Bmax is the maximum density of binding sites, F is the concentration of unbound or

free ligand, and KD is the apparent dissociation constant. This is equal to the concentration

of radioligand needed for 50Vo receptor occupancy (McPherson, 1983).

Scatchard transformation of this equation (Scatchard, 1949) allows the use of linea¡

regression to obtain estimates for Kp and Bmax. The development of computer programs

using analytical methods involving weighted least squares regtession analysis has allowed

application of Scatchard analysis to more complex binding systems, where ligand binding is

seen to more than one site. The data in this chapter have been analysed by the program of

G. McPherson (1985).

6.2 Determination of receptor number and aff,rnity by Scatchard analysis

Incubation of monocytes with increasing concentrations of radioligand for 18 hours at 4oC,

followed by determination of specific cell-associated radioactivity, allowed the construction

of binding curves, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.1 and 6.2 (insets). Scatchard transformation of

specific binding data (Scatcha¡d, 1949) yielded a curvilinear plot for both L25l-ll'-3 and
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1251-6¡a-çSF binding Gig. 6.1 and 6.2), refTecting the failure to reach a plateau seen in the

respective binding curves. Statistical comparisons of different binding models performed by

LIGAND yielded a preferred two-site binding model (p<0.001 ¡6¡ 1251-¡--3, p<0.022 for

125I-GM-CSF). Binding affinities, the number of high and low affinity binding sites per

cell and levels of significance ale shown in Table 6.1 for three experiments with IL-3 and

four with GM-CSF. High affinity binding cha¡acteristics were similar for the two cytokines

(Kp for l25l-l--3:8-38pM; KD for l2SI-GM-CSF: 5-39pM) but with higher receptor

numbers per cell for 125t-n3 (25¡-a--3: 95-580 receptors per cell; 125t-Ctr¡-CSF: 8-67

receptors per cell). K¡ values and receptor numbers for the low affinity sites were at least

l0-fold higher rhan for high aff,rnity binding (Kp for L25l-L-3:513-939pM; 179-5274

receptors per cell; Kp for 125t-Ctvt-CSF: 576-1120pM; L3O-657 receptors per cell). While

the majority of binding experiments were performed with monocytes purified by elutriation,

blood from two donors was purified by adherence (individuals 4 and 5). Monocytes purilted

by both methods showed curvilinear Scatchard plots and a dual site binding model.

Previous reports had demonstrated a single class of high affinity binding sites for GM-CSF

on human neutrophils (Park et al, 1986; DiPersio et al, 1988). A direct comparison between

neutrophils and monocytes was therefore undertaken with binding experiments conducted

for I hour at24oC, in order to ensure adequate neutrophil survival. The Scatchard plots for

l25I-GM-CSF binding to monocytes and neutrophils purified from the same donor and

using the same range of concentrations of radioligand are shown in Fig. 6.3. The curvilinea¡

plot and dual binding site model for monocytes (high affrnity Kp: 4.7pM; receptor

number/cell 35; low afhnity KD: 991pM; receptor number/cell 657) contrasts with the

straight plot obtained for neutrophils (Kp I72pM; receptor number/cell 580). These results

illustrate the heterogeneous nature of CSF binding to different cell types, and suggest that

the low affinity binding site on monocytes is not an experimental artifact.
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Figure 6.1 Binding curve (inset) and Scatchard analysis for the binding o¡ 1251-a-3 ¡q

purif,red human monocytes. L25l-lf3 was incubated at different concentrations with 2-10 x

106 monocytes at 4oC for 18 hours, and cell-bound radioactirrity separated from unbound

radioactivity by centrifugation on fetal calf serum at 4oC. Non-specific binding was

determined in the presence of a 100 fold excess molar concentration of unlabelled IL3.

Each point is the mean of at least 2 replicates. Scatchard data were analysed by EBDA and

LIGAND computer programs.
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Figure 6.2 Binding curve (inset) and Scatchard analysis for the binding o¡ 125¡-6¡4-CSF to

purified human monocytes. Experimental procedures are outlined in Materials and Methods

and in Fig. 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Equilibrium binding characteristics for IL-3 and GM-CSF on human monocytes

Radiolabelled ligand prepared as described in Sections 2.18 and 2.19 was used at

concentrations of up to 3.5nM, with at least ten dilutions per experiment. Radioligand was

incubated with either elutriated monocytes (individuals I,2,3,6,7) or monocytes purified by

adherence (individuals 4,5) overnight at 4oC and cell bound radioactivity separated from

unbound by centrifugation on fetal calf serum at 4oC. Each point on the binding curve

generated was the mean of at least 2 replicates, with between 2 and 10 x 106 ceils used per

replicate. Non-specihc binding was determined in the presence of a 1ü) fold excess of

unlabelled ligand. Scatcha¡d data were analysed by EBDA and LIGAND computer

programs. A two site binding model was statistically superior to a single site model for all

experiments (Exp. 1,2,3,6,7, p<0.001, Exp. 4, p=0.O22, Exp. 5, p:0.006).
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Figure 6.3 Scatchard analysis for the binding o¡ 1251-6M-CSF to purified human

monocytes (A) and neutrophils (B) prepared from the same donor. The experimental

protocol, including maximal concentrations of radioligand used, was the same for the two

cell types. Cells were incubated for t hour at 24oC with different concentrations s¡ 1251-

GM-CSF, and cell-bound radioactivity separated from unbound by centrifugation on FCS at

4oC. Non-specific binding was determined at each point in the presence of a 100-fold

excess molar concentration of unlabelled GM-CSF. Each point is the mean of at least 2

replicates. Scatchard data were analysed by EBDA and LIGAND computer progmms.
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6.3 Specificity of 125t-n-3 und l25I-GM-CSF binding to -ono"yt"s

To establish the specificity of IL-3 and GM-CSF binding to monocytes, competition

experiments were performed in which a variety of purified recombinant cytokines were used

to compete for the binding of the radioligand (Fig. 6.a). These experiments were conducted

overnight at 4oC. None of the monocyte-active cytokines M-CSF, IFN-T, and TNF-cr, nor

IL-1 or G-CSF rested at 100-fold excess molar concentration inhibitø 1251-U-3 s¡ 1251-

GM-CSF binding. In contrast, 60Vo of the binding 6¡ 1251-¡--3 to monocytes was inhibited

by excess non-iodinated GM-CSF (Fig. 6.4, top panel) and almost 807o of l25t-Ctr¡-CSp

binding was inhibited by IL-3 (Fig. 6.4, bottom panel). Such inhibition of 125f-CSf binding

by the heterologous cytokine will be refer¡ed to as 'competition' or as 'competable' binding.

As with receptor number and afhnity, the degree of competition for 125f-CSn binding

varied between different individuals, ranging from 257o to 80Vo. Parallel experiments using

the same conditions showed that IL-3 did not inhibit the binding of l25t-GIvt-CSF to human

neutrophils or HL-60 cells (data not shown), illustrating once again the differences in CSF

binding in different cell types.

To determine whether higher concentrations of unlabelled heterologous competitor could

completely inhibit 125I-CSF binding to monocytes, quantitative inhibition experiments were

performed. Fig. 6.5 shows a representative experiment in which a fixed concentration of

each radioligand (10-10U¡ was incubated with increasing concentrations of homologous and

heterologous competitor. Each competitor was seen to completely inhibit the binding of its

cognate ligand, but only 40Vo of the binding of the non-cognate ligand, even at 1,000 fold

excess molar concentration. In addition, A-3 showed greater efficiency at competing for

l25l-1,-3 u¡¿ I25J-6M-CSF binding at low comperiror concentrations than did GM-CSF

(Fig.6.s).
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Figure 6.4 Competition for the binding o¡ 1251-p-3 (top panel) *¿ 125¡-6M-CSF (bottom

panel) to purified human monocytes from different donors. tO-101r¿ radioligand was

incubated with 4-6 x 106 monocytes in the presence or absence of 10-8M competitor

cytokine. Specific cpm bound per 107 cells in the absence of competitor were 6,950 for

l25l-n--l binding and 580 ¡s¡ 1251-6M-CSF binding. Each pointrepresenrs the mean t SD

of at least 2 replicates.
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Figure 6.5 Competition ¡or 1251-IL-3 binding (A) and 1251-6¡a-6SF binding (B) to human

monocytes from different donors. 10-10M radioligand was incubated with 4-6 x 106 cells

and increasing concentrations of homologous and heterologous competitor cytokine.

Specific cpm bound per 107 ce[s in the absence of competitor were 7,130 ¡s¡ 1251-¡¡-3

binding and 1,060 ¡o. 1251-6M-CSF binding. Each point represents the mean of at least 2

replicates.
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6.4 Competition for high and low affinity 125t-CSf binding

The competition experiments shown in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 were performed using

concenrations of radioligand of 100pM. This concentration, while exceeding the Kp

values for high affinity binding for the two factors (Table 6.1), falls within or at the end of

the steep initial component of their respective binding curyes (Fig. 6.1 and 6.2). The

comperirion observed is therefore predominantly for high aff,rnig 1251-ç5F binding. To

examine competition for the two affinity classes in greater detail, monocytes were incubated

in differenr concenrrations of l25l-l--3 with or without competitors, and specific binding

determined (Fig. 6.6). GM-CSF inhibited 47Vo of L25l-l--3 binding at a radioligand

concenration of 15pM. A similar proportion of binding was inhibited at a concentration of

l25l-ll--l of 100pM (49Vo). In conrast, only 35Vo of binding was inhibited when

radioligand was used in the low affinity range (1.7nM). A comparison of the number of

counrs bound for radioligand concentrations of 10OpM (452cpm) and of 1.7nM (a76pM)

shows no significant increase in absolute competition despite large increases in total binding

(100pM: 925cpm;1.7nM: 1346cpm). These data suggest that competition by GM-CSF for

l25l-l--z binding ro monocytes is largely for the high affinity binding sites.

6.5 Mechanisms of competition

The work of Walker et al (1985A,B) on murine bone marrow cells showed that alterations in

radioligand binding may result from CSF-induced heterologous receptor down-regulation.

While the competition experiments reported here were performed at 4oC, it was important to

establish that CSF-receptor internalisation was not occurring. In the experiment shown in

Fig. 6.7, monocytes were incubated overnight at 4oC with 10OpM L25Lf-4 without (Fig.

6.7A) or with (Fig. 6.78) O.lVo sodium azide. Competitor cytokines at 100-fold excess

concen¡ation were included in some tubes. Bound ligand was then separated from free
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Figure 6.6 Competition for high and low affinity binding sites for 125çy--3. Monocytes

were incubated for 18 hours at 4oC in the presence of 15 and 100pM 125I-fL-3 (high

affinity range) and l,725ptvt 125f-U--3 (tow affinity range). GM-CSF at 100-fold excess

concentration was included in some tubes. Results are expressed as specific cpm bound

(mean + SD for 2 replicates), after subtraction of nonspecihc binding at each point.

Figure 6.7 Dissociation of surface-bound l25l-n--l from monocytes by acid washing.

Monocytes were incubated for 18 hours at 4oC with 100pM l25tfl--l with or without 10nM

GM-CSF. Incubations were performed without (A) and with (B) 0.17o sodium azide. The

cells were then centrifuged through a cushion of FCS at 4oC, the pellets were resuspended in

binding medium without or with sodium azide, and aliquots exposed to either pH 7 binding

medium (open bars) or pH 2 medium (hatched bars) for 2 minutes at 4oC. Cell-associated

radioactivity was measured after a final centrifugation through FCS. Results are expressed

as specific cpm bound (mean + SD for 2 replicates). Identical results were obtained for

1 25t-CIvt-CSF binding.
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ligand by centrifugation through FCS at 4oC, and aliquots of cells exposed to pH 7 or p}l2

media for 2 minutes at 4oC. Cell associated radioactivity was measured after a final

centrifugation through FCS. The results show signihcant inhibition e¡ 1251-¡--3 binding by

GM-CSF irrespective of the presence of sodium azide. Further, >82Vo of cell-associated

radioactivity was acid dissociable, indicating that it was surface-bound. Identical results

were seen *i¡6 1251-6M-CSF binding (data not shown).

White IL-3 and GM-CSF show little primary sequence homology (Yang et al, 1988), there

appear to be similarities in the predicted secondary and tertiary structures of these

molecules, particularly at their C-termini (S. Leach, personal communication). The partial

competition for binding between IL-3 and GM-CSF raised the possibility that the C terminal

region might interact with a shared binding site on the monocyte membrane. To investigate

this possibility, synthetic peptides comprising the N-terminal residues (1-53) and the C-

terminal residues (54-127) of GM-CSF were used as competitorr ¡e¡ 1251-CSF binding. A

peptide comprising nearly all of the natural GM-CSF molecule (residues l4-L27) was used

as a control (Fig. 6.8). While peptide I4-L27 was almost as good a competitor for both

l25t-Ctrrt-CSF and l25l-l--Z binding as rhGM-CSF, peptide 5l-53 and54-127 showed no

significant competition for either ligand.

DISCUSSION

The presence of high affrnity binding sites for IL-3 and GM-CSF @ig. 6.1, 6.2 and Table

6.1) was predicted from the results of functional experiments with these cytokines (Chapters

3 and 4). The apparent dissociation constants (KD) represent concentrations of ligand at

which 50Vo of surface receptors are occupied at equilibrium (Cuatrecasas et al, 1976). Kn

values for IL-3 (8-38pM) and for GM-CSF (5-39pM) high aff,rnity binding a¡e similar, and

compare well with half maximal biological responses at concentrations of CSF of
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approximately 6pM (monocyte survival, Fig. 3.54) and 2þM (adhesion, Fig.4.4, Fig. 5.1,

Fig. 5.2). These results are in keeping with numerous other reports, showing that CSF-

induced biological responses are seen at levels of receptor occupancy as low as l07o

(Nicola, 1987; Nicola et al, 1988). Also highlighted in Table 6.1 is the rema¡kably low

number of high affinity binding sites seen on these cells. Only 266+128 high affinity sites

for IL-3, and 31+11 sites for GM-CSF were seen per cell.

In addition to high afhnity binding, both IL-3 and GM-CSF displayed low aff,rnity binding

to monocytes as indicated by the complex biphasic Scatchard plots (Fig. 6.1, 6.2). Analysis

of the binding data by LIGAND confirmed a statistical preference for a two-site binding

model, yielding Kp values and receptor numbers for the low affinity site as shown in Table

6.L Cuatrecasas et al (1976) have described a number of causes of non-linear Scatchard

plots other than the presence of low affinity sites. These include a failure to adequately

control for non-specific binding at high ligand concentrations, inaccurate estimation of free

ligand concentrations, the presence of negative cooperativity between receptors, the

presence of ligand-ligand interactions leading to self-isomerization, and heterogeneity of the

radioligand.

In the experiments reported here, non-specif,rc binding was directly measured at each

concentration of radioligand used, by including tubes containing a 100 fold excess of

unlabelled CSF. Free ligand concentrations were corrected for maximal binding capacity,

the specilic radioactivity of the labelled protein was accurately determined by self-

displacement analysis, and analysis of radiolabelled ligand on SDS-PAGE showed no

evidence for self-isomerization (data not shown). In addition, the binding of l25I-GM-CSF

to neutrophils and monocytes from the same donor was measured concunently (Fig. 6.3).

This yielded a straight Scatcha¡d plot and single receptor class for neutrophils, but a

curvilinear plot and two receptor classes for monocytes. Although most of the experiments
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reported here were performed at 4oC, the experiments performed in parallel with neutrophils

took place at24oC for t hour. In these experiments also, two classes of monocyte receptors

were seen. Taken together, these results suggest that the non-linear Scatchard plots are not

the result of an experimental artifact, and indicate instead the presence of both high and low

affinity receptors for IL-3 and GM-CSF on these cells.

The dual binding site model presented here contrasts with data previously reported by Park

er al (19894) on the binding of IL-3 to human monocytes, which showed a single class of

binding sites (12414 sites per cell) with a KD of 1.1 x 10-10M. However, the methods used

in the two studies can be distinguished by the cell populations employed. Pa¡k et al used 1

day old leukocyte layers to prepare monocytes and purif,red the cells on Percoll gradients. In

contrast, the studies reported here employed cells less than 4 hours old purifTed by counter-

current elutriation. The influenie of methods of purifrcation and cell maturity on monocyte

phenotype could therefore explain the differences seen. Previous reports of a single class of

binding sites for GM-CSF on human monocytes (450!75 sites per cell) were based on

autoradiographic data (Gasson et al, 1986) or were presented without binding curyes or

Scatchard plots (Park et al, 1986; DiPersio et al, 1988), making a direct comparison with

this work difficult. In addition, the methods used by each of these groups differed from

those employed here.

L,ow affinity binding of CSF to haemopoietic cells has been reported by several authors.

Walker and Burgess (19854) showed high and low aff,rnity binding to murine bone marrow

cells, peritoneal exudate neutrophils and to the murine cell line WEHI-3B(p+) in studies

with mGM-CSF. Park et al (19898) showed high and low affinity sites for IL-3 and GM-

CSF on human acute non-lymphocytic leukemia (ANL) cells and on the human cell line

KG-l. The same cell types showed only high affinity sites for G-CSF, and other cell lines,

including HL-60, JM-1 and U937 showed only high affinity sites for IL-3 and GM-CSF. No
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previous reports could be found of low affinity CSF binding to a prima¡y cell type in man.

The pattern of binding of CSF to myeloid cells is clearly heterogeneous, and these studies

emphasise the dangers inherent in extrapolation from one celVCSF combination to another.

The low concentrations of IL-3 and GM-CSF needed to stimulate monocyte survival and

adhesion are consistent with an effect through binding to the high afhnity receptors. While

higher concentrations of CSF are needed to enhance monocyte 3H-thymidine upøke (Fig.

3.58), ir remains to be established if this effect is mediated by the low aff,rnity binding site.

Low affinity binding sites for GM-CSF have recently been identif,red on the monkey kidney

cell line COS (Cocita-Baldwin et al, 1989), where a KD of 1.13t0.3nM was recorded.

While this is of similar affinity to the low affinity site seen on monocytes, its significance

across species is difficult to determine. In addition, it is not clear whether expression of the

receptor on this cell line is associated with a biological response to GM-CSF. Low affinity

GM-CSF receptors are also found on human placenta, and a GM-CSF-binding protein has

recently been cloned from a human placental library and expressed in FDCP-I cells (D.

Gearing, personal communication). This receptor is of very low affinity (Kp 5.8nM) yet is

capable of transduction of a proliferative signal given sufficiently high concentrations of

CSF. These studies provide support for the contention that the low affinity CSF receptors

on monocytes may be functional, and that the stimulation of 3H+hymidine uptake in

monocytes at high concentrations of CSF may be transduced via the low affinity receptors.

Of particula¡ interest in these experiments was the demonstration of competition between

l25I-IJl,-3 ¿¡¿ 1251-6M-CSF for high afhnity binding. In the experiment demonstrated in

Fig. 6.5 it can be seen that up to 40Vo of ligand binding was inhibitable by the heterologous

cytokine. The specificity of this interaction is demonstrated in Fig. 6.4, where other purif,red

recombinant cytokines fail to act as competitive inhibitors. These include rhM-CSF,

rhIFN-y, and rhTNF-cr, all known to have biological effects on human monocytes, and rhG-
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CSF and rhIL-1 in addition. These experiments were performed using concentrations of

radioligand of 100pM, which, while exceeding the Kp values for high affinity binding, are

still well below the KD values for low affinity sites on these cells. Examination of the

binding curyes @ig. 6.1, 6.2 insets) shows that 100pM falls within or at the end of the steep

initial component. The competition seen at this concentration of radioligand is therefore

likely to be predominantly for high affinity sites. This is confirmed in Fig. 6.6, where

competition is seen for 15 and 100pM l25l-l--Z binding to monocytes, but no further

competition is seen when radioligand concentrations are increased to 1,725pM, suggesting

that the low affinity site is non-competable.

Careful examination of the curves in Fig. 6.5 shows that IL-3 exhibited greater efhciency at

competing for high affinity radioligand binding at low concentrations than did GM-CSF.

This finding was unexpected, given the equivalent affinities of binding for the two

radioligands. Recently, however, it was reported that E-coli-derived GM-CSF showed much

higher affinity for binding to human neutrophils than did CHO derived material (Kelleher et

al, 1988). The major difference between the two lay in the fact that E-coli-derived CSF is

non-glycosylated. In the experiments shown here, the IL-3 and GM-CSF used for

radiolabelling were both glycosylated products. However, non-glycosylated E-coli-denved

IL-3 was used as a competitor cytokine, a fact which may explain the differential function of

IL-3 and GM-CSF as competitors in Fig. 6.5. In subsequent kinetic binding experiments

(Chapter 7) a glycosylated CHO-derived IL-3 preparation was used as a competitor, in order

to be able to compare IL-3 and GM-CSF as competitors more equally.

The presence of cross-competition for binding between IL-3 and GM-CSF requires further

comment. Previous work on murine bone marrow cells (Walker et al, 19854) demonstrated

partial inhibition of 125I-mGM-CSF binding by mIL-3 at 2(þC and 37oC but not at 4oC.

The inhibition was interpreted as resulting from down-regulation or modification of the
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GM-CSF receptor, and the authors have subsequently proposed a model of CSF receptor

trans-downmodulation on murine bone marrow cells to explain the findings (V/alker et al,

1985B). Several other examples can be found of modulation of receptor expression by

heterologous agents. LPS, phorbol esters and chemotactic peptides have all been shown to

influence expression of receptors for G-CSF, GM-CSF and M-CSF on a variety of cell types

(Nicola, 1987), and more recently, Il-lcr and TNF-a were shown to trans-downmodulate

the receptor for epidermal growth factor (EGF) at 37oC, despite showing no competition for

125I-EGF binding ar 4oC (Bird et al, 1989). Finally, IL-4 binding to T and B cell lines

resulted in a reduction in surface expression of high aff,rnity IL-2 receptors, as determined

by 125¡-A--2 binding experiments and by cross-linking (Fernandez-Botran et al, 1989). This

example may fall into a different category to those mentioned above, for although the

authors concluded that the phenomenon represented il,-Z receptor trans-downmodulation,

the persistance of competition at 4oC suggests a more direct interaction bet\¡/een n'-2 and

IJ--4 at the cell surface. The competition experiments reported here were performed at 4oC

either in the presence or absence of 0.17o sodium azide. Under these conditions, >827o of.

bound radioactivity was acid-dissociable (Fig. 6.7), indicating that it was surface-bound and

not internalised. These findings suggest that the observed competition between l25l-l'-Z

¿n¿ 1251-6M-CSF for binding to human monocytes is not a result of receptor trans-

downmodulation.

Competition for 125I-CSF binding at 4oC is becoming apparent in other cell types. For

example, IL-3 and GM-CSF compete for binding to human eosinophils and IL-3 and GM-

CSF compete for binding to basophilic leukemia cells Q-opez et al, 1989, and personal

communication). In addition, GM-CSF and IL-3 compete for binding to the KG-l leukemia

cell line (Gesner et al, 1988; Park et al, 19894), and GM-CSF competed for IL-3 binding in

each of 5 cases of ANL tested (Park et al, 19898). In the converse experiment, however,

only 2 of the 5 cases showed signif,rcant competition for GM-CSF binding by IL-3.
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The explanation for the partial competition between IL-3 and GM-CSF for high affinity

binding to monocytes is unclear, but the data would support at least two separate models. A

non-random distribution of CSF receptors on the cell membrane, with association between

specific high affrnity IL-3 and GM-CSF binding sites, is one such model. Alternatively,

there may be three types of high affinity receptors on monocytes for the binding of IL-3 and

GM-CSF. One receptor type binds only IL-3, a second is specihc for GM-CSF, and the

third is a common receptor, capable of binding both cytokines. Attempts were made to test

the latter hypothesis in the synthetic GM-CSF peptide experiments (Fig. 6.8). These

experiments arose out of the observation that while IL-3 and GM-CSF show little primary

sequence homology, the close tandem linkage of their respective genes on the long arm of

chromosome 5 suggests that they have evolved from ä common ancestral gene (Yang et al,

1988). In addition, similarities in the predicted secondary and tertiary structures of GM-

CSF and IL-3, particularly at their C-termini raise the possibility that the C-terminal region

of IL-3 and GM-CSF may interact with a common binding site on monocytes. The

experiment shown in Fig. 6.8, in which synthetic N-terminal and C-terminal peptides of

GM-CSF were assessed for their capacity to compete ¡s¡ 125¡-6M-CSF and 125I-U--3

binding, was designed to test this hypothesis. Neither peptide significantly inhibited 1251-

CSF binding, although the (near) full length peptide (14-127) caused signifrcant inhibition.

These results should be interpreted with caution as the experiments did not control for the

influence of tertiary structure on the conformation of the proposed binding site. The use of

synthetic peptides with point mutations or deletions in the C-terminus may therefore yield

further information.

Unlike binding to high affinity sires, low affinity 125t-CSp binding was not inhibited by the

non-cognate ligand (Fig. 6.6). This concurs with data from human placenta, where low

affrnity binding of GM-CSF is not competable by IL-3. As might be expected, binding of

125I-GM-CSF to the cloned low affînity GM-CSF receptor, which was derived from a
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human placental library, also fails to show competition by IL-3 @. Gearing, personal

communication). These findings add a further layer of complexity to an already

complicated binding picture, and have implications for any model of CSF receptors which

might be proposed. The experiments reported in Chapter 7 attempt to further define this

receptor system.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, IL-3 and GM-CSF were shown to bind with both high and low affinity to

human monocytes. An average of 266high affinity IL-3 binding sites, and 3l high affinity

GM-CSF binding sites were seen per cell, and Kp values were shown to corelate well with

concentrations of CSF required for a biological response. IL-3 a¡rd GM-CSF showed

partial, but not complete, competition for binding to the high aff,rnity sites under conditions

shown to prevent receptor internalisation. Linkage of unique CSF receptors, or the presence

of a third common CSF receptor were models proposed to explain these findings. The low

affinity CSF binding sites were present in greater numbers than the high affinity sites (IL3:

1976 per cell; GM-CSF: 381 per cell) and showed mean Kp values 30-50 times higher.

Unlike the high affinity sites, however, low afhnity CSF binding did not show cross-

competition.
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CHAPTER 7

KINETIC BINDING STUDIES WTTH L25I-IJ.,-g AND l25I-GM-CSF



INTRODUCTION

The data presented in chapter 6 regarding CSF receptor number, affinity and specificity

were garhered under equilibrium binding conditions. Although universally employed, the

validity of this approach has recently been questioned (Guilbert et al, 1986; Nicola et al,

1988), in part because of the nearly ireversible binding of some ligands at 4oC, and the lack

of relevance of some affinity data so gathered to binding at physiological temperatures. An

alternative approach to the study of ligand-receptor interactions involves sepa-rate

measurements of each of several processes which contribute to the final complex formation

and subsequent processing. In this kinetic model of binding (Fig. 7.1), each process is

described by a rate constant (K value), allowing comparisons to be made between different

processes or ligand-receptor systems. As well as allowing determination of an affinity

constant for binding at37oC (KO), kinetic binding studies provide details of association and

dissociation rate constants (Ka and Kd respectively) and of receptor-ligand complex

internalisation (Ke), ligand degradation (Kh) and unoccupied receptor turnover (Vr and Kt).

A kinetic approach to binding studies was considered relevant to the subject of this thesis for

several reasons. Firstly, although apparent K¡ values for high affinity sites derived from

the equilibrium data appeared to correlate well with biological effects, independent

conoboration was desirable. Secondly, the demonstration of internalisation of radioligand

under appropriate conditions would provide further support for the contention ¡¡¿¡ ¡¡s 125{-

CSF binding sites were in fact receptors. Thirdly, by including competitor cytokines in the

binding experiments, further information on the nature of competable and non-competable

sites might be revealed. Finally, the differential rates of monocyte stimulation seen in early

phase adhesion (Fig. a.Ð might be explainable in terrns of more rapid association s¡ 125¡-

GM-CSF with its binding site, or by differences in receptor-ligand processing.
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Figure 7.1 The kinetic model of receptor-ligand interactions. The open triangles represent

ligands, the stippled bars represent recepbrs, and the cross-hatched area is the plasma

membrane. The circle represents a lysosome which is degrading internalised ligand. The

rate constants shown are: K¿, association rate constant; Kd, dissociation rate constant; vr,

rate of insertion of new receptors into the membrane; K¡, rate of internalisation of

unoccupied receptors; Ke, rate of internalisation of receptor-ligand complexes; Kh, rate of

ligand degradation.
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In this chapter, data a¡e presented describing association, dissociation and internalisation of

I25ya-4 ¿¡¿ 125¡-6M-CSF in monocytes. The experiments were performed with specific

focus on the high affinity receptor class. Concentrations of radioligand of 200pM were used

in order to maximise high affinity binding, and to minimise binding to low affinity sites.

However, it is conceded that some low affinity binding was likely to be occurring at this

concentration, and so the results may be in part influenced by this fact. Heterologous

competitors were included in some experiments in an attempt to distinguish kinetic

parameters for competable and non-competable binding sites.

RESULTS

7.1 Theoreticalbackg¡ound

The data presented in this chapter have been analysed by KINEIC on the basis of the

relationships described by McPherson (1985) and summarised below.

The association of radioligand with its receptor is a second order process depending on the

concentration of ligand (L) and of receptor (R) as described below:

Ka
tRl + tl-l -> 

tRLl

where Ka is the association rate constant.

By using a ligand concenration in vast excess of receptor concentration (i.e. by ensuring

less than LÙVo of ligand is bound at equilibrium) the reaction can be treated as a pseudo-f,trst

order process, and the f,irst order rate equation can be used. The simplif,red f,rnt order rate

equation for association to a single site is shown below:

tl-tl : tt€1 .(l-e-Kobs't¡
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where L¡ and L" are the amount of ligand bound at time = t and at equilibrium respectively,

and where Kobs is the observed association rate constant.

The dissociation of a radioligand is, in contrast, a f,rrst order process depending solely on the

concenfation of complex. Thus:

Kd
tRLl+ tRl + tl-l

where Kd is the dissociation rate constant, an

tl-d : [Lo].e-Kd.t

where þ is the concentration of bound ligand at t = o.

From Kobs and Kd, the actual association rate constant, Ka, can be calculated:

Ka = (Kobs-Kd)/tl-l

and the kinetic dissociation constant revealed:

Ko = Kd/Ka

The internalisation rate constant, Ke, was calculated from the relationship described by

V/iley and Cunningham (1981):

r.Ke = [LR]in/[LR]sur

where [LR]in and [LR]sur are the concentrations of ligand-receptor complexes inside and on

the surface of the cells respectively. This relationship holds true only if there is no

degradation of the internalised ligand, and so only time points within the hrst 30 minutes of

incubation have been used to calculate Ke.

7.2 Association Kinetics at 4oC

A time course of association of l25l-l--3 u¡¿ 1251-6M-CSF to monocytes at 4oC is shown

inFig. 7.2. Although both ligands were used at a concentration of 200pM, l25I-GM-CSF
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Fiilure 7.2 Associatiotr o¡ 1251-CSF to monocytes at 4oC. Purified monocytes were

incubated with 200pM radioligand at 4oC, with or without competitor cytokines. Specifîc

cell-associated radioactivity was determined at the indicated times after centrifugation

through FCS. Maximum cpm bound were less than 4.5Vo of total cpm added. Each point is

the mean of two replicates.
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showed higher levels of binding ¡lun 1251-IL-3, and approached equilibrium more rapidly.

Inclusion of unlabelled GM-CSF in some tubes with t25l-n -l resulted in near complete

inhibition 6¡ 1251-¡¡-3-binding, while IL-3 inhibited approximately 40 percent e¡ 1251-6¡4-

CSF binding. In terms of absolute cpm, the degree of inhibition was similar for both

ligands.

Binding data were analysed by KINETIC (McPherson, 1985) using a weighted non-linear

curve fitting technique. Observed association rate constants (Kobs) for two experiments

performed at 4oC are shown in Table 7.1. Mean values ¡et 1251-6M-CSF association are

approximately l0-fold grearer than for lZíl-lt--Z (0.02 min-I, 0.0024 min-l respectively).

Half times for associarion (tl/z) were 35 minutes 11251-6¡4-CSF) and 4.8 hours 11251-

tr--3).

The presence of near-maximal values for non-competable 1251-Ctr¿-CSF binding at the first

time point (Fig.7.2) precludes an accurate assessment of Kobs for this fraction of binding

sites. Nevertheless, it is apparent from Fig.7.2 that non-competable binding reaches plateau

earlier than its competable counterpart, implying a more rapid association rate.

7.3 Association Kinetics at37oc

The association of both ligands to monocytes at 37oC is shown in Fig. 7.3. l25l-l--Z

showed rapid association, with plateau at approximately 100 molecules per cell after 30-60

minutes incubation. l25I-GM-CSF binding was almost complete at 1 minute, peaked at 2

minutes, and then showed a decline. Receptor internalisation was prevented in this

experiment by including 0.17o sodium azide in the binding medium. The declins ¡11251-

GM-CSF binding is therefore most likely due to dissociation from the receptor, and not to

internalisation and subsequent degradation of the ligand. Heterologous CSF were added to
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Figure 7.3 Association o¡ 1251-IL-3 (A) un¿ 1251-6M-CSF (B) to monocyres at 37oC.

Procedures were as described for Fig. 7.2, but with incubation at 37oC in the presence of

0.17o sodium azide. Competitor cytokines were added simultaneously with radioligand.

Maximum cpm bound were less than l%o of total cpm added. Each point is the mean of two

replicates.
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some tubes simultaneously with the radioligands. The IL-3 and GM-CSF preparations used

as inhibitors in these experiments were both glycosylated, as were the radioligands,

removing glycosylation state from consideration of the variables involved (Kelleher et al,

1938). The patterns of inhibition seen mirrored the binding patterns of the two radioligands,

with rapid inhibition of 125I-fL-3 binding by GM-CSF (Fig. 7.34) and a more gradual

inhibition s¡ 1251-6¡a-CSF binding by IL-3 (Fig. 7.38).

Fig. 7.4 shows a second experiment, where monocytes were preincubated with the

competitors for 15 minutes at 37 oC prior to the addition of radioligand. Using this protocol,

competition was immediately evident for both combinations of ligands. Observed

association rate constant (Kobs) for these experiments are shown in Table 7.1. Mean half

times (tIlz) for associarion a¡e 2.5 minuter ¡6¡ 1251-IL-3 and 40 seconds ¡or 1251-6M-CSF.

Values for l25I-GM-CSF binding are approximate only, owing to the difficulty in

measuring binding at time intervals of less than one minute. Association rates are 50-100

fold greater in these experiments than for the same ligands at 4oC, demonstrating the

temperature dependence of CSF-receptor interactions.

As with binding ar 4oC, association of non-competable 125I-CÌr¡-CSF binding at 37oC was

too rapid to permit an accurate estimate for Kobs for this fraction, with maximal binding

seen at the first time point measured (l minute, Fig. 7.48). Non-competable binding was,

however, clearly more rapid than competable binding. pe¡ 125¡-¡--3, observed association

rates of 0.52 min-l and 0.27 min-l were obtained for non-competable and competable

binding respectively for the experiment shown in Fig. 7.4A. These data show that the

competable receptor phenotype is associated with slower ligand association.
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Figure 7.4 Association o¡ 125¡-IL-3 (A) un¿ 125J-6M-CSF (B) to monocytes at 37oC.

Procedures were as described for Fig. 7.3, but with preincubation of cells with competitors

for 15 minutes at 37oC, prior to addition of radioligands. Maximum cpm bound were less

than9%o of total cpm added. Each point is the mean of two replicates.
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7.4 Dissociation Kinetics at3loc

To measure rates of ligand dissociation, 200pM radioligand was incubated with monocytes

overnight at 4oC to achieve equilibrium, and unbound radioactivity was removed by

centrifugation through an FCS cushion. The cells were resuspended in cold medium

containing 0.17o sodium azide, aliquotted into separate tubes, and a temperature shift to

37oC performed. Non-specific binding was measured at each time point, as with all other

binding experiments reported here. 125çn-3 showed a gradual dissociation over 40

minures, with a Kd value of O.022 min-l @ig. 7.54 and Table 7.1). Dissociation of 125I-

GM-CSF, as predicted from Fig. 7.3 and 7.4, was more rapid, with a precipitous fall in cpm

bound and plateau at2}-40 minutes (Kd 0.21 min-l).

Determination of the rate constants for dissociation allows the calculation of the actual

association rate constants (K¿) for ligand binding, according to the formula outlined in

Section 7.1. This yields a K¿ value ¡o¡ 1251-¡--3 binding to monocytes of 1.3 x 109M-1

min-l, and for 125I-CvI-CSF binding of >4 x lO9tvt-l min-l. Calculation of kinetic

dissociation constants using the formula:

Kn = Kd/Ka

yields values of 17pM ¡o. 1251-¡¡-3 and <53pM ¡o¡ 1251-6M-CSF. Kp values derived

from equilibrium binding experiments (Chapter 6) were 8-38pM ¡or I251-¡y-3 and 5-39pM

¡e¡ 1251-6M-CSF, showing good concordance with the kinetically derived values.

1 .5 Internalisation of CSF-receptor complexes

For measurement of internalisation, 125I-CSF were pre-equilibrated with monocytes

overnight at 4oC as described in section 7.3, but with the omission of sodium azide.

Following a temperature shift to 37oC, aliquots of cells were removed at regular time points,
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Figure 7.5 Dissociatiotr o¡ 1251-¡¡-3 (A) un6 125¡-6M-CSF (B) from monocytes at37oC.

Monocytes were incubated at 4oC for 18 hours with 200pM 125I-CSF, centrifuged through

FCS, and resuspended in binding medium with0.l%o sodium azide. Specific cell-associated

radioactivity was measured at the indicated times after a temperature shift to 37oC at t=0.

Each point is the mean of two replicates.
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exposed to either p}J^2 or pH 7 medium for 2 minutes at 4oC, and centrifuged through FCS.

Total cell associated radioactivity was defined as that present after a pH 7 wash, while

internalised radioactivity was that present after washing at p}ì2. Surface-bound

radioactivity was derived by subtracting pH 2 from pH 7 cpm at each time point.

Intemalisation of l25l-l--l is shown in Fig. 7.6A, where pH 2-resistant binding shows a

rapid rise after 2 minutes at 37oC, with plateau at 20 minutes. Surface bound radioactivity

shows a coincident decline, reflecting a combination of dissociation to the medium, and

internalisation into the cells. The ratio of internalised:surface bound radioactivity is plotted

against time in Fig. 7.68, yielding the internalisation rate constant, Ke (Wiley and

Cunningham, 1981). Ke values for two experiments with 125çn-4 are shown in Table 7.1,

with a mean + SD of 0.0510.002 min-1. Similar results were obtained with l25I-GM-CSF

internalisation @ig. 7.7, and Table 7.1). Ke values were remarkably constant, despite

differing degrees of competition in these experiments ç125¡-¡--3 : Exp. L:95Vo competition;

Exp.2 : LSVo competition; 1251-6¡4-CSF : 55Vo competition). These findings suggest that

competable and non-competable receptors do not differ markedly in their rate of

internalisation.
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Figure 7.6 Internalisation of 125çA-4 in monocytes. Monocytes were incubated \ryith

200pM t25l-n : at4oC for 18 hours, and processed as described for Fig.7.5. Cells were

resuspended in azide-free medium, warmed to 37oC, and washed at pH 7 or pH 2 for 2

minutes at 4oC at the indicated times. Cell-associated radioactivity was measured after a

final centrifugation through FCS. The pattern of internalised (o) surface bound (o) and total

cell-associated radioactivity (o) with time is shown in A. Derivation of the internalisation

rate constant (Ke) is shown in B. Each point is the mean of two replicates.
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Figure 7.7 Internalisation of 1251-6¡4-6SF in monocytes. Experimental procedures were

as outlined for Fig. 7.6. A, changes in internalised (o), surface bound (o) and total cell-

associated radioactivity (o) with time. B, derivation of Ks for 125I-GM-CSF.
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Table 7.1 Kinetic parameters*' ¡o. 1251-CSF interaction with monocytes.

l25yy1,-3

Temp (oQ¡ Kobs (min-l¡ Kd (min-l¡ Ka (M-1 min-l) Ke (min-l)

40 1) 0.0042
2) 0.00069

0.0024+0.0018'r'*

37o

125r-cM-CSF

1) 0.18
0.38

0.2810.1**

1.3 x 109 0.051
0.048

0.05010.002**

0.022 1)
2)2)

Temp (oQ¡ Kobs (min-l¡ fd (min-l¡ Ka (M-1 min-l) Ke (min-l)

40 1) 0.029
2) 0.010

0.02010.010**

37o 0.2r
2)

* Determined as described in the text.

** Mean + SD for two experiments.

>4 x 109 1) 0.046r) 0
0

1

1
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DISCUSSION

The experiments reported in this chapter have allowed calculation of kinetic Kp values for

the binding of IL-3 and GM-CSF to monocytes of 17pM and <53pM respectively. The

value for IL-3 is consistent with data from equilibrium studies, where high afhnity KD

values ranged from 8-38pM. The kinetically-derived Kp value for GM-CSF must be

regarded as approximate only, owing to the difficulty encountered in measuring very fast

rates of association. Nevertheless, the value is comparable to those obtained by equilibrium

methods (5-39pM). These findings are consistent with the concentrations of IL-3 and GM-

CSF needed to achieve a biological response in monocytes, and provide further support for

the existence of very high afhnity receptors for these $owth factors.

Analysis of the association and dissociation rate constants for IL-3 and GM-CSF is of

particular interest. Both growth factors showed a ma¡ked temperature dependence for

association, with Kobs values at 37oC 50-100 fold greater than at 4oC. Such temperature

dependence seems to be a feature of CSF binding in general (Park et al, 19894) but is not

seen with many other cytokines including IL-l andlL-  (Park et al, 1987, and Downer et al,

1985). A comparison of observed association rates for the two cytokines shows Kobs values

8 fold (4oC) and at least 3.5 fold (37oC) greater for GM-CSF than for IL-3. In addition,

GM-CSF dissociates more rapidly than does IL-3. Neither dissociation curye shown in Fig.

7.5 is that of a simple first order process, and KINETIC showed a better fit for the data using

a biexponential model. The improvement in fit was not, however, statistically significant,

and Kd values for a mono-exponential model have therefore been used (IL-3: 0.022 min-1;

GM-CSF: 0.21 min-l). Similar complex dissociation kinetics have been previously

observed for other cell surface receptor systems (Park et al, 1986), and their explanation

remains unclear. However, it is apparent that low affinity CSF-binding sites generally show

more rapid dissociation than do their high affinity counterparts, although rates of association
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tend to be similar (N. Nicola, personal communication). While it is difhcult to be certain

how much low affinity binding took place in the experiments reported here, the biphasic

dissociation curves would be consistent with the presence of low afhnity as well as high

affinity CSF-receptor complexes.

Account is taken of the differing Kd values for IL-3 and GM-CSF and of ligand

concentration in the calculation of the actual association rate constants (Ka, Table 7.1),

yielding a value for GM-CSF association which is at least 3 fold greater than for IL-3.

These data show that while association of both factors at 37oC is rapid, GM-CSF

association is particularly so. This finding may explain the more rapid activation of

monocytes induced by GM-CSF in the early phase adhesion experiments (Fig. 4.2).

The demonstration of CSF internalisation by monocytes (Fig. 7.6 and 7.7) is important for

several reasons. Firstly, while no single property can distinguish receptor from non-receptor

interactions, a number of features of true receptor-ligand interactions have been described

(Cuatrecasas et al, I976). These include reversibility and saturability of binding, expression

of binding sites in an appropriate tissue distribution and of appropriate aff,rnity for biological

effects, inhibitability of binding by analogues and/or antagonists, and the demonstration of

receptorligand complex internalisation. While no data is at present available regarding the

use of analogues or antagoniss for CSF binding to monocytes, each of the other criteria

listed above has been fulfilled for this interaction. The high aff,rnity binding sites for IL-3

and GM-CSF on monocytes are therefore most likely true receptors. Secondly, the Ke data

derived for IL-3 and GM-CSF internalisation are very simila¡ (0.05 min-l, 0.046 min-l,

respectively). Previously published values for IL-3 internalisation are limited to tumour cell

lines (Nicola et al, 1988; Murthy et al, 1989; Gesner et al, 1988). Nicola showed a range of

Ke values for IL-3 on different murine cell lines of 0.032-0.067 min-1; and Murthy showed

internalisation in the murine line B6SU¡4, with tU2 of 15 minutes and plateau at 50
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minutes. Gesner showed internalisation of IL-3 in the human tumor cell line KG-1, where

80Vo of the ligand was inside the cells by 20 minutes. Internalisation of GM-CSF in murine

cell lines is simila¡ to internalisation of IL-3 (Nicola et aI,1988; Ke 0.01-0.065 min-1). A

comparison of Kd and Ke values for human monocytes at 37oC (Table 7.1) shows thatfor

IL-3, internalisation of a surface bound molecule is at least twice as likely as dissociation

from the receptor. In contrast, for GM-CSF, dissociation is at least 4 times more likely than

internalisation.

Expression of rate constants for each process in terms of half-times (tl/2) allows a picture to

be built of the interaction of each CSF with the cell. Thus, GM-CSF associates rapidly (tU2

= 40 seconds) but often transiently (tl/Z for dissociation = 3.3 minutes), with a slower rate

of complex internalisation(t1./2 = l5 minutes). IL-3 associates less rapidly than GM-CSF

(tlf2 = 2.5 minutes) and is more likely to stay bound to the receptor (tl/Z for dissociation =

31.5 minutes). IL-3 internalisation is, however, of simila¡ efficiency (tU2= 14 minutes) to

GM-CSF.

A further point of interest which emerges from these experiments is the level of binding

seen with the two growth factors. In Figures 7.2,7.3,7.4 and 7.5, binding of IL-3 and GM-

CSF was measured concurrently to the same sets of donor cells. In each case, despite equal

concentrations of ligand used, higher binding was noted for GM-CSF. In addition, in most

cases the number of molecules bound per cell exceeded the estimates given from Scatchard

analysis of high affinity sites (Table 6.1). This adds to the evidence suggesting that low

aff,rnity sites may also be binding ligand in these experiments. Alternatively, the estimates

of high affinity site number, especially for GM-CSF, may be conservative. The occupancy

of a greater number of receptors by GM-CSF than by IL-3 at equivalent molarities may also

help explain the more rapid biological action of the former cytokine.
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Each of the experiments reported here was performed with some tubes containing

heterologous ligands, in order to distinguish the characteristics of competable and non-

competable binding more fully. Because of variable degrees of inhibition of radioligand

binding, and low cpm recorded in some experiments, not all the data is interpretable.

However, two major points emerge. Firstly, non-competable association appears to be more

rapid than competable association (Fig. 7.2, 1251-çM-CSF; Fig. 7.4, l25l-l--l 6¿ 1251-

GM-CSF). In the case of t25fn -l binding at 37oC (Fig. 7.aA) the two classes of receptor

were shown to have Kobs values of 0.52+0.09 min_l andO.27fl.07 min-l (M + SEM; non_

competable and competable binding respectively), with approximately 54Vo competition by

GM-CSF recorded at 60 minutes. Secondly, rates of internalisation do not vary widely,

despite large differences in degrees of competition. Thus Ke for 125çA,3 Exp. I was 0.051

min-l (>90Vo competition by GM-CSF) and for Exp. 2 was 0.048 min-l Q87o competition

by GM-CSF) and ¡s¡ 125¡-6M-CSF was 0.046 min-l (55Vo competition by IL-3). These

data suggest that competable and non-competable receptors internalise at similar rates when

complexed with their ligands.

One aspect of the binding of 125I-GI,Í-CSF to monocytes at 37oC was puzzling. While

association was extremely rapid, this was followed by a decline in cell-associated

radioactivity with time (Fig. 7.3 &. 7.4) prompting questions as to its mechanism. Both

125I-CIr,Í-CSF, and the unlabelled GM-CSF used as a competitor to determine non-specifîc

binding were glycosylated, suggesting that differences in association rates between ligand

and competitor were unlikely to be present. In additon, in Fig. 7.4, competitor was present

for 15 minutes at 37oC prior to the addition of radioligand, allowing ample time for

saturation of binding sites. These facts make it unlikely that the pattern seen resulted from

inaccurate estimations of non-specific binding. A loss of cells by adhesion to the incubation

tubes might also lead to a declining pattern of binding, especially in the presence of a pro-

adhesive stimulus such as GM-CSF. However, monocytes adhere poorly to siliconised
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glass, and do not adhere at all in the presence of sodium azide. Similarly, a loss o¡ 1251-

GM-CSF from the reaction mixture by adsorption to the glass tube would seem unlikely in

the presence of binding medium containing 0.57o BSA. Finally, the inclusion of sodium

azide in the binding medium was designed to prevent receptor-ligand complex

internalisation and subsequent degradation. V/hile the potential for internalisation under

these conditions was not directly addressed, simila¡ conditions have been used by other

groups to prevent CSF-receptor complex internalisation (Park et al, 19894).

If the decline ¡n 125¡-6¡4-CSF binding is therefore to be explained in terns of dissociation

from the receptor, the question arises as to why e¡¡s¡ 1251-GM-CSF molecules in the

medium do not rapidly associate with the vacant site, leading to the development of a

dynamic equilibrium. One explanation is that the receptor may be refractory to further

binding for a period following dissociation, possibly through the mechanism of binding-

induced allosteric change. Altematively, the process of binding and dissociation may lead

to the conversion from high to low affinity status. This hypothesis will be developed further

in the General Discussion, where a model attempting to reconcile all of the functional and

receptor data on monocytes will be proposed. Whatever the explanation for the shape of the

125I-CIvI-CSF association curve, however, it is clear that it diffen quite markedly from that

o¡ 1251-¡¡-3.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, the kinetic parameters ¡s¡ 125¡-¡--3 and 125I-CÌr¡-CSF interactions with

monocytes have been determined. l25t-GIr¡t-CSF showed very rapid association at 37oC,

with a tU2 oî only 40 seconds. The pattern of binding with this ligand was complex, with a

decline in overall cell-associated radioactivity after 2 minutes of incubation, despite the

presence of sodium azide. L25l-lf-l showed slower association, with a tuz at 37oC of 2.5
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minutes. The different rates of association correlate well with the more rapid activation of

monocytes by GM-CSF than by IL-3. Dissociation rates for the two ligands also differed

markedly, with Kd values ¡s¡ 1251-6M-CSF approximately 10 fold greater than ¡e¡ l25J-¡--

3. The kinetically derived Kp values of 17pM and <53pM 11251-1y-3 ¿¡¿ 125¡-6M-CSF

respectively) correlated well with equilibrium-derived data, and with the concentrations of

CSF needed for a biological response. Rates of internalisation were similar for the two

cytokines, with t1/2 of 14-15 minutes. A comparison of cross-competable and non-cross-

competable binding showed a more rapid rate of association of ligand to the latter class of

receptors, but similar rates of internalisation for the two gloups.
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CHAPTER 8

GENERAL DISCUSSION



The experiments described here have been performed using highly purified peripheral blood

monocytes from normal donors. By using such primary cells, rather than 'monocytoid'

tumour cell lines, it was intended that the frndings would be more relevant to monocyte

biology in vivo. However, this approach demanded the establishment of methods of cell

separation which could not only give high monocyte purity, but also an acceptable yield.

The adhesion and radioligand binding experiments were made possible by the technique of

countercurrent elutriation, which allowed not only the preparation of larger numbers of

monocytes than adhesion-dependent methods, but also the delivery of cells which had not

been activated by surface contact @ougherty et al, 1988; Parker et al, 1988; Haskill et al,

1988; Eierman et al, 1989). This situation is likely to have contributed particularly to the

discovery of the early phase of CSF-stimulated adhesion.

The major finding in Chapter 3 was that IL-3 and GM-CSF maintained monocyte numbers

in long term in viÍro culture, and stimulated increased cell size, protein content and antigen

expression. The maintenance of cell numbers at concentrations well below those required

for stimulation of 3ft-ürymi¿ine uptake (Fig. 3.5) indicated that this phenomenon resulted

primarily from enhanced monocyte survival. This finding is in keeping with previously

published data concerning the role of CSF in monocyte and macrophage survival. Thus, M-

CSF is a survival factor for murine BMM and human monocytes (Tushinski et al, 1982,

1985; Becker et al, 1987) and GM-CSF promotes survival in a proportion of murine PAM

(Lin et al, 1989). CSF have also been shown to promote survival of immature haemopoietic

cells and mature granulocytes (Metcalf et al, 1982,19868; l-opez et al, 1986; Begley et al,

1986) suggesting that this may be a general function of haemopoietic growth factors on

myeloid cells. The interpretation of the CSF-stimulated 3H-thymidine uptake seen in

monocyte cultures is open to discussion, but as already argued in Chapter 3, is most likely a

result of proliferation within a subpopulation of cells. Whether these are monoblasts

released prematurely from the bone m¿urow, and capable of limited division before terminal
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differentiation, or whether some mononuclea¡ phagocytes remain for long periods with

proliferative potential is unclear. However, a number of reports support the latter

contention. CSF-ùiven proliferation is seen in vtto in a number of different murine

mononuclear phagocyte populations (Tushinski et al, 1982,1985; Chen et al, 19884,8; Lin

et al, 1989), and intraperitoneal injection of either IL-3 or GM-CSF in mice leads to

enhanced mitotic activity in peritoneal macrophages (Metcalf et al, 19864, 1987). In

addition, other animal studies have described the in situ proliferation of macrophages in

association with experimentally induced synovitis (Loewi, 1969), infection with Lísteria

monocytogenes (North, 1969) and methylcholanthrene-induced sarcomas @vans et al,

1984). Proliferation has also been studied in human pulmonary alveola¡ macrophages

obtained from smokers and a non-smoker by broncho-alveolar lavage (Golde et al, 1974). A

labelling index of between 0.35 and I.25Vo was seen in the smokers, together with a much

higher macrophage recovery. This compared with an index of 0.35 in the single non-smoker

studied. Because of differences in the experimental methods used (in particula¡ the length

of exposure to 3H-thymidine), these findings are diff,rcult to relate directly to those reported

in Chapter 3. However, the proportion of cells proliferating was similarly low in the two

studies. The extent to which mononuclear phagocyte proliferation in man is biologically

relevant is unclear, but it should be noted that a small growth fraction may be more

significant in long-lived cells such as tissue macrophages than in cells of short half life.

CSF-stimulated 3g-thymidine uptake required concentrations of cytokines of at least 60pM

(Fig. 3.5), concurring with another recent publication, where enhanced 3H-thymidine uptake

in human monocytes was seen with concentrations of GM-CSF of 100pM but not 50pM

(Koyanagi et al, 1988). Data presented for IL-3 by the same authors suggested that this

cytokine was active at lower concentrations (10pM). However, it was unclear from their

data whether this was significant, because no statistical analysis was presented. At least two

studies suggest that concentrations of this magnitude are achievable in vivo at the
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inflammatory site, at least for GM-CSF (Williamson et al, 1988; Xu et al, 1989). In

addition, both GM-CSF and IL-3 have been shown to adsorb to the connective tissue matrix

laid down by bone marrow stromal cells in vitro (Gordon et al, 1987; Roberts et al, 19884),

and the responsible element appears to be heparan sulphate. The retention of biological

activity by the bound CSF (Roberts et al, 19884) raises the possibility that local production

of growth factors may result in the compartmentalised control of myeloid cell function or

proliferation by conversion from a soluble to a substrate-bound form. Furthermore, this

phenomenon may allow the development of localised regions of high CSF concentrations,

thereby providing a proliferative signal to neighbouring macrophages.

The findings presented in Chapter 4 show that IL-3 and GM-CSF also influence the

functional state of human monocytes. Both CSF stimulated two phases of adhesion,

distinguishable not only by their timing, but also in their dependence on protein synthesis.

Early phase adhesion was not inhibited by cycloheximide, and control experiments

confirmed that the drug was indeed active in inhibiting protein synthesis at this time fig.
4.9; Table 4.1). These findings were not surprising, given the rapidity of the adhesion

response. In contrast, late phase stimulated adhesion was abolished by cycloheximide added

5 hours prior to harvest, with no effect on cell viability in this time. This was also consistent

with the time course of adhesion (Fig. 4.1) which showed a delay of 6-9 hours prior to the

onset of the late phase.

In contrast to these differences between early and late phase adhesion, both phases of

stimulated adhesion were LFA- but not MAC-1-dependent, suggesting a role for LFA-1 or

p150/95 in these phenomena. The partial inhibition of late phase adhesion by anti-ICAM-1

confirmed that LFA-l was involved, but since the inhibition was incomplete, it seems likely

that p150Æ5 is important as well. Unstimulated adhesion was only partially LFA-dependent

at both time points, and was independent of MAC-I. These hndings concur with previous
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reports of the partial dependence of unstimulated monocyte adhesion on LFA-1 and

pl50/95, but not MAC-I (see Chapter 4).

Changes in the surface expression of LFA complexes in general correlated poorly with

stimulated adhesion. No changes in expression were seen at 30 minutes of culture, despite

the development of enhanced adhesion, and upregulation at 21 hours was seen most strongly

for MAC-I. In addition, IL-4 stimulated increases in all LFA complexes at 21 hours of

culture in the face of inhibition of adhesion. The regulation of monocyte adhesion may

therefore depend more on the distribution of LFA-I and p150/95 molecules on the cell

surface, or on thefu functional state, rather than on changes in their overall expression. The

publications referred to in Chapter 4 concerning the irrelevance of changes in neutrophil

MAC-I expression to MAC-l-dependent stimulated adhesion (Vedder et al, 1988; Buyon et

al, 19SS) and the stimulation of novel binding cha¡acteristics in monocyte MAC-I

complexes (Altieri et al, 19884,8) provide a possible model for such functional change.

One limitation of the MAb blocking studies used in Chapter 4 is the potential for inhibition

of adhesion by indirect means. Numerous publications illustrate the capacity for adhesion to

perturb monocyte function (Dougherty et al, 1988; Parker et al, 1988; Haskill et al, 1988;

Navano et al, 1939) and there is evidence that the type of substrate may determine the

functional outcome (Eierman et al, 1989). The implication in these reports is that integrins

may act as signalling proteins, rather than simply functioning as passive attachment

molecules, and there is some direct evidence to support such a conclusion in T cells (Dunn

et al, 1989). The possibility therefore exists that MAb 60.3 inhibits monocyte adhesion by

'signalling' the cell to become, in some way, less adhesive. Such an hypothesis must be

able to explain the fact that different alpha-chain MAb inhibit adhesion in different cell

types (anti-MAC-1 in neutrophils; anti-LFA-l in monocytes). Mentzer et al (1987) have

investigated possible mechanisms by which such 'signalling' might occur, but found little
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evidence in its support. Inhibition of unstimulated monocyte adhesion to HUVEC was seen

both with F(ab')2 fragments of anti-LFA-1 antibodies and with whole antibody, suggesting

that Fc receptor-mediated binding and subsequent cell signalling was not responsible for

inhibition of adhesion. The same authors also found that some, but not all anti-LFA-l MAb

inhibited adhesion, showing that simple binding of MAb to LFA-I does not necessarily

trigger detachment.

The rapidity of early phase stimulated adhesion may provide a mechanism for the local

control of monocyte-endothelial anachment and diapedesis in vívo. The production of GM-

CSF by a wide variety of cell types, in contrast to the restricted production of IL-3 (see

Chapter 1), the identification of GM-CSF at the inflammatory site (Xu et al, 1989), and the

more rapid stimulation of adhesion seen with this cytokine (Chapter 4) suggest that GM-

CSF may be of most importance in this process. The possibility that CSF-stimulated

monocyte adhesion may be pathogenetic in atherogenesis is an intriguing one, and deserves

further study. The late phase of stimulated adhesion may be important in monocyte

migration through the extracellular space, and to the localisation of monocytes at the

inflammatory site (see Chapter 4). Alternatively it may contribute to the roles of IL-3 and

GM-CSF in the stimulation of adhesion-dependent effector function, such as tumour lysis.

It is of interest to compare some aspects of monocyte adhesion with those of neutrophils.

The latter cells show only slight stimulation of adhesion with GM-CSF ín vitro (Devereux et

al, 1989; Obrist et al, 1989) but injection of GM-CSF in vivo causes a similar reversible

margination of both neutrophils and monocytes in the pulmonary vasculature. Human

neutrophils do not respond functionally to IL-3 in vitro (l-opez et al, 19884) and lack IL-

3-R (Lopez et al, 1989). In the case of monocytes, the adhesion response is somewhat

slower with IL-3 than with GM-CSF, but with time is equally as great (Chapter 4). These

findings may provide a clue to understanding the apparent redundancy in the stimulation of
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monocyte adhesion by CSF. It may be an advantage to the host to be able to control

monocyte adhesion selectively, without perturbing neutrophil function. Sequential

production of f,r¡st GM-CSF and second \--3 at the inflammatory site may help to explain

the initial influx of neutrophils, followed by accumulation of monocytes in the subacute

phase. Further distinctions can be drawn between the two cell types in their mechanism of

adhesion, in that the LFA-dependent component of neutrophil-endothelial attachment is

MAC-I mediated (Vedder et al, 1988), while monocyte adhesion depends on LFA-I and

p150/95. Whether these differences can explain the shorter tU2 of neutrophils in the

circulation, and the presence of a marginating pool of neutrophils but not apparently of

monocytes (Johnston, 1988) remains to be seen.

The observed stimulation of monocyte adhesion by IL-3 and GM-CSF, and the inhibition of

the same function by n--4, are findings which a¡e all the more important for their relative

isolation. Amongst the cytokines, IFNy has been shown to stimulate murine PEM to

basement membrane proteins, and to stimulate homotypic adhesion in human monocytes

(Shaw et al, 1989; Mentzer et al, 1986), while the effect of IL-l in enhancing monocyte-

endothelial attachment is through stimulation of endothelium rather than of monocytes.

Although M-CSF may also stimulate human monocyte adhesion (Fig. 4.6) no information

could be found indicating a role for other cytokines in this process. It is also important to

note the recent publication describing the presence of only very low levels of IFNy in

synovial fluid and tissue in RA (Firestein et al, 1987), a finding which surprised the authors,

in view of the morphologic and histochemical evidence of T cell activation in the RA

synovium" Relatively high concentrations of M-CSF and GM-CSF were detected by the

same group, however (Firestein et al, 1988; Xu et 41, 1989), suggesting that CSF may be the

more important soluble mediators in this disease.
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The literature on cytokine inhibitors of human monocyte adhesion is also sp¿ìrse. One report

describes the production of a leukocyte adhesion inhibitor (LAÐ from activated endothelial

cells, and its partial characterisation as a heat- and acid-stable but pepsin-sensitive molecule

of Mr I4-24I<D (Wheeler et al, 1988). This factor inhibited the adhesion of neutrophils and

monocytes to IL-l-stimulated HUVEC, and its action was on the leukocyte rather than on

the endothelial cell. IL-4 has a number of features in common with LAI. It is a polypeptide

of Mr 20KD when glycosylated, is very acid stable due to the presence of 3 disulphide

bonds (W. Windsor, personal communication), and inhibits monocyte adhesion to HUVEC

by an action on the monocyte (Chapter 5). It appears, however, that LAI is identical to

another recently described monokine, 'neutrophil activating factor' (M. Gimbrone, personal

communication), suggesting that LAI and IL-4 are not one and the same.

High concentrations of PMA may also inhibit monocyte-endothelial attachment (Kamp et al,

1989) and work in this laboratory has shown the induction of a hypo-adhesive state in

HUVEC treated with transforming growth factor p (TGF-p). This decreased adhesiveness is

manifest for neutrophils (Gamble et al, 1988) but not for monocytes (JR Gamble, personal

communication).

The experiments described in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis were undertaken in order to

help understand the mechanisms by which IL-3 and GM-CSF stimulate monocytes. A

number of novel findings concerning the binding of these CSF to their receptors resulted,

and a¡e summarised here. IL-3 and GM-CSF bound to a small number of very high affinity

receptors (Kp 5-39pM) and to a larger number of low affinity receptors (KO 513-1120pM).

The affinity constants for the high affrnity sites were determined both by equilibrium and by

kinetic methods, and close agreement was seen. These values also correlate closely with the

concentrations of CSF needed for biological responses. It is unclea¡ at present whether the

low affinity sites are capable of cell signalling in monocytes, but as already discussed in
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Chapter 6, functional low affinity receptors for GM-CSF are found on human placental

cells, and a cloned low affinity GM-CSF receptor is also capable of transducing a

proliferative signal when expressed in the murine cell line FDCP-I. It is of interest that

proliferation in monocytes seems to require much higher concentrations of CSF than do cell

survival or functional stimulation, and that no plateau is seen in this response even at CSF

concentrations as high as 60OpM (Chapters 3, 4 and Koyanagi et al, 1988). Colony

formation in bone mÍurow cells also requires higher CSF concentrations than do other

functions, raising the possibility that low afhnity receptors specifically mediate the

proliferative response. This implies either the need for much larger numbers of occupied

receptors to achieve proliferation, or a different system of second messengers for low and

high affinity-receptor-mediated stimulation. Evidence in support of the latter hypothesis

arises from the work of l-opez et al (19888) which demonstrates the presence of different

intracellular signals in non-proliferative and proliferative cells stimulated with GM-CSF.

The partial competition for binding between IL-3 and GM-CSF indicated an interaction

between the CSF or their receptors, but this interaction was quite different from that

previously described on mouse bone ma¡row cells (Walker et al, 19854,8). Specihcally,

the interaction was limited to IL-3 and GM-CSF and did not also involve G-CSF or M-CSF,

it was bidirectional rather than hierarchical, and it was seen under conditions shown to

[lrevent receptor internalisation. The receptor trans-downmodulation model is therefore not

adequate to explain these data, and an alternative model for IL-3 and GM-CSF receptors on

monocytes is proposed in Figure 8.1. In this model, discrete IL-3 and GM-CSF binding

proteins act as low affinity receptors for their respective CSF, but association of either

protein with a third connecting subunit induces a change to high affinity status. This may

occur through an allosteric change in the CSF binding site, as has been previously proposed

in the regulation of epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor affinity by soluble mediators

(Schlessinger, 1988). Alternatively, the connecting subunit may also be found on the cell
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Fieure 8.1 A model for IL-3 and GM-CSF receptors on monocytes. I, IL-3 unique binding

protein; G, GM-CSF unique binding protein; C, connecting chain.
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surface, and provide additional binding sites for ligand interaction. In order to explain the

preponderance of low affinity sites, the connecting subunit must be present in limiting

concentrations, and the regulation of turnover of this subunit may therefore control the

responsiveness of the cell to stimulation. Association of one Il-3-binding and one GM-

CSF-binding protein via a connecting subunit results in competition for CSF binding, and

two possible mechanisms for competition are illustrated. In the first, competition is

achieved through steric hind¡ance, and in the second, binding of one CSF molecule leads to

the dissolution of the trimolecular receptor complex, with retention of high affinity status for

the occupied receptor, but conversion to low affinity status for the unoccupied receptor.

This model accommodates much of the available data. It allows for high and low affinity

binding, for partial competition for high aff,rnity binding only, and for the retention of the

highly individual association and dissociation kinetics outlined in Chapter 7. An alternative

model invokes the presence of a separate CSF-binding protein with a common binding site

for the two ligands, in addition to high and low aff,rnity sites specifîc for the individual CSF.

V/hile this remains possible, it is a more complex model and requires at least one common

epitope on the two CSF molecules.

The existence of the connecting subunit is at present unproven. Two pieces of evidence,

however, support its inclusion in this model. Firstly, in cross-linking experiments with 35S-

IL-3 and l2St-Ctvt-CSF on KG-1 cells, one group has found unique CSF binding proteins of

Mr 69KD for IL-3 and 95KD for GM-CSF, together with a high Mr protein of about l75KD

in each case. The 175KD band is fully inhibited by the cognate CSF (as is the smaller band

appropriate for that ligand) but only partially inhibited by the non-cognate CSF (SC Clark,

personal communication). This is the pattern one would expect if the p175 were a

connecting subunit, as only those p175 molecules in a trimolecular receptor complex would

be inhibited. In the alternative, the p175 might represent a common CSF receptor. In this
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case, however, it should be fully inhibited by the non-cognate CSF, and therefore this

representation would seem less likely. Secondly, the cloned GM-CSF receptor already

referred to has only a very short inracellular domain, with little potential for tyrosine kinase

activity (D Gearing, personal communication). However, studies on mechanisms of signal

transduction of GM-CSF in human neutrophils have revealed the rapid appearance of

tyrosine phosphorylation in a number of membrane proteins upon stimulation with GM-

CSF, suggesting that the GM-CSF-R is associated with a tyrosine kinase (Gomez-

Cambronero et al, 19S9D). Similar conclusions for the IL-3 receptor arise from studies on

the binding of mIL-3 to various murine cell lines. Binding of IL-3 results in the rapid

appearance of a number of phosphotyrosine-containing proteins within the cell (Isfort et al,

1988), one of which is intimately associated with the IL-3 binding protein (Isfort et al, 1988;

Sorensen et al, 1989). These reports provide evidence that a second protein is associated

with the IL-3 and GM-CSF binding proteins, and therefore support the inclusion of the

connecting subunit in the receptor model proposed here. In addition, it seems possible that

the connecting subunit may function as a signal transducer with tyrosine kinase activity,

allowing for the type of rapid cell stimulation which was described in Chapter 4.

The receptor model also provides an explanation for the similarities seen between IL-3 and

GM-CSF in their stimulation of monocytes. The two CSF behave identically in their

stimulation of monocyte expression of TNFcr (Cannistra et al, 19884) and M-CSF

(Vellenga er al, 1988; Emst et al, 1989), while neither stimulates G-CSF expression

(Vellenga et al, 1988). In addition, both enhance the growth of HfV in human monocytes,

and stimulate tumouricidal and microbicidal function (Koyanagi et al, 1988; Pemo et al,

1989; Cannistra er al, 19884; Wang et al, 1989). To these reports can be added the

information contained in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, which show very similar activity

for the two CSF. Of particular interest in this regard is the failure of IL-3 a¡rd GM-CSF to

show synergy or additive effects when used at optimal concentrations (Fig. 4.5). The
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transduction of signals via a common connecting subunit, whether in the bi- or tri-molecula¡

configuration, would explain these findings. The fact that GM-CSF activates monocytes

more rapidly than does IL-3 is also compatible with the model, being explainable in terms of

differences in the kinetics of ligand interaction with the unique binding subunits. While the

mechanism of CSF receptor internalisation in these cells is unknown, it is of interest that Ke

values were very simila¡ for IL-3 and GM-CSF, and for competable and non-competable

binding (Chapter 7). This may indicate a role for the connecting subunit in internalisation as

well as in its other proposed functions.

The last f,rnding which the model must explain is the unusual on-off association pattern seen

for GM-CSF but not for IL-3 (Chapter 7). Possible sources of experimental error in these

experiments have been previously discussed, and would seem unlikely to be operative,

although internalisation and subsequent degradation 6¡ 125J-6M-CSF has not been totally

excluded. The proposal was therefore made that GM-CSF binding is followed by

dissociation, and a refractory period follows preventing further CSF molecules from

binding. Such a process might occur by the dissolution of the GM-CSF-binding protein

from its connecting subunit upon ligand binding, leading to its conversion to a low affinity

site. Whether this would be associated with signal transduction and hence explain the more

rapid stimulation of monocyte function by GM-CSF is unclea¡, and remains an area of great

interest.

The complex model proposed to explain CSF-monocyte binding is not without parallel in

other ligand-receptor systems. The IL-2 receptor comprises at least 2 chains, each of which

binds IL-2 with low affinity when alone (V/ang et al, 1987). Non-covalent association of

the a and p chains results in a high affinity receptor, with binding domains for \--2 on both

chains, but with signal transduction occurring through the s chain only. Although IL-2

binding had previously been reported to be specific (Smith, 1987) a recent publication
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showed a reduction in il--Z binding to T and B cell lines after a 60 minute preincubation

with IL-4 at 4oC (Fernandez-Botran et al, 1989). Although the potential for competition in

the converse direction was not explored, the similarities between these findings and the ones

reported here for CSF binding are obvious. High and low affinity binding sites a¡e also seen

for EGF, and these are capable of interconversion (Schlessinger, 1988). A similar pattern is

seen for the TNF-R, which undergoes a protein kinase C-dependent conversion to low

affinity status on appropriate stimulation (Scheurich et al, 1989). Both receptor systems

have the added complexity of binding more than one ligand: the EGF receptor also binds

transforming growth factor o, and the TNF-R binds both TNFcr and TNFB. A further

va¡iation on the theme is provided by the receptor for IL-6, which is a single chain protein

of 80KD. Upon binding IL-6, this chain associates with a larger, non-ligand-binding

glycoprotein of Mr 130KD, which is responsible for signal transduction (Taga et al, 1989).

These multiple-subunit and multiple-ligand receptor systems contrast with the interaction

between M-CSF and its receptor, which is specific for M-CSF, comprises a single chain

only, and is of single affinity (Yeung et al, 1987).

Many questions about the interactions of IL-3 and GM-CSF with monocytes, and about the

receptor model proposed, remain unanswered. For example, what advantage is conferred on

the cell by the association of CSF receptors? Is this simply a 'mariage of convenience',

brought about by a paucity of connecting or signal transduction chains, or does receptor

association facilitate signal Eansduction in some way? Also worthy of consideration is

whether all monocytes express all receptor classes, or whether there are subpopulations of

cells expressing only competable or only low affinity sites. In fact there is some evidence to

suggest that peripheral blood monocytes are heterogeneous in terms of physical properties

and immunological function (Yasaka et al, 1981; Esa et al, 1986; Dransfield et al, 1988),

suggesting that they may also vary in their expression of CSF receptors.
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FUTURE WORK

It is clear that a great deal of in vitro work remains to be done, particularly in the areas of

mechanisms of CSF-stimulated adhesion, and in the further characterisation of CSF

receptors on monocytes. The biochemical characterisation and molecular cloning of the

proposed connecting subunit would be a particular priority in such experiments. It would

also be of great interest, however, to pursue the functional work contained in this thesis in

vivo. The roles of IL-3 and GM-CSF in contributing to macrophage-associated pathology

could be tested in animal models of atherogenesis, inflammatory arthritis and other diseases,

with the potential for providing information of clinical importance.
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